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Telecommunication  now  underpins  most  industrial  activities  and  is  central  to  the 
performance  of  the  service  sector  in  Europe.  Good  telecommunications  are  crucial  to 
business competitiveness.  The completion of the European Economic Space with no  internal 
barriers to  trade will open new opportunities and  present new competitive pressures, and the 
increasing  importance  of telecommunications  in  international  trade  is  already  changing  the 
way  businesses  operate.  The prosperity of Europe  in  the  1990s  will  be critically dependent 
on good communications. 
The  telecommunications,  computing and  broadcasting sectors  already account for  an annual 
turnover of over 500  billion  ECU in the  world.  By  2000,  the  telecommunications sector will 
be  the  third  largest  in  Europe,  after  food  &  drink  and  chemicals.  Telecommunications 
infrastructures  will  be  economically  more  important  than  the  physical  transport 
infrastructures.  Mastering  the  technology  options  has  therefore  become  a  key  to  economic 
growth and  the creation of new employment.  Over 50%  of employment already depends on 
use  of  information  and  telematic  systems,  and  the  major  growth  in  employment  is  in  the 
information sector. 
Demand  for  services  is  changing  rapidly.  Businesses  need  more  flexible  services,  higher 
transmission  capacities  for  fast  data  and  image  transmission  and  more  competitive  tariffs. 
The  growth  in  value-added services  over high-speed digital  networks  is  currently near 40% 
per  year,  with  40  million  service-user combinations  in  1987,  180  million  in  1989  and over 
300  million  in  1991.  By  2000  as  much  as  30%  of  telecommunications  revenues  could  be 
associated  with  such  value-added  services.  Within  a  few  years,  most  major  European 
companies  will  require  fast  data  communications  between  their  design,  manufacturing, 
management and  retailing activities.  Demand for such services is  already strong  in  the US: 
all  major research institutes have access to  very high-speed data communications, and 60%  of 
the  top  500 companies make use  of high-speed digital transmission links. 
Recognising  these  trends,  a  "definition  phase"  of  the  RACE  programme  was  launched  in 
1985,  at  the  initiative  of European  Industry  Ministers.  It established  that  there  was  scope 
and  need  for  a  European  framework  for  collaboration  in  R&D.  The  Decision  on  the  first 
phase  of  a  10-year  RACE  Programme  (Research  and  development  in  Advanced 
Communications technologies  in  Europe)  was  adopted  by  the  European Council of Ministers 
in December  1987.  This decision established the policy direction and a  budget provision for 
an  initial  period of five  years,  to  1992,  within  the  EC's  2nd  Framework for  Research  and 
technology  development.  The  objective  was  to  "promote  the  competitiveness  of  the 
Community's telecommunications  industry, operators and service providers in order to  make 
available  to  final  users,  at minimum cost and with minimum delay, the services which  will 
sustain  the  competitiveness  of  the  European  economy  and  contribute  to  maintaining  and 
creating employment in the Community". 
Article  9  of the  decision  requires  that, "after the completion of the  first  five-year period of 
the  programme,  the  Commission  shall,  after consulting  the  Management  Committee,  send  to 
the  Member  States and the  European  Parliament  a  report  on  the  performance  and  results  of 
the  programme".  This is  that report.  It updates the 30-month review submitted in  1990. 
3 The main achievements 
As  a  result of the work carried out in  the  first  five  years of the RACE programme, Europe 
has  a  clear  lead  in  the  conceptual  development  of advanced  communications  networks  and 
services.  For  the  first  time,  telecommunications  operators,  the  telematics  industry  and 
leading-edge users  in most  major application  sectors  have  joined  forces  in  development  of 
the advanced communications technologies  required for low-cost and innovative services.  A 
unique  environment  has  been  created  in  the  RACE  programme  for  concertation  of  their 
efforts. 
The  RACE  programme  has  strengthened  the  harmonisation  of  the  European 
Telecommunications  infrastructure;  the  development  of  Common  Functional  Specifications 
has  provided a  "blue-print" for Integrated Broadband Communications.  The programme  has 
fostered  the  close  co-operation  of  central  and  peripheral  regions,  and  has  therefore 
contributed to  the economic and social  cohesion of the Community.  In  terms of technology 
development,  development of the  Asynchronous  transfer mode  for  high-speed switching  of 
digital communications has given European industry a lead in  international competition;  The 
research  on  network  management  has  given  European  network  management  systems 
international  recognition;  The  work  on  digital  video  and  TV  has  resulted  in  international 
standards  for  coding,  multi-gigabit  signal  distibution  systems  and  specifkations  for  digital 
video-recording.  In  the  area of standardisation,  the  programme  has  contributed  596  draft 
specifications to  European and international bodies - ETSI, CCITT and CCIR (see Annex II). 
An excellent complementarity with  EUREKA activities  has  been  developed,  and  over  1700 
scientific and technical papers have been published in the open literature (see  Annex III). 
The results of the RACE Programme provide European telecommunications organisations and 
services  providers  with  a  strategic  competitive advantage.  It has  created awareness  within 
industry of the  market  opportunities which  will  accompany  the  implementation of the  next 
generation of telecommunications services  in  Europe.  It has  demonstrated the advantages of 
collaboration  on  a  European  scale  in  pre-competitive  R  &  D,  and  has  substantially  re-
inforced European stndardisation in the telecommunications sector. 
Management and evaluation of the RACE programme 
The  RACE  programme  is  unique  in  the  EC's  2nd  Framework  Programme:  it  was  the  only 
programme  managed  as  a  fully  integrated  set  of tasks;  each  project  has  addressed  one  or 
more of an coherent set of R&D tasks, each of which has contributed to a single objective: 
"Introduction of Integrated Broadband Communications, taking into account  the evolving  ISDN 
and national introduction strategies, progressing to Community-wide services by 1995" 
The Workplan for the programme, adopted in  1987,  set the framework for the work of each 
project and  for  their  interaction.  This  interaction  has  further  been  reinforced  by  r~gular 
"Concertation"  between  projects,  through  technical  discussions  at  6  - 8  week  intervals  in 
which  all  projects  were  required  to  participate.  The  technical  results  of the  projects  have 
further  been  consolidated  by  a  core  project  responsible  for  development  of  IBC 
implementation  strategies,  functional  reference  models,  customer  service  functions  and 
referance  configurations.  A  strong  and  coherent  interaction  with  European  standardis~tion 
bodies  has  also  been  assured  through  a  second  key  project  responsible  for  consensus 
development and development of common functional specifications. The  evaluation  and  auditing  of  the  work  in  the  programme  has  reflected  the  strongly 
integrated nature of the programme. 
At the  programme  level,  a  Strategic  Audit was  carried out in  1989  to  evaluate  the  work  in 
respect of the strategic and policy objectives of the Community.  The progress in  work was 
reported to  the Council of Ministers and the  European Parliament in  1990  in the "30  month" 
review provided for  in the Council Decision.  This was  followed  in  1990  by a  re-assessment 
of  new  requirements  for  R&D  by  an  independent  Board  of  senior  executives  and 
Government Officials (Telecom  2000).  In  1991  and  early  1992,  the  work  was  evaluated,  in 
the  context  of  the  other  major  IT  and  Telematics  application  programmes  of  the  2nd 
Framework Programme (ESPRIT and  DRIVE) by  an  independent Panel1).  Finally,  in  1992, 
the  Commission  reported  on  the  programme  in  the  context  of  its  Evaluation  of  the  2nd 
Framework Programme2)), and the  RACE Management Committee carried its own evaluation 
at the request of CRESTs}. 
The  research  and  technology  development  within  the  programme  has  been  accompanied  by 
regular  assessments  of  the  economic  and  social  impact  of  developments  in  advanced 
communications").  The  most  recent  of  these  assessments  was  carried  out  in  1991  and 
disseminated in  1992.  The major part of this activity has  now been fully integrated into the 
2nd  Phase  of RACE  following  the  provisions  made  in  the  Council  Decision  on the Specific 
Programme on Communications Technologies. 
The  programme  management  procedures  adopted  by  Commission  services  for  the  RACE 
programme  were  subjected  to  an  independent  "programme  management  Audit"  in  1989, 
which resulted in a strong endorsement of the Commission's approach. 
At  the  Project  level,  each  project  has  been  subject  to  a  "Technical  Audit"  by  independent 
experts  in  the  relevent  field  of research  every  year.  The  first  such  Technical  Audit  took 
place in  October 1988  and the  last in  October  1992.  The results of these annual audits  have 
been used to re-direct or terminate the  work of Projects when necessary. 
These evaluations and audits  have  all  shown  that  the  RACE Programme has  been successful 
in  relation to  its original objectives. 
The work started  under  the  first  phase  of RACE  has  now  been followed-up and  broadened 
by R&D  projects under  the  new  Specific  RTD programme on communications technologies, 
the  second  Phase  of  RACE.  This  is  part  of  the  EC's  3rd  Framework  Programme,  and 
provides for EC part-funding of R&D until December  1994.  These projects started work in 
January 1992,  and the overlap  RACE  Phase  I projects in  1992  has ensured continuity in the 
work.  The Programme will continue to  make a significant contribution to Europe's economic 
development and  socio-economic integration.  It is  accompanied by national activities5)  and 
international actions,  such as  those  of EURESCOM6},  which  reinforce  the  EC activity, and 
which  are  reinforced  by  it.  The  RACE  programme  is  a  unique  framework  within  which 
Telecommunications network operators, industry and users all co-operate. 
l)The report of the information and communications technologies review Board, Chaired by Mr. W. Dekker, June 1992. 
2)communication  from  the  Commission  on  "Evaluation  or  the  ucond  Framework  Programme  for  research  and 
technological development (SEC(92)676 Final), July 1992. 
:!)Reproduced in Section 5.2.1 of this report  . 
.C}The  reports  or  these  auenmenh  have  been  published  and  widely  dineminated  u  the  aeries  of  reports  on 
"Perspectives for Advanced Communications in Europe: PACE" 
5)nroadband communications trials are underway in D, D, DK, F, Irl, P  and the UK. 
6)European Inatitute for research and strategic atudies in telecommunications GmbH. 
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Telecommunications  is  the  most  dynamic  and  rapidly  evolving  of all  industrial  sectors  in 
Europe.  Telecommunications services  generate a  turnover of over 300  billion ECU per year 
in Europe, and investment in telecommunications networks and services is  running at close  to 
30  billion  ECU  per year.  The revenue  is  still  largely associated  with  voice  telephony,  but 
most  current capital  investment  is  in  the  new  generations  of digital  equipment,  which  can 
support the  integration of voice, data and image communications.  By  2000, as  much as  30% 
of  telecommunications  revenues  could  be  associated  with  value-added  services  using 
advanced data communications. 
World-wide,  all  spheres of life are  affected  by  the  convergence of information  technology, 
broadcasting  and  telecommunications.  The combination  of data  processing  techniques  with 
innovative  ideas  in  telecommunications  has  already  led  to  the  implementation of Integrated 
Services  Digital  Networks,  but  these  are  only  a  first  step  in  a  rapid  evolution  to  a  much 
wider  range  of  multi-media  services  which  will  require  new  technologies,  network  and 
service  management  systems  and  new  regulatory  systems.  The  combination  of  service 
integration  together  with  optical  fibres  offering  cheap  high-speed  transmission  (a  million 
times  faster  than  over copper  wires)  provide  the  techno-economic  basis  for  a  fundamental 
restructuring of all of the sectors through Integrated Broadband Communications (IBC).  This 
development of this concept is  the goal of the RACE Programme. 
The  present  report summarises  and documents  the  results  of the  first  Phase  of the  I 0-year 
RACE Programme, from  1988  to  1992. 
The context,  organisation and  results  of the  Programme  are described  in Section  2,  and  the 
organisation  and  results  of programme  evaluations  and  audits  are  summarised  in Section  3. 
Links  with  other EC  and  European  actions  are  described  in  section  4.  The  results  of the 
R&D  in  the  first  phase of RACE have  already been  widely exploited,  both  in development 
of standards,  in  new  network and service developments,  and  as  a  basis  for  further work  in 
Phase  II  of  the  programme.  The  exploitation  of  the  results  of  Phase  I  of  RACE  are 
described  in  section  5,  and  the  transition  to  Phase  II  is  described  in  section  6.  Future 
requirements and options for work at European level are described in Section 7. 
Detailed information on the achievments of R&D  projects  are summarised in  Annex I.  The 
contributions  to  standardisation  are  listed  in  Annex  II,  and  all  scientific  and  technical 
publications resulting from the work are listed in Annex Ill.  Applications for registration of 
Patents are  listed in  Annex IV;  a  glossary of technical  terms  is  given in Annex V,  and a list 
of references to  the formal Decisions of the Council of Ministers and Communications of the 
Commission  is  given  in Annex VI.  The  R&D projects funded under Phase I of the  RACE 
programme are  listed in  Annex VII;  the organisations involved are listed  in Annex VIII,  and 
financial and participation statistics are summarised in  Annex IX. 2.  The context and organisation of the RACE  Programme 
2.1  R&D as  part of the Community's Telecommunications policy 
The RACE  Programme  forms  an  integral  part of the  telecommunications  policy of the  EC. 
Linked  to  the  standardisation  policy  and  the  information  market  policy,  it  builds  on 
information  technology  developments  in  the  framework  of ESPRIT,  and  for  the  first  time 
invdlves  the  European  Telecommunications  network  operators,  as  major  actors,  in 
collaborative  technology  and  service  development.  By  addressing  the  future  cost-
performance  of  the  communication  infrastructures  in  Europe,  the  RACE  programme  has 
contributed  to  development  of  the  single  market,  the  international  competitiveness  of 
European industry and to  the social and economic cohesion of the Community. 
The  major  goals  of  the  telecommunications  policy  of  the  Community  as  set  out  in  the 
Council Resolution of June 19881)  are to: 
Create or ensure Community-wide network integrity,  based  on the principle of full 
interconnectivity between all  public networks concerned, 
Progressively create an open common market for telecommunications services, 
Promote the creation of Europe-wide services according to  market requirements and 
social needs, 
Further develop an open, Community-wide market for terminal equipment, 
develop  a  common  market  in  which  telecommunications  administrations  and  other 
suppliers can compete on an  equal footing. 
continue Community measures regarding common standards; 
stimulate  European  co-operation  at  all  levels,  particularly  in  the  field  of research 
and development of telecommunications, 
create a social environment for the future development of telecommunications, and, 
integrate  the  less-favoured  areas  of  the  Community  fully  into  the  emerging 
Community-wide market. 
These objectives provide a  clear framework  for the  definition of future  technology, services 
and applications development. 
1lcouncil reeolution of SOth June Hl88  on the development of the common market for telecommunication• aervicea and 
equipment up to 1992;  88/C 257/01: O.J. No C 257/1,-4.10.88. 
8 2.2  The objectives of RACE 
The main objective of the RACE programme is  to  contribute to  the: 
"Introduction of IBC2  taking into account the evolving ISDN and national introduction 
strategies, progressing to Community-wide services by  1995~)" 
The specific objectives of Phase  I  were: 
to  promote the Community's telecommunications industry; 
to enable European network operators to compete under the best possible conditions; 
to  enable  a  critical  number  of  Member  States  to  introduce  commercially  viable  IBC 
services in  1995; 
to  allow  service  providers  to  improve cost-performance and  introduce  new services;  to 
make  new  services  available  at  a  cost  and  on  a  timetable  at  least  as  favourable  as 
elsewhere; 
to support the formation of a single European market for  telecommunications equipment 
and services, and 
to contribute to regional development by allowing less  developed regions to benefit fully 
from telecommunications developments. 
In  addition, a  number of technical objectives were set out in  Annex  I  to  the  Decision.  The 
contribution of RACE R&D projects  to  the  achievement of these  objectives  is  described  in 
Table I. 
During  the  development  and  implementation  of  the  programme,  the  interpretation  of  the 
concept  of  Integrated  Broadband  Communications  has  evolved  in  response  to  changing 
market  and  regulatory  conditions.  The  definition  below  reflects  the  consensus  developed 
within the RACE Management Committee during 1990. 
2) "Iwolntegrated" not only means "integrated aervicea" (at the u1er level and at the appropriate network levels), it alao 
points to "integrity" of the whole network, and therefore to the proper interworking of all ih e11ential conatituent, 
including the exiating and emerging onea: telephony; paclcet-awitched data, ISDN, satellite, mobile, etc. 
"D"  "Broadband" not only means the "high-end"  (in tenru of bit-rate) portion of the 1ervicea, it alao  designates the 
total mix of 1ervice1 to be conaidered, atarting from the "upper end"  of ISDN (e.g. certainly including 2 Mbit/a 
acceues, and  poaaibly even 6-4  Kbit/• in 1pecific  application areaa),  up to  what  will  be required  by a  realistic 
introduction of video (interactive and diatributive) 1ervice1 (e.g. 140 Mbih/a). 
"C"  "Communication" not only means the "conventional" awitching/trammiaaion/CPN functions, it alao Includes the 
moat advanced feat  urea to make aervice provision user-friendly, performant and economically aound. 
~)council Decision of 14 December 1gs7 on a Community programme in the field  of telecommunicationa technologiea  -
R&D  in advanced Communication• technologies in Europe (RACE programme); 88/28/EEC:  O.J. No L 16/35,  21.1.88. Ob iectives of Part  I : JBC  Development  and  lmolemenration  Strategies 
Common understanding of the IDC 
evolution and ita implications 
Common definition of IBC ayatema 
and sub-systems 
Guideline for functional apedfication 
of IBC ayatema and integratl!d 
services 
Identification of technology and R&D 
requirements 
An understanding of the cost-
effectiveness of alternative 
implementation routes 
Analyais of atandardisation 
requirement. 
E:.tabliahment o{ framework for 
collaboration between operators, 
industry and uaera 
Common strategic techno-economic 
investigations taking into account 
demand and technology options 
Development of a Reference 
Configurations to define the aystema 
and aub-ayatema in Integrated 
Development  of  a  common  "System 
engineering"  approach  to  network 
evolution planning 
Definition of of optimal conditions for 
IBC introduction 
Common  identification  of  of  major 
technical iasuea. 
A  coherent 
international 
RACE. 
EC  position  in 
activities  outside 
A  reinforcement  of  European 
atandardiaation 
Broadband Communication Networks  Agreement  on  a  common  European 
atrategy  in  the  domain  of  ATM 
Development of auitable  apedficationa. 
implementation option• and 
technologies. 
Development of a Functional 
Reference Model, with a logical 
structure of function• and interfaces 
Co-operative development o{ a Usage 
Re!erence Model to link uaer 
requirement. to technical options. 
Joint and common aueaamenh of 
technology developments. 
Development of common toola for 
techno-economic and operational 
asseumenta. 
Regular meeting~ with the 
atandardiaation bodies;  Coordination 
between the Conaenaua Management 
Project and (ETSI), and joint 
investigations of standardisation 
requirement. deriving from the 
evolution in user needs worldwide. 
Agreement  on  common  functional 
specifications 
Agreements on "network integration" 
concepti and protocols. 
Agreement.  on  medium  and  long-
term options for broadband customer 
acceaa. 
A  focusing  and  concentration  of 
European  R&D  on  key  technologies 
and new user needs. 
Common  tool•  have  been  developed 
for  techno-economic  analyaia,  for 
advanced  network  planning  and 
management. 
696  contribution•  to  atandardisation 
bodiea (Annex II) Objectives of Part II.· IBC Technologies 
Uae  of advanced t~hnology for coat-
effective implementation of IBC. 
Telecommunications software for 
complex integrated ayatema. 
Advance in ergonomic and cognitive 
facilities of IBC equipment. 
RkD in coat -critical optical 
components, aubayatema and ayatema 
for both broadband tranamiuion to 
the cuatomer premiaea and twitching. 
Investigation• of ahort term 
opportunities for immediate ca.~t 
reductions. 
Inveatigationa of Medium/long-term 
opportunitiea for major coat aavings 
and service enhancements. 
Development of a new  archit~ture 
for aervice provision: an Open Service 
Architecture 
Inveatigation of Advanced 
Information Proce11in1t Technique• 
for IDC func:tiona. 
Investigation of new aoftware 
technologies to specify, design, 
implement, verify and maintain 
telecom ayatema. 
Investigation• of uaability i11uea for 
dialogue, distribution, retrieval, 
integrated services, and domestic 
CPNa. 
Investigation• of uaabili\y iaauea for 
People with Special Needa (elderly 
and dieabled). 
Development of usability deaign 
target.. 
Incorporation and evaluation of 
usability iaauea in Application Pilch. 
Specification  and  prototype 
development of connectors, Iuera and 
twitching elements for local networlte, 
CPNs,  etc.  Demonstration  of 
prototype•,  and  low  colt  production 
procedure•. 
Development  of  "direct"  and 
•coherent•  detection  technologies. 
Development of ATM t~hnologies for 
coat-eff~tive bandwidth uae. 
Development  of  compatible 
algorithma for bitrate compretaion for 
digital IIDTV and high-quality video 
aervicea,  and  low-coat  CODEC 
development. 
Development  of  "obj~t  oriented" 
programming  for  tel~om  syatema. 
Validation  of  prototype  Integrated 
Software Engineering tools. 
Development  of  TMN  architecture• 
and  prototype•  for  traffic 
management,  maintenance,  Quality-
of-aervice  control,  cuatomer  and 
network  administration,  and  •~ure 
communic:ationa. 
Specification  methoda,  development 
environment  and on-line aupport  for 
tel~om  ayatema. 
Ettablishment  of  integrity  concepti 
for  IDC  aervicee,  and  a  portfolio  of 
integrity primitive•. 
A taxonomy for usability engineering. 
Implementation  of  easy-usability 
feature• in advanced communication• 
experiment.,  including  for  people 
with apecial needa. 
Enhanced  Interaction 




Syatematic  capture 
common  usability 
and  analyaie 
i11uea  in 
Application Pilot projech Realisation of evolutionary 
subsystems and networks. 
Definition and demorutration of 
generic  architectu~· for me ayateiiU 
and aub.yateiiU,includinr video bit-
rate reduction. 
Development of concepti and 
framework• for Customer p~mises 
networks, to aati1fy domeatic and 
bu~ineu  requi~mentl 
Development of prototype terminals. 
Adaptation of eyateiiU, enabling a 
amooth evolution to IDe. 
Development of prototype Integrated 
systems compriaing local networks, 
customer premiaea network• and 
terminals, interconnected via agreed 
interfacea. 
Definition  of  functional  and  design 
apedficationa  for  local  networks, 
CPN•  and  terminals  (multi-•ervice, 
multi-media,  incorporating  digital 
video-~ording  and  flat  panel 
diaplay1). 
Demonltration  of  a  colour  EL  flat 
panel display and driver. 
Deairn•  for  component.  and  aub-
.yateiiU  for  domeatic  and  business 
ePNa in an ATM environment. 
Specifications for  integrated ayateiiU, 
and  their  validation  through 
demonatraton. 
Objectives of Part ll  I  .·  Development of IBC A pplicatjon Schemes 
Development of verification tools, 
verification of design concepts, 
functional groupe or protocol• 
Refinement of functional 
apecificationa and/or verification of 
atandarda propoaala 
Development of experimental 
aituationa where aervice providera, 
network operatora and uaera can teat 
IDe experimental producta - to 
clarify the potential for IBC 
commercial exploitation 
Joint development of toob and 
teating procedurea for IBe Network 
Element. and •ub.flteiiU. 
Verification of protocol• at critical 
IDe reference point.. 
Integration of pilot ayateiiU to teat of 
interworking protocob. 
Pre-normative verification of critical 
atandardiaation and apecification 
iteiiU. 
Definition of future aervice 
requirement. in collaboration with 
leading edge uaen from all major 
business 1ecton. 
Implementation of an IDe teat  bed at 
varioua location• in Europe. 
Exploration of interconnection and 
interworking il•uea. 
Verification  of  tools  and  me 
function•  at  terminal•,  in  Cuatomer 
Premiaea  Networlu,  and  at  awitchea 
on local and trunk Exchanges. 
Identification of the teat acceu point• 
and protocola.  Recommendations for 
protocol conformance testing. 
Specifications  of  aylteiiU  and 
aubayah!IIU  in  a  multi  -aervice 
environment. 
Validation  of  mechaniaiiU  for 
demonatration of interoperability and 
compliance with atandardt. 
Realiaation  of  Application  Pilota  in 
all  major  aecton:  Banking  and 
Finance,  Inaurance,  Media  and 
Publiahinr,  Manufacturing,  Health 
Care,  People  with  Special  Needs, 
Tranaport  and  Diatribution,  HDTV 
Experimental Uae. 
Definition  of  requirement.  and 
arreement on teatbed interconnection 
triala. 13 
2.3  The implementation of the Programme 
In  view  of  the  rapid  evolution  of  the  telecommunications  sector  in  Europe,  a  phased 
implementation  of  the  RACE  Programme  was  adopted.  The  Programme  began  with  a 
Definition  Phase•)  in  1986.  This  was  followed  by  the  Phase  I,  the  subject of this  report, 
which formally began in June 1987, and which ended in  December 1992. 
In Phase I,  the work structured in three parts : 
Part I  - IBC Development and Implementation Strategies 
Part I  projects addressed  the  development of functional  specifications, systems  and 
operations research towards  the  definition of proposals  for IBC standards,  concepts 
and  conventions  conforming  to  an  open systems  approach,  and the  analytical  work 
addressing the interoperability of IBC  equipment and services.  The results of Part I 
projects are in  the public domain and represent a major contribution to  the  work of 
the international standardisation bodies. 
Part II - IBC Technologies 
Part II  projects  addressed  the  technical  challenges  of IBC  implementation.  They 
have  made a  major contribution to  development of the  technology required for the 
low-cost realization of IBC equipment and services. 
Part III - Pre-normative Functional Integration 
Part III  projects addressed  pre-normative objectives related  to  the  realization of an 
"open  verification  environment"  designed  to  assess  functions,  operational  concepts. 
Twenty of the  projects in this  part of the programme involved pilot applications of 
advanced  communications  in  various  business  and  service  provision  environments. 
These  projects  tested  experimental  equipment  and  applications  against  real  world 
functional specifications and standardization proposals arising from the work of Part 
I projects. 
The  RACE  Programme  was  implemented  in  two  steps.  The  first  set of projects  started  in 
January  1988  and  addressed  system  engineering  (Part  I) and  technological  work  (Part  JI)r>. 
The  second,  which  addresses  the  investigation  of  future  services,  system  integration  and 
verification  (Part  III),  was  the  subject of a  Call  for  Proposals  in  July  1988.  These  projects 
started work in January 1989. 
The  emphasis on each  Part of the  programme evolved  during  the  selection of Projects  and 
the  implementation of the Programme.  The resources  devoted to Part I  were  increased from 
the estimated 11.9% to  18%:  Part II decreased from 66%  to  55%,  and Part III increased  from 
22.4  to  27%  of the  resources.  This  evolution reflected a shift in emphasis  from  technology 
development  towards  service  development  and  demand  investigation,  and  the  strength  of 
proposals for work in Parts I and III of the programme. 
•>council Deci1ion of 25th July lg8&  on a definition phue for  a Community action in the field of telecommunications 
technologies - R&D  programme in advanced communication• technolo(i~ for Europe (RACE): 85/372/EEC; O.J. No L 
210/24; 7.8.1g85 
5)Communication from the Commiuion to the Council and Parliament •working towards Telecom 2000  - Launching 
the Programme RACE - COM(88) 240 final II of 31.5.88 The distribution of the financial resources of the Programme is  summarised in Table 2. 
TABLE 2 
SUMMARY OF USE OF FINANCIAL RESOURCES IN PHASE I OF THE RACE 
PROGRAMME 
PROGRAMME  DECISION  ACTUAL 
(MECU)(%)  (%) 
Part I  60  11.9  18.0 
1.1  IBC Strategies  14  2.8 
1.2  IBC Realization  28  5.5 
1.3  IBC Usage  10  2.0 
1.4  Common operational environment  8  1.6 
Part II  332  65.7  55.0 
11.1  IBC Systems Functions  94  18.6  9.0 
IBC  Programming Infrastructure  49  9.7  25.0 
Usability Engineering  12  2.4  11.0 
Network Evolution  177  35.0  10.0 
Part III  113  22.4  27.0 
111.1  Verification tools  63  12.5  6.0 
111.2  IBC Application Pilots  50  9.9 
/)  ~ 
The  92  R&D  projects  have  involved  the  participation  of 306  companies,  including  all  the 
major  European  telecommunications  actors.  In  addition,  27  organisations  from  EFT  A 
countries (Austria, Finland, Norway, Sweden and Switzerland) participated in the work. 1.S 
2.4  Key results 
The  RACE  programme  has  strengthened  the  harmonisation  of  the  European 
Telecommunications  infrastructure:  a  prerequisite  for  the  completion  of the  single  market. 
The Common Functional Specifications are a "blue-print" for European Integrated Broadband 
Communications.  This achievement has  only been possible through the cooperation of all  the 
European  Network  Operators,  telecommunications  industry,  broadcasters and  major leading-
edge users: cooperation which has  been the hallmark of the RACE programme. 
In developing early awareness and reaction to  change, the RACE Programme has  also  made a 
significant  contribution  to  enabling  European  telecommunications  and  services  actors  to 
obtain  strategic  competitive  advantage  in  the  increasingly  global  market  for 
telecommunications equipment and services. 
Details  of the  achievements  of each  project are  given  in  Annex I  to  this  report and  in  the 
Annual reports for  1988,  1989,  1990,  1991  and  1992.  Key achievements in  each area of the 
programme are highlighted below. 
Key achievements in  Part  I  :  IBC Development and Implementation Strategies 
The work has  led to  a common understanding of IBC evolution and its implications; effective 
collaboration  between  operators,  industry  and  users  in  development  of common  functional 
specifications for IBC,  and in common strategic techno-economic investigations. 
Close  working  relations  with  European  and  International  standardisation  bodies  have  been 
established.  A  coordination  group  between  the  Consensus  Management  Project  and  the 
European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI)  was  set up  in  1989.  The  work  on 
the Aysnchronous Transfer Mode (A  TM) has contributed directly to agreement on a common 
European strategy in the domain, and to  emerging international standards. 
Common  definitions  of  IBC  systems  and  sub-systems  have  been  agreed,  and  Reference 
Configurations  defining  the  system  structure  of  the  Integrated  Broadband  Communication 
Network  have  been  developed.  Functional  specification  of  IBC  systems  and  integrated 
services  have  been  adopted,  and  a  Functional  Reference  Model  now  exists.  It defines  a 
logical  structure  of  the  IBC  functions  and  interfaces,  acting  as  a  central  agency  for  all 
functional  requirements  on  implementation.  The  Common  Functional  Specifications,  CFS) 
were widely distributed in  1990. 
Interface definitions at key  reference points  in Broadband networks  have  been defined, and 
components and system requirements have been established. 
A  "Usage Reference  Model"  has  been  developed  to  provide a  conceptual  framework  to  link 
user requirements and functional requirements. 
Systematic  assessments  of  technological  and  operational  options,  including  optical 
communications,  mobile  communication,  sate11ites,  CPN,  new  switching  techniques,  and 
HDTV have been completed. 
Tools of the evaluation of cost-effectiveness of alternative implementation routes  have  been 
developed:  a  first set  is  related  to  economic  analysis  and  a  second to  network planning and 
standards.  These  tools  provide  the  basis  for  transnational  comparisons  of  options  and 
strategies  in  relation  to  technical  and  economic  characteristics  as  well  as  standardisation 
requirements. 1/6 
Key achievements in  Pt  ll: IBC Technologies 
The R&D has  focused  on cost-critical optical components, subsystems  and systems  for both 
broadband  transmission  to  the  customer  premises  and  switching,  aiming  at  cost-efficient 
solutions for applications in all  major domains. 
A  TM  technologies  have  been  defined  and  developed  as  a  means  to  provide  flexible  and 
"future-proof" implementation of broadband communications.  Realisation and comparison of 
different  ATM  options  have  been  completed,  and  requirement  specifications  for  ATM 
switching systems have been developed. 
Compatible video  coding techniques  for (HD)TV and video  telephony have  been developed, 
ensuring  cost-efficient  use  of  bandwidth  resources.  Use  of  algorithms  for  bitrate 
compression  techniques  for  high  quality  video  services  (TV  &  video-telephone)  have  been 
simulated and CODEC development has  already  had  a  major impact on the  standardisation 
and commercial introduction of cheaper video-conferencing. 
Major  advances  have  been  made  in  multi-gigabit  optical  communication  systems  and 
photonic  switching.  Specifications  have  been  developed  for  systems,  subsystems  and 
components  (connectors,  lasers,  switching  elements,  etc.),  considering  in  particular  cost 
aspects of different areas  of applications (local  network,  CPN,  etc.).  Prototype components 
and subsystems have been produced and demonstrated. 
In  the  area of telecommunications  software  for  complex  integrated systems,  object-oriented 
models  have  been  developed;  Architectures  and  prototypes  for  traffic  management, 
maintenance, customer and network administration have been defined; Specification methods, 
and  a  "development  environment"  for  on-line  support  for  telecom  systems  have  been 
developed.  An architecture for secure communications has  been defined. 
In  the  area of ergonomic  and  cognitive  research,  a  taxonomy  for  usability  engineering  has 
been  established,  and  usability  engineering  requirements  in  advanced  communications  have 
been identified, including for people with special needs. 
Generic  architectures  and  appropriate  techniques  and  technologies  for  IBC  systems  and 
subsystems,including  video  bit-rate  reduction,  have  been  developed.  These  act  as  a 
framework  for  satisfying  domestic,  business  and  other  requirements  across  a  range  of 
applications. 
Various  types  of terminals  integrating  flat  panel  displays  have  been  tested  and  adapted  for 
use  with  IBC  services.  Integrated  systems,  (comprising  local  networks,  customer  premises 
networks  and  terminals,  interconnected  via  agreed  interfaces  at  S  and  T  reference  points) 
have been used to  validate functional specifications and technologies. 
The  research  on  "mobile  communications"  has  set  the  conceptual  framework  for  a  3rd 
generation  of  radio-based  cellular  communications.  It  has  resulted  in  the  definition  of 
Universal Mobile  Telecommunications (UMTS),  which will  be  able  to  meet major European 
market demand in the mid-l990s. Key aclzievenments in  Part Ill :  Development of IBC Application Schemes 
This  work  has  focused  on  development  of  verification  tools,  and  verification  of  design 
concepts, functional groups or protocols.  Terminals, Customer Premises  Networks, Customer 
Access systems, Switching (on local  and Trunk Exchanges) and transmission systems have all 
been  the  subject  of  testing  procedures,  jointly  developed  by  system  engineers  and  testing 
tools designers.  Test access points and protocols have been defined. 
Pilot  applications  of IBC  have  involved  service  providers,  network  operators  and  users  in 
tests of IBC  experimental products so  as  to  speed the understanding of the characteristics of 
IBC  commercial exploitation.  Pilot  applications  have  been  carried out  in  all  major sectors: 
Banking and Finance, Insurance, Media and Publishing,  Manufacturing, Health Care,  People 
with  Special  Needs,  Transport and  Distribution,  and  HDTV  Experimental  Use.  They  have 
involved the participation of more than  100  leading edge users. 
For the  implementation of Part III  and some complementary work in Parts I and II, the need 
for  a  Europe-wide  test  infrastructure  was  recognised.  In  1989,  a  proposal  to  provide  a 
preliminary  broadband  network  on  an  experimental  basis  was  submitted  by  the  major 
European  Telecommunications  administrations.  This  was  based  on  an  agreement  to 
implement  a European Broadband Interconnection Trial (EDIT)  - at 2 Mbits/s progressing to 
140  Mbits/s  for  trans-national  connections.  The  Major  participating  Network  Operators 
signed  a  Memorandum of Understanding, and a  multi-national  team  was  assembled  to  give 
advisory  support  to  the  Application  Pilots  on  their  network  and  software  requirements  in 
order to  assure  interoperability of end-user systems.  This  exploitation  and support project, 
within  RACE,  helped  to  guide  the  various  "Application  Pilots".  However,  because  of 
difficulties in  the establishment of cost-effective trans-national links  for research activities, 
most  have  so  far  been  limited  to  experimentation  on national  test-beds.  It is  only  now  in 
1993  and  1994,  with  the  possibility  of  experimental  use  of  A  TM  systems,  that  a 
transEuropean  Broadband  trial,  with  bandwidth on  demand,  is  becomming  a  cost-effective 
possibility. 
Nevertheless,  the  function  of the  application  pilots,  in  providing  feedback  from  real  usage 
environments  into  the  technology  development  and  specifications  developments,  has  been 
fulfilled. 
2.5  Involvement of SMEs 
Despite  the  high  cost  of R&D  in  advanced  telecommunications,  the  first  phase  of  RACE 
attracted  a  strong  participation  from  small  and  medium-sized  enterprises  (SMEs).  The 
represented 28% of the participations in RACE projects, significantly greater than the  16.5% 
for the 2nd Framework Programme as  a  whole6).  Small organisations, whether enterprises of 
research organisations, participated in over 60% of projects. 
6)Evaluation  oC  the  1econd  Framework  Programme  oC  RTD:  Report  from  CREST  to  Council,  September  1992. 
CREST  /1212/1/92. 1 8 
2.6  Contribution to economic and social cohesion 
By investigating and developing strategies for IBC  introduction all areas of the EC, including 
in  Jess  favoured  regions,  the  programme  has  paved  the  way  for  the  realisation  of 
TransEuropean broadband communications Networks as  forseen in Chapter XII of the Treaty 
on  European  Union.  Particular  attention  has  been  given  to  the  need  to  link  island, 
landlocked and peripheral regions with central regions of the Community. 
A  substantial  number  of  accompanying  measures,  workshops  and  summer  schools  have 
ensured  that  the  R&D  carried  out  has  been  accessible  to  scientists  and  engineers  from  all 
areas  of  the  European  Community,  and  a  particular  effort  has  been  made  to  organise 
workshops and seminars in  Jess  favoured areas.  A  full  list of these  activities is  included  in 
Annex I. 
53  projects (60%)  involved  organisations from  less  favoured  regions of the Community, and 
through  their  participation,  contributed  to  tranfers  of  technology  and  expertise  to  these 
regions. ~ Evaluation nnd  Auditing of the RACE Programme 
3.1  Evaluation as  an  on-going process 
In  view  of the  rapid  evolution  of communication  technologies  and services,  evaluation  has 
been  seen  as  an  on-going  process  throughout  the  preparation  of  the  programme,  its 
implementation  and  its  execution.  It has  also  been  a  process  that  has  affected  every  level: 
the  strategic orientation of the  programme,  the  operational  management of the  programme, 
and the technical direction of every project. 
The evaluation  process started with the extensive collaboration of telecommunications actors 
in  planning  the  programme and  in  development of the  Workplan.  Continuing collaboration 
with  industry  and  telecommunications  operators  allowed  a  yearly  up-date  of the  both  the 
Programme  Workplan  and  the  workplans  of  each  project.  In  addition,  regular  meetings 
between the  consortia making  up  the  programme (Concertation Meetings) ensured  that there 
was  a  continuous  informal  process  of  progress  monitoring  and  adjustment  by  all  projects. 
The  consistency  of  work  was  assured  by  the  Consensus  Management  Project,  which 
developed close relations with European standardisation bodies. 
The progress  in work was  reported to  the Council of Ministers  and the  European Parliament 
in 1990 in the "30  month" review provided for in the Council Decision7).  · 
This Final  report has  been  prepared in response  to  Article 9  of the decision  which requires 
that,  after the  completion  of the  first  five-year period  of the  programme, "the  Commission 
shall,  after consulting  the  Management  Committee,  shall send to  the  Member  States  and  the 
European  Parliament  a report  on  the  performance and results of the  programme".  It updates 
and replaces the 30-month review submitted in  1990. 
In  accordance  with  Article  6/4,  third  indent,  the  Commission  referred  this  report  to  the 
Management Committee for its favourable opinion. 
7)This  report  wu in  response  to  Article  I>  of the  Council  Decision  which  required  that:  wThe  programme  shall  be 
reviewed after ~0 months on the bMia of an evaluation of the result. achieved in relation to the precise objectives set 
out in Annex II to this Decision.  The Commiaaion shall infonn the Council and the European Parliament of the results 
of this review.w 3.2  Programme Audits and evaluations 
The  work  on  Integrated  Broadband  Communication  (IBC)  in  RACE  ha$  been  periodically 
adjusted  to  respond  to  rapidly  evolving  techno-economic  conditions  and  service 
opportunities.  Therefore,  within  the  programme,  a  yearly  critical  examination  (Audit)  has 
been carried out in two aspects: 
The strategic aspects, evaluating the performance of RACE as  a  whole with respect 
to  strategic and policy objectives of the Community in  an international context 
The  technical  aspects,  evaluating  the  performance  of  the  RACE  projects  with 
respect to  the RACE objectives 
In  addition  a  programme  management,  adit  was  carried  out.  This  has  provided  an 
independent  evaluation  of  the  performance  of  Commission  services  in  fullfilling  their 
responsibility for the management of the programme. 
3.2.1  Strategic Audits and programme evaluations 
An independent Strategic  Audit was  carried out in  1989  to  evaluate  the  work  in  respect of 
the strategic and policy objectives of the Community in  an  international context.  The main 
conclusions were that 
The  basic  RACE  objective  remained  valid:  IBC  development  is  appropriate  and 
necessary for Europe and  the  1995  target date  was consistent with requirements and 
with worldwide evolution. 
The emphasis in RACE on the different areas covered was  appropriate 
The Audit panel also  recommended  that,  in  the  next  phase,  more  effort should  be  given to 
customer-premises facilities,  mobile applications, digital  HDTY and verification and  testing, 
with A  TM considered as  the key network technology. 
In line with the principle of subsidiarity, the Strategic Audit also  highlighted the actions that 
would  need to  be taken outside the  RACE programme by National Government organisations 
and by the telecommunications actors  to  ensure that the achievements in R&D are effectively 
followed  up by IBC  implementation.  These recommendations are recalled in Table 4. 
Some of the recommendations were acted  on:  The recommendation  that telecommunications 
administrations prepare an MOU on close collaboration in  their intra-European long-distance 
links and operations was  taken up in  the  METRAN MOU and in  the setting up of the GEN 
agreements, and in  establishment of EURESCOM;  The extension of the scope of R&D was 
realised,  standardisation  efforts  on  ATM  were  strengthened,  and  an  ATM  experimental 
implementation  is  now  being  developed.  However,  other  recommendations  have  not  been 
followed  up  on  the  timetable  proposed:  The  regulatory  environment  in  Europe  has  not 
allowed  the  convergence  of  interest  of  telecommunications,  broadcasting  and  cable-TV 
administrations  in  the  way envisaged,  and  the  development of HDTY has  been slower  than 
anticipated. 
The  strategic  Audit  was  followed  in  1990  with  a  forward  looking  investigation  of future 
requirements and options in which leading strategy, policy and technical experts collaborated. 
The  recommendations of this  Requirements  Board  were  documented  in  the  "Telecom  2000" 
report,  and  formed  the  basis  for  the  development  of the  Workplan  for  the  2nd  Phase  of 
RACE. 21 
In  1991  and  early  1992,  the  RACE  programme  was  again  evaluated  in  the  context  of the 
other  major  IT and  Telematics  application  programmes of the  2nd  Framework  Programme 
(ESPRIT and DRIVE) by an independent Panel  chaired  by Mr Dekkers).  The Commission 
has separately responded to the recommendations of this Paneto). 
Recommendations of the Strategic Audit Panel in  1989 
A)  National  Governments should  collaborate  to  define  by  1992  the  conditions  and 
regulatory  provisions  which  should  be  applied  to  the  Introduction  of pan-European 
advanced communications services; 
B) Telecommunications, Broadcasting and Cable TV Administrations should propose, 
by mid-1989, a  concerted approach  to,  and a  timetable  for,  development and use  of 
IBC infrastructures for both telecommunications and entertainment services including 
HDTV,  taking  full  advantage  of  private  sector  investment  initiatives  when 
appropriate; 
C)  Telecommunications  Administrations  should  prepare  an  Initial  Memorandum  of 
Understanding by  1990 on closer collaboration In  their intra-European long-distance 
links and operations; 
D)  Service  Providers  should  specify,  by  the  end  of  1990,  a  first  set  of  service 
requirements,  commercial  conditions  and  regulatory  provisions  which  would  favour 
an early and widespread use of IBC services; 
E)  Telecommunications,  Broadcasting  and  Cable  TV  Administrations,  Service 
Providers and the Telematlcs Industry should agree a  Memorandum of Understanding 
by  mid-1989 to complement the collaborative R&D  in RACE by pilot implementation 
of some IBC Services on  a  European scale for a  business-led Introduction of IBC by 
1992; 
F) Collaborative R&D should be extended to  Include  Integrated Service  Engineering, 
fixed  and  mobile  applications  and  techniques  for  verification  &  testing  of 
communications equipment and service functions by  the end of 1989; 
G)  European  Standardisation  Bodies  should  reinforce  and  co-ordinate their efforts 
towards  international  standardisation  for  IBC  and  advanced  services.  A 
standardisation schedule should be established by mld-1989, particularly for ATM; 
H) Member States should address the problem of frequency allocation In  Europe over 
the  whole  range  of frequencies  and  applications.  They should  permit,  by  1992,  a 
rationalisation of frequency allocations reflecting evolving needs and priorities. 
8)The report of the information and communications technologiet review Board, Chaired by Mr. W. Dekker, June 1992. 
9)The Commiuion'• reapon1e to the Dekker report, January 199!!1 Finally, in  1992, the Commission reported on the programme in the context of its  Evaluation 
of the  2nd  Framework Programmeto).  The Committee on Research Science and Technology 
(CREST)  was  invited  by  the  Council  to  comment  on  the  Commission's  report.  CREST 
passed on  the  invitation to  the RACE Management Committee (RMC),  which submitted the 
following  report in July 1992: 
Quality of Results &  Impact on Competitiveness 
In  general  terms,  the  RACE results  have,  as  a  mzmmum,  been  state-of-the-art,  and 
there  are  many  instances  where  breakthroughs  have  been  achieved  [ eg.  ATM: 
Asynchronous  Transfer  Mode,  Mobile  (UMTS:  Universal  Mobile  Telecommunications 
System), Optical Technologies and Devices]. 
Europe  is  in  a  better  position  now  than  it  would  have  been  without  RACE.  Other 
countries may still be  further  ahead than  Europe,  but  the technologies-gap in  European 
telecommunications has narrowed appreciably,  with respect to both the USA and Japan. 
During  the  five  years  of the  2nd  Framework  Programme  RACE has  largely  met  its 
technical  objectives,  as  determined  in  the  Council  Decision.  However,  the  pace  of 
change  in  the  telecoms  sector  ( eg. new  service  requirements,  new  technologies, 
increasing  competitiveness  between  operators)  has  been  such  that  the  objectives  and 
priorities of the  Programme itself needed to  be  adjusted during  the  course of its  five 
year  duration.  Other  additional  objectives  with  new  priorities  have  arisen  (such  as 
communications experiments and  infrastructures  for  test  and  verification),  which  have 
been  taken  up  by  subsequent  programmes  such  as  RACE II (the  second  phase  of the 
10-year RACE programme). 
The  RACE  Programme  has  stimulated  the  cooperation  between  Public  Network 
Operators ( PNOs) (in strategic planning such  as  EURESCOM); between  Industries (in 
the  formation  of an  Industrial  Consortium  - RIC)  and  between  PNOs  &  Industries 
( eg.  in  standards  bodies  such  as  ETSI  ).  However,  both  the  scale  and  scope  of this 
type of cooperation need to be  further developed. 
Besides  numerous  scientific and  technical  results,  RACE I  produced  470  contributions 
(as  of 6/92)  to  standards  bodies  (mainly  ETSI)  based  on  the  development  of its 
Common Functional Specifications. 
For  the  telecoms industry,  collaboration  within  RACE has increased its competitiveness 
within  global  markets.  For  European  industry  as  a  whole,  the  positive  influence of 
RACE should  become more  visible  in  the  longer  term,  with  the  wide-spread  adoption 
of advanced  communications.  Further  R&D  on  applications  can  demonstrate  to  the 
potential  users  the  competitive  edge  they  may  gain  through  state-of-the-art 
communications. 
lO)communication  !rom  the  Commiaaion  on  "Evaluation  of  the  aeeond  Framework  Programme  Cor  reaearch  and 
technological development (SEC(02)675 Final), July 1002. Management and Cost Effectiveness 
Within  the  Framework  Programme,  RACE  is  a  coherent  Programme  with  specific 
objectives common  to  all  projects,  within  an  overall  timeframe of ten  years.  During 
RACE I  greatest  progress  was  made  in  the  areas  of ATM.  Optical  Components  & 
Technologies.  Mobile  (UMTS),  and  Broadband  Experiments.  As  a  result,  the  latter 
two categories received much greater emphasis in  RACE II.  Areas where  less progress 
was  made  include  Security,  and  Usability  Design,  where  original  goals  had  to  be 
diminished. 
Central to  the collaboration  achieved  within  RACE is the Concertation  Mechanism.  In 
general, Europe-wide collaboration as realised by RACE is cost-effective as  it  leads to 
a  multiplication  factor  in  the  results achieved by the  partners  for  the  investment  they 
have individually made. 
The  tender  evaluation  and technical  audit  procedures  worked  well:  for  example,  the 
"Red  Flag"  procedure  successfully  re-directed  and  re-vitalised  projects  that  would 
otherwise not  have  met  their objectives; or  stopped projects at  an  early stage avoiding 
the  wastage of resources. 
Given  that  the  programme  was  on  the  whole  well  structured  and  well  managed, 
improvements are still possible in  a number of areas: 
o  Cooperation/Collaboration  with  other  European,  multinational  programmes  of 
research has not been effective enough. 
o  There should be  a mutual commitment amongst the Commission.  PNOs and Industry 
on  the support for the programme and its objectives before the JVorkplan  is adopted. 
o  Increased effort should be  made to  maintain the  quality of the  overall  programme 
as  distinct  from  the  individual  projects  within  it.  Eg.  Too  many key participants do 
not themselves remain involved over the life-time of the Programme. 
o  Cost  effectiveness of Concertation Meetings needs further optimisation. 
o  The  Consensus  Management  project  should  ideally  be  the  first  project  to  be 
engaged so that effective relationships with the other projects can  be ensured. 
o  Measures  should be  taken to  increase  the  active  role  and participation of SMEs  in 
future  programmes. 
o  Greater use should be  made of Concerted Actions and Supporting Measures. 
23 Consistency with EC Policies and Principles 
The technical selection criteria used for both  the evaluation of tenders and the auditing 
of projects have  proved to be  satisfactory. 
Social and economic  criteria  were  not  explicitly taken  into account  in  the selection of 
projects  for  RACE  I.  However,  in  general  terms,  a  telecommunications  programme 
such  as  RACE  is  consistent  with  prevailing  policies  on  environment  and  energy 
conservation. 
Concerning subsidiarity, it  is clear that there are bene/its to be gained from  European-
level  collaboration  in  pre-normative  research  in  telecommunications.  However,  closer 
inter-working with national programmes and experiments should also be  encouraged. 
Conclusions 
1995  cannot  be  the  end  point  for  telecommunications  research  programmes  within 
Europe.  There needs to be  a further  programme after RACE. 
Research  and  Development  is  necessary  but  not  sufficient to  gain  a  good  position  in 
the  future  telecommunications  markets.  The  RMC is not,  in  this  document,  specifying 
what  further  measures are necessary to achieve this result.  The change in  emphasis of 
telecommunications  R&D  in  the  direction  of services  and  applications  should  have  an 
influence on  the structure and organisation of future  programmes. 
The results of RACE should  more  widely  be  taken  up  and used  within  Europe.  The 
necessary  initiatives  to  achieve  this  transfer  may  need  to  be  taken  by  the  Sector 
Actors". 
This  report formed  part of the  basis  on  which CREST  reported  to  the  Council  on  the  2nd 
Framework Programme in October 1992. 
3.2.2  Impact assessments and forecasts 
The  research  and  technology  development  within  the  programme  has  been  accompanied 
throughout  the  five  years  by  regular  assessments  of  the  economic  and  social  impact  of 
developments  in  advanced  communications.  The  reports  of  these  assessments  have  been 
published  and  widely  disseminated  as  the  series  of  reports  on  "Perspectives  for  Advanced 
Communications in Europe: PACE"  The most recent of these assessments  was  carried out in 
1991  and disseminated in  1992.  This activity provides the factual background for the  yearly 
up-date of the work under the programme as  well  as  minor adjustments during the course of 
the year.  The  major part of this  activity has  now  been  fully integrated into the 2nd Phase 
of RACE following  the  provisions  made  in the Council Decision on the Specific Programme 
on Communications Technologies. 2S 
3.2.3  Programme management audit 
The  programme  management  procedures  adopted  by  Commission  services  for  the  RACE 
programme were subjected to  an independent "programme management Audit" in  1989. 
The main recommendations were that the industrial programme management style adopted by 
Commission  services  was,  on  the  whole,  appropriate  for  the  objectives  and  the  partners  in 
the  Programme,  and  that  yearly  Technical  Audits  and  the  periodic  Concertation  Meetings 
have proved an effective approach to Programme Management. 
3.2.4  Technical Audits of RACE projects 
To be  able  to  adapt the  Programme  to  the development of technology and to  changes  in the 
perception of demand, the RACE Decision foresaw an annual revision of the workplan. 
This implied that the progress of all  the on-going projects be annually reviewed with respect 
to  the objectives and  also  be  compared  with  new  needs.  For this  reason,  each project has 
been subject to a  "Technical Audit"  by independent experts in  the relevent field of research 
every  year.  The  first  such  Technical  Audit  took  place  in  October  1988  and  the  last  in 
October 1992.  The results of these annual audits has  been used  to re-direct or terminate the 
work of Projects when necessary. 
The Technical Audit has  consisted of the following  major elements: 
(a)  Each year, the partners in  each project have carried out a "self-evaluation" by reviewing 
the  project  in  all  its  essential  aspects  and  have  documented  the  results  in  an  Annual 
Review Report. 
(b)  These  have  been  evaluated  by  independent  external  experts  (Auditors)  identified  with 
the  help  of  RMC.  Following  the  evaluation  of  the  reports,  the  projects  are  given  a 
"hearing" under the  chairmanship of the  Commission.  The  Projects  had  the  opportunity 
to  highlight achievements and  to  outline  future work.  The Auditors, grouped  in  Panels 
according  to  their  respective  expertise,  have  been  able  to  question  the  projects  to 
complete the picture given by the Annual Report and the Presentation. 
(c)  The  Panels  have  consolidated  their  conclusions  and  recommendations,  and  have 
documented them in the Audit Panel Reports to  the RMC and to  the Commission. 
(d)  The  Audit  Reports  have  been  complemented  by  an  assessment  of  the  contractual 
deliverables by  the Project Officers of the  Commission  (in  general  the  deliverables are 
considered confidential and are not disclosed to the Auditors). 
This  procedure  has  proved  both  fair  and  effective.  The  Audit  reports  have  served  as  an 
excellent basis  for negotiation of contracts for the  detailed  workplans of each  project,  each 
year. 4.  Links with other EC and European actions 
4.1  Links with CEPT. 
Links  with  CEPT  and  its  subsidiary  bodies  have  changed  substantially  during  the 
development and implementation of RACE. 
During the definition Phase,  the Special Group on Broadband communications (GSLB) set  up 
by the  CEPT made a  major input into the workplan for the Phase I of RACE.  During  1987 
and  1988, coordination with  the work in CEPT was  assured  by GMR (Group Mixed  RACE) 
established for this purpose in September 1987. 
In  1988,  collaboration  with  CEPT  also  resulted  in  13  European  Telecommunication 
Administrations signing a MoU to  introduce a generalised testbed for IBC  work (EBIT). 
The re-regulation of telecommunications, in  line  with the new European Telecommunications 
Policy,  led  the CEPT to  set  up  a  number of separate  bodies,  two  of which  have  established 
strong  linkages  with  RACE  activities:  ETNO,  the  European  Telecommunications  Network 
Operators  group,  is  now  the  forum  for  discussions  between  network  operators  on  network 
interoperation issues; and EURESCOM provides a forum for joint strategic research.  Not all 
major  European  PNOs  participate  in  EURESCOM,  but  it  nevertheless  serves  as  a  valuable 
interface between the Commission, RACE projects and the most network operators. 
4.2  Links with European and international standardisation bodies 
As  part of the  implementation of European telecommunications  policy,  ETSI,  the  European 
Telecommunications  Standardisation  Institute,  was  set  up  in  1988.  It is  now  established  as 
the  major  European  forum  for  the  development  of  technical  specifications.  The  pre-
normative  work  in  RACE  has  produced  596  separate  contributions  to  the  standardisation 
work of ETSI, CCI11 and CCIR. 
In addition,  regular  meetings  have  been  held  with  representatives of CEN/CENELEC, EBU 
and SPAG. 
4.3  Links with other Community programmes/  European  activities 
RACE  projects  capitalize  on  the  results  of  projects  developing  generic  technologies,  i.e. 
ESPRIT  (microelectronics  components,  software  tools,  AlP  for  network  management  etc.); 
similarly,  the  telecommunications  requirements  of  telematics  applications  (DRIVE,  DELTA 
and AIM) draw heavily on the techniques addressed by the current RACE projects. 
The collaboration with COST has  been implemented by close  links  between related work and 
periodic meetings on the programme management level. 
With  the  EUREKA  Initiative,  the  strongest  interaction  has  evolved  in  the  field  of 
audiovisual  technologies.  Part of the  work  related  to  the  promotion  of  HDTV (EUREKA 
project 95)  was  complemented by work under a  RACE contract; and EUREKA project 256 
on video-coding was associated with the RACE integration activities. 4.4  Links with  organisations in  EFT  A counries 
Organisations  from  Austria,  Finland,  Norway,  Sweden  and  Switzerland  are  involved  in 
RACE. 27  organisations from  those  countries  participated in  72  projects (in  over 80%  of the 
work). 
5.  The exploitation of RACE results 
The  opportunities  presented  by  the  new  communications  technologies  will  have  a  very 
important  impact  on  future  economic  growth  in  the  Community  and  the  international 
division of labour world-wide. Three distinct but interlinked growth processes are at work: 
Improved access to  better information raises  productivity throughout the economy, 
Improvements  in  communications  raise  the  utility,  and  consequently  the 
marketability, of both old and new services leading to  their expansion, 
Transition to  the  new service-driven and  information-based economy requires  very 
large  public  and  private  investment  in  new  infrastructures,  both  physical  - cable, 
switches,  terminals  and  human,  for  the  development  of  value-added 
telecommunications services. 
Thus the quality - both technical and organisational - of communications will  be crucial for 
future  economic  growth since  it determines  the  capacity  of the  economy  both  to  generate, 
and to  use  efficiently, the single  most  important factor of modern "production" : knowledge. 
The  geographic  organisation  of  infrastructures  will  strongly  influence  the  social,  economic 
and cultural space of tomorrow, just as  railways did in the  19th century. 
For  these  reasons,  the  results  of  Communications-related  R&D  must  be  promptly  and 
effectively  exploited.  Particular  attention  has  therefore  been  given  to  the  exploitation  of 
RACE results throughout the programme. 
5.1  The RACE exploitation plan 
In  order  to  stimulate  and  assess  the  exploitation  of  RACE  results  by  the  participants,  a 
"RACE  Exnlottntion  Plnn"  has  been  regularly  updated  throughout  the  period  from  1988  to 
1992.  It provides an integral view of the exploitation of the results by participants. 
The  contributions  to  standardisation  are  listed  in  Annex  II,  and  the  titles of scientific and 
technical  publications  are  listed  in  Annex  III.  With  over  1700  scientific  and  technical 
publications as  as  result of the  work, the RACE  programme has  made  a  major contribution 
to  the open scientific literature. 
The results of technology development has  also  been  protected by  Patent applications where 
appropriate.  73  Patent  applications  relate  to  RACE  work  have  already  been  registered. 
Tht'Ht  'lt'"ft  t:ro .. nA  !- A __  ,.....,  T'T 5.2  IBC implementation planning 
Effective  exploitation  of  R&D  is  only  possible  if all  actors  have  a  coherent  view  of  the 
direction  and  pace  of commercial  developments.  The  R&D  in  the  RACE  programme  has 
therefore  always  been  scheduled  and  specified  in  relation  to  an  indicative  implementation 
plan  for  Integrated  Broadband  Communications,  which  has  been  regularly  updated.  It 
involves  a  step-wise  introduction  of advanced  services,  starting  with  the  ones  for  which 
there  is  business  and  professional  demand  as  early  as  1992/1'993.  The  current  indicative 
implementation  schedule,  as  described  in  the  RACE  annual  report  for  1992  (RACE'92) 





Early introduction of business and professional applications; 
Advanced  Communications  Experiments  to  test  new  services  and  network 
management systems: ATM, MAN,and IBC in Customer Premise networks. 
Procurement/investment  decisions  for  future  pan-European  IBCN  and  full  IBC 
services, 
Major standards finalisation, 
Completion  of  inter-connection  of  all  capitals  of  the  Community  and  with 
neighbouring  countries,  based  on  the  extension of existing  optical trunk networks, 
but  supporting  voice,  data  and  image  traffic,  either  separately  or  as  integrated 
services. 
Initial IBC  network implementation and completion of customer access  for business 
in centres of economic and manufacturing activity:  At least  50,000  corporate users 
of advanced services. 
Application  field  trials  to  test  a  full  range  of  IBC  services  (incl.  residential 
customers with 2-way video and digital HDTV) using commercial IBC equipment, 
Offer of commercial basic broadband services, based on 2, 34  and 155  MBit/s links, 
including  fast  inter-LAN  data  transmission,  dest-top  video-confrerncing,  video-
processing, CAD/CAM and telework applications. 
Inter-operation  of  fixed  broadband  networks  with  mobile,  satellite  and  other 
networks. 
Availability  of  IBC  services  to  business  users  in  towns  of  more  than  500,000 
inhabitants, and beginning of wide-spread "fibre-to-the-home" implementation. 
2005-2010: 
50%  penetration of IBC services. 
This indicative timetable will  again be reviewed  in  1993,  in the context of the preparation of 
guideline  for  the  development of TransEuropean  Broadband  Networks,  as  foreseen  in  Title 
XII, Article  129b and c of the Treaty on European Union. 6.  Implementation of Phase II of RACE 
The  RACE  programme  was  always  intended  as  a  ten-year  programme  of  work,  to  be 
implemented  in  two  phases.  To  ensure continuity,  the  second  phase  was  adopted  in  June 
1991  as  a  specific programme  within the  third EC Framework Programme for research  and 
technology development. 
However, by  1991,  an important shift in  perception  had occurred.  What  had  seemed  to  be 
an ambitious, almost futuristic,  vision at the  beginning of the Programme, had  matured to  a 
realistic opportunity.  Commercial introduction of Integrated Broadband Communications was 
now confidently expected  within  four  years.  Moreover,  it had  become  even  more  evident 
that telecommunications and advanced  information services  would  play  a  key  role  in  world 
socio-economic development as  we approach the 21st century. 
These changes  led the European Parliament and the Council of Ministers to  give  priority to 
adoption of the  new Specific programmell).  It was  the first of those  in the 3rd Framework 
Programme  to  be adopted,  and  the  Workplan  was  immediately  the  subject of a  favourable 
opinion of the  Management Committee.  A  call  for  proposals  was  published  in  June  1991; 
the  proposals  were  evaluated  in  September  and  October  1991.  Over  200  proposals  were 
evaluated and 95  projects started work in  early  1992.  They are scheduled to  complete their 
work, within the current budget provisions, by the end of 1994. 
Whereas the projects in Phase I of RACE concentrated on the evaluation of options, those in 
Phase  II  prepare  for  the  introduction  of me.  The  RACE  II  projects  will  reinforce  the 
collaboration and commitments already made by industrial users,  the  telematics industry and 
telecommunications  operators  in  RACE  I.  The  focus  of the  new  R&D  is  on  applications, 
services, operation and management, but maintains a high level of technology development to 
consolidate  and  extend  the  key  areas  needed  for  realisation  of cost-effective  provision  of 
me services. 
The work covers the eight priority areas identified in the Annex to the Council Decision: 
AREA  1  IBC {Integrated Broadband Communications) R&D 
AREA 2  Intelligence in networks/flexible communications resource management 
AREA 3  Mobile and personal communications 
AREA 4  Image and data communications 
AREA 5  Integrated services technologies 
AREA 6  Information security technologies 
AREA 7  Advanced communications experiments 
AREA  8  Test infrastructures and interworking (horizontal  R&D area supporting the 
other priority areas). 
A  full description of the new R&D projects in  Phase II, and of their inter-relationship with 
the  Phase  I  projects,  is  available  in  the  Annual  reports  for  1992  (RACE'92)  and  1993 
(RACE'93). 
ll) Council Deci•ion 91/:162/CEE of 7th June 1991:  O.J. No L 192/8, 16.7.91 7.  Future requirements  and options for R&D  on  communications  technologies at European 
level. 
In  June  1992,  the  RACE  Management  Committee  set  up  an  ad-hoc  group  to  identify 
priorities  for  future  European  R&D  in  the  area of telecommunications.  The  report of the 
group is  reproduced below: 
Many  of  these  ideas  and  themes  for  future  EC  R&D  have  already  been  reflected  in  the 
Commission's Working  Document of the 4th Framework Programme, notably in  the proposed 
themes  of  "Image  technologies",  "high-performance  computing  and  networks",  "functional 
integration in manufacturing" and "Advanced Communications".  The Commission  will  bring 
forward  its  proposals  for  Specific  Programmes  within  the  4th  Framework  Programme, 
following consideration of all contributions, in  1993. 
3o Rationale For R&D at Community Level 
It  remains  the  view  of the  RMC that  there  are  clear  advantages  and  benefits  to  be 
gained  from  undertaking  R&D  in  Telecommunications  at  Community  level.  Globally 
speaking,  research  (and  in  particular  Telecommunications  Research)  is  a  continuous 
process.  To  maintain  the  improved  position  already  gained  by  the  Sector  Actors 
through  their  participation  in  Community  actions  such  as  RACE  their  collaborative 
research  effort  will  need to  be  continued,  further  building  on  the  results  achieved  to 
date. 
Further consolidation of the  fragmented telecommunications systems of the Community 
is  necessary,  both  to  ensure  that  the  Single  Market  operates  effectively,  and  to 
strengthen  the  competitive  edge  of  European  organisations  in  global  markets. 
Standards bodies such as ETSI have come to  value  the  technical contributions received 
as  a  direct  result  of th[!  work  of RACE.  The  process  of "managing  the  flow"  of 
results  from  Community  R&D  to  Standard  Bodies  needs  to  be  continued  - and 
strengthened, as a part of subsequent programmes. 
Advanced telecommunications is of increasing importance to the  well being of national 
economies,  to  the extent  that  its constituent  elements {"Information"  and the ability to 
"communicate" that information) are considered to  be  strategic resources.  This can  be 
measured in terms of: 
- the  increasing  proportion  of national  economies  taken  up  by  telecommunications 
investment, and 
- the  increasing  impact of advanced  telecommunications  services  on  other  sectors of 
economic activity. 
These  trends  have  been  recognised  in  both  the  Single  Act  and  in  current  efforts  to 
complete  the  internal  market  of the  European  Community.  The  Maastricht  -Treaty 
foresees  the  establishment  of  Trans-European  Networks  (which  include 
telecommunications  networks).  The  creation  at  a  European  level  of  telecom 
infrastructures  and  services  will  require  the  long-term  commitment  of all  the  sector 
actors involved. 
The synchronisation of evolution (again at  a European  level) towards the establishment 
of a  broadband communications  infrastructure offers a  clear  economic  advantage,  for 
return  on  investments made.  This  synchronisation would also facilitate  the take up of 
new  applications  across  all  European  regions,  and  enable  rapid  attainment  of the 
critical mass necessary for self-sustaining growth  in  use of advanced services.  There 
is  no  doubt,  that  telecom  networks  and  an  increasing  number  of Community services 
have  a  growing international  scope.  A  wider  cooperation  outside of European  regions 
might also be encouraged. 
For  all  these  reasons,  the  RMC  is  of the  opmwn  that  a  specific  Community  R&D 
action  in  Telecommunications  should  be  included  as  part  of any  future  framework 
programme.  This  should  further  build  on  the  substantial  base  established  through 
previous  programmes.  However,  the nature of telecoms R&D  required beyond the  1995 
time-frame is  significantly different  in  emphasis  to  that  which  has  been  undertaken 
within RACE up to now. 
3) Objectives for Future R&D In  Telecommunications 
Realisation of the  Advanced  Communication  Vision  where  "everyone  can  communicate 
with  everyone  else  at  any  place,  at  any  time,  by using  text,  sound  and  images"  -
requires  that Europe take new initiatives in  R&.D. 
Existing  programmes  such  as  RACE  &.  ESPRIT  have  already  made  a  major 
contribution  towards  the  basic  technical  feasibility  of this  vision.  The  driving  force 
for  a new  programme of Community R&.D  in telecommunications must now come  from 
the  needs  of applications.  In  principle,  these  should  also  define  the  actions  and 
priorities needed for further research  in  the basic supporting technologies. 
It  follows that any new programme should be centred on  the following dual objectives: 
- To  promote  "Operational  Trials"  of advanced  services,  to  improve  their  usability 
and ensure that the  end-result is attractive enough  for widespread use in  the  daily life 
of Europeans. 
- To  further  research  "Future  Technologies"  needed  to  support  advanced 
communications,  to  achieve  a  cost  reduction  of key  components  and  so  enable  the 
provision of advanced services to become more feasible,  economically speaking. 
These  two  issues  are  particularly  significant  for  the  pan-European  commercial 
realisation  of  advanced  communication  networks  and  services,  even  though  this 
"realisation"  also  depends  upon  a  number  of other  factors.  To  move  this  Advanced 
Communications Vision  further towards reality,  it is necessary to  build on  the  growing 
mutual consultation by the sector actors, thereby gaining consensus on: 
- how  best  to  achieve  the  necessary  enhancement  to  the  performance of services  and 
associated supporting technologies. 
- target  opportunities created by the convergence of telecommunications,  broadcasting 
and  information  technology,  on  which  a  rapid  evolution  towards  advanced 
communications may be  based. 
In  short, continued Community R&D in advanced communications will in  itself promote 
European  cooperation  and  harmonisation,  leading  to  the  strengthening  of  European 
competitiveness in  international markets and hence to the strengthening of the European 
economy as a whole. 
]2_ Basis for Collaboration (Modus Operandi) 
To  develop  the  widespread  attractiveness  of  Advance  Communications  and  make 
technologies  more  "economically  feasible",  it  is  necessary to  involve  all the  interested 
actors:  Users,  Network  Operators,  Service  Providers,  Industry,  Research  Centres,  and 
Universities.  The involvement of all these sector actors has to be guarantied from  the 
beginning,  through  their  involvement  in  the  definition  of an  agreed  workplan.  In 
particular,  the active collaboration of Public  Network  Operators ( PNOs) in  support of 
communication  experiments  should  be  encouraged,  taking  possible  benefits  of  the 
existing or  foreseen  infrastructures. 
In  the next R&D  programme, an  increased role should be  reserved for SMEs,  many of 
whom  have  valuable  expertise  in  the  development  of applications  and  services.  This 
expertise  is  central  to  the  needs of the  Community  to  undertake  this  new  domain  of 
research.  The  need  to  strengthen  the  role  of SMEs  in  future  Communications  R&D 
suggests  that  specific  measures  should  be  taken  to  facilitate  further  their  active 
participation.  As an  example,  more supportive contractual  procedures  may need to  be 
utilised  by the  Commission  ( eg. the  CRAFT mechanism  used  in  BRITE/  EURAM or 
other novel approaches). 
Though  RACE  was  on  the  whole  successful,  some  new,  or  improvements  to  existing 
procedures  should  be  considered  for  managing  the  next  R&D  Communications 
programme.  The  individual  projects  should  be  formulated  within  a  well  structured 
framework,  defined in  the  workplan  and geared  specifically to  achieving  programme 
objectives.  The Concertation  Mechanism  used successfully in  RACE will also need to 
be  further strengthened. 
Increased  coordination  of Community  programmes,  better  collaboration  with  other 
European  or  multinational  programmes  of research,  and  a  closer  interworking  with 
national  programmes  and  experiments  all  have  to  be  encouraged  whenever  possible. 
Concerted actions with EUREKA, COST and other projects at  a national level can  also 
be  considered. 
Supporting  measures  for  the  programme  should  include  a  proper  advertising  of the 
projects  during  their  execution  and  the  promotion  of  results  (and  potential 
benefits/applications  of  these  results)  to  all  the  sector  actors,  and  especially  the 
potential users of advanced communications. Operational Trials and Development of Services 
Past experience with the introduction of new network technologies and services has 
shown that the development and implementation of new applications requires  well-
organised,  pre-operational  and  practical  validation  (operational  trials)  including 
all actors  in the sector.  The real challenge for these next generations of European 
operational  trials  is  therefore  to  show  ways  and  means  to  bundle  (under  free 
market conditions) potential services to meet the needs of key market sectors. 
R&D  in  operational  trials  and  development  of  services  should  concentrate  on 
generic  issues,  which  will  allow  advanced  services  to  evolve.  Though  based  on 
existing technology, the trials should  point  to  suitable realisations of applications 
as  networks become more intelligent and services more  flexible.  Major objectives 
for  Operational  Trials  should  include  the  formulation  and  contribution  of 
proposals  to  the  process  of standardisation  and  proposals  for  platforms  which 
include all viewpoints of the sector's application: 
the  enterprise  (including  organisation,  interaction,  information  to  user, 
management and security policies,  cost/benefit analysis,  legal,  ethical  and social 
approach), 
the  information  per  se  (including  the  definition  of information  elements, 
its quality, flow, and presentation to users), 
the  telematics  functions  (including  communication  and  processing 
functions,  data representation types) 
the technologies (including hardware and software}. 
In  this  way,  Operational  Trials  should  take  account  of changes  in  legislation, 
management  and  security  policies,  user  access  and  man-machine  interfaces,  as 
well as give cost/benefit analyses and information quality definitions. 
Generic  services  development  requires  service  creation  tools,  incorporation  of 
multimedia teleservices  and  terminals  and  the  provision  of advanced  capabilities 
for  services,  their  management  and  service  engineering.  As  a  consequence,  the 
following prerequisites have to  be  met by future applications: They must 
have sector-specific definitions:  determined by providers and users 
be  based on  generic services, and consistent with open network provision: 
be defined by clear cost/benefit targets: 
have international market potential. 
have  an  ability to  encompass  within  the  short  term.  new  requirements  like 
personal  mobility  and  ubiquity,  broadband  multimedia  services.  co-operative  or 
intelligent networking. 
An empirical basis  for  identifying these  applications may be  gained from current 
national and CEC programmes (eg. in  RACE. Telematic Systems, ESPRIT).  The 
essential  focus  for  future  R&D  programmes  is  to  perform  pre-operational  tests 
and to  demonstrate the  European  validity of applications.  The  following  specific 
"Service  Developments"  should,  in  the  opinion  the  RMC,  be  included  in  a  future 
programme of R&D to better match user needs: 
Enhanced videoconferencing and Interactive multimedia services: 
Teleworking and Virtual presence: 
Mobility, ubiquity and Information security; 
Narrow/Broad-casting services: 
Service management, and intelligent network services: Research of Supporting Technologies 
Any  new  programme  of  telecommunications  research  should  further  build  on  the 
substantial  technology  base  established  through  previous  programmes.  Strategic 
research  is  now  required  to  enable  cost  advantages  to  be  gained  from  next generation 
technologies.  The overall objectives for this may be stated as: 
- Provision of the technologies required for the evolution of cost-competitive networks 
and services in  Europe ahead of the competing economic blocks, to  make an  important 
contribution to  the  strengthening of the  European  economy. 
- Creation  of  the  basis  for  a  technically  feasible  and  economically  reasonable 
evolution of the  telecoms  network,  also  - in  respect  of standardisation  - with  the  aim 
of strengthening the European economy. 
The  knowledge  gained  from  these  general  areas  of  research  may  necessitate 
modification of the  objectives  and  priorities  in  other  areas  of the  programme.  For 
example, the evolution of services technology may give  some inputs to  research on  both 
component  and  network  technology.  However,  the  dominant  concept  should  remain 
focused  on  the  new  services  that  can  be  delivered  to  the  users  through  the  telecom 
network.  Given  that  a  high  level  of personalisation  will  become  a  characteristic  of 
these  services,  a  closed  loop  interaction  between  network  evolution  and  services 
development is needed.  The following specific areas of research should in  the opinion 
of the RMC, be  included in a future  programme: 
Evolution  of  the  network  to  create  the  basis  for  technically  feasible,  and 
economically reasonable, advanced communications 
Integration  of existing  and  new  transmission  media and  systems  (copper 
cable,  optical  fibre,  terrestrial  radio,  satellites),  including  in  distribution  and 
access  networks  (fibre  in  the  local  loop  etc.),·  Integration  of mobile  and  fixed 
networks; 
Evolution  of  managed  transmission  hierarchies,  and  improved  network 
management systems 
- Ultra-high  capacity  optical  transmission  systems.  and  photonic  network 
architectures; 
- Managed nodes for B-ISDN ( ATM) and enhanced signalling; 
- Advanced intelligent networks, information network architectures (combining  IN 
&  TMN  ),  and advanced software architectures. 
Evolution  of  technologies  based  upon  the  results  of  RACE  and  other  EC 
programmes,  In  particular  the  evolution  of  terminals  towards  Improved 
cost/performance and user friendliness 
Multimedia workstations, and video-telephony,· 
Advanced image and audio processing; 
Digital TV (SDTV. EDTV, HDTV); 
Voice Control in  natural language; 
Ultra LSI devices  for switching and transmission circuits,· 
Advanced microwave IC's based on  Si, 111-V-materials,· and 
Opto-electronic materials and devices  for telecom applications. 
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PROJECT CONTRIBUTIONS TO RACE OBJECTIVES 
1.  PART I  IBC Development and Implementation Strategies 
1.1  Consensus Management and Svnt JCSJS 
Project  Main Dclivcrahlc(s) 






Rl077  URM 
Consensus manacement across all  RACE projects,  leadinc to 
the publication of  Common Functional Spe<:ifications (CFS) for 
IBC.  Workplan for, and organisation of the Technical Groups 
which  undcrtook the  drafiinc of the  CFSs  (staffed  by other 
projects' participants). 
Provided a  consistent view of IBC systems options, based  on 
own work and that of all other RACE projects.  Functionally 
separated  service  definitions  into  service  components  and 
service control elements.  Developed reference  configurations 
for specific network implementations, and used these to identify 
and evaluate evolution steps towards me.  Developed a series 
of  lli:-tailed specifications defining the UNI at the "T" reference 
po_int_(_the termimtion interface for public networks). 
Compilation of operational  requirements  based  on results  of 
usage  projects.  Results  captured  111  a  us.1ce  database. 
Methodology for,  and examples of  the  derivation of generic 
service  dcfmitions  from  usage  requirements.  Wide  ranging 
contributions to CFSs and consc·nsus formation. 
12 Fu  f  •  nc wna  'fi  f  ,peel  ICa  10n  IS 
Project  Main Delivcrahlc(s) 
R1023  BEST  Functional  Specification  Methodology.  Handbook  and 
con.<ultation support~:iven to other RACE Projects. 
R1024  NETMAN  Models and  Methods  for  T~IN functional  specifications  (eg. 
Cube Model, QoS MethodoloC)').  The actual specification of 
TMN Functions.  Animated Simulation  (Hypermedia tool) of 
the behavioural aspects ofTM Functions. 
IU025 SECURITY  Definition of basic security services (authentication, integrity, 
confidc'ntiality, non repudiation and denial of  service detection). 
Concepts  for  a  functional  architecture  for  me security  and 
security policy guidelines. 
Rl040 RIPE  Recommended  Portfolio  of  Integrity  Primitives.  Specified 
modes of  use for these. 
R1~7 Tll\11  Development  of integrity  concepts  within  me  services,  to 
support lcgallv binding procedures for data exchanr,e. 
13 R  ~  c erence c  fi  on 1gurat10ns 
Project  Main Dclivcrablc(s) 
Rl  002  Satellite  Specification of  satellite sys1em capabilities with respect to their 
communication for IDC  utilisation in evolutionary scenarios towards me 
R1026  International  Identification of requirements and scenarios for the intecration 
Radio and TV  of  the Eurovision network into IBC. 
IU028  REVOLVE  Evolution Scenarios most likely to be implemented within Less 
Favoured  Regions  (LFRs)  were  identified  and  assessed. 
Platforms  for  co-op<.-ration  of Sector  Actors  established  in 
Por1ur,al and Greece 
Rt041  FUNCODE  Techno-economic  studies  to  determine  optimal  locations  for 
video  codecs.  Contribution.~  to  image  and  voice  coding 
standards. 
IU049 ATI\t Concept  Contributions  to  the  specification  of the  A  TM  layer,  ATM 
signalling protocol and Connectionless Services in ll-ISDN. 
IU052  SPOT  Simulation  and  optimisation  of  sub-carrier  multiplexing 
systems for the CAC network 
RIOSJ  TERRACE  TMN  Reference  Conti  gurat  ion.<  at  three  levels  of  detail. 
Methods and criteria to &..>sign, de-scribe and evaluate Refe-rence 
Configurations.  Concept of GAMS • Gradual Automation of 
Management Sys1ems,  used internally by  the project to ddinc 
the evolution of the TMN.  Surveys  and  case studies (SDII, 
MAN and AUf) 
R1085 TET Adapt  Provision of  tools for techno-economic analysis 
Impact 
Secured  the  "overall"  results  of the  RACE  procrammc, 
through C(}-()p<.-ration between Industry and Operators within 
the project.  Formal conduit for coherent transfer of RACE 
results  to  ETSI.  Exploitation  of  result~  throuf)l 
standardisation,  and  by widespread distribution  of CFS  to 
organis.1tions par1icipatinc in RACE. 
Core  project to the  systen\5  study of RACE.  111c  largest 
source  of RACE  contributions  to  standardisation  bodies. 
Many publications.  Active in the detailed transfe-r of  result~ 
to and from RACE usage projects, (via R I 077) and all other 
S)'!.1cm~ projects.  Provided the backbone of support offered 
to RI045 for development of  the CFS. 
Concepts relevant to service dc>signcrs  working in a  market 
driven  environment.  Core  project  of the  usacc  area  of 
RACE.  Impact  mainly  felt  within  the  procrammc, 
transferring results to and from the systems projects. 
Impact 
llarmonised approach to functional specification work. 
Significant impact on  Standards (CC!Tf SG IV  and ETSI 
NA4).  Results  exploited  by EURESCOM  and  RACE  II 
Projects. 
lntecration of  security aspects within me specifications. 
lmplen1entation  of secured  network  S)'!.1ems.  Improved 
understanding  of integrity  primitives  (statistical  tests  and 
simulation tools). 
lntroducticn oflow cost. reliable and easy to operate security 
mea.<ures in 113C. 
Impact 
Identification of  the role of  satellite communication.< in IBC. 
Contribution to elaboration of me standards,  identification 
of  role of  s.~tcllite technology within me 
Eurovision  and  Euroradio  network  digitalis.1tion,  ensuring 
Europe remains in the forefront of technical excellence and 
procrarnrne quality.  Essential step towards full digitalisation 
of  TV media. 
Tools for  strategic planners  responsible  fOr  LFRs,  in  their 
preparation of business  plar15  and justification  for  further 
investment in infrastructure 
Standardisation  and  strategic  network  plann;nc  of audio-
\isual services. 
Contributions to  ETSI  NA5  and  CCriT SG  I,  XI,  XIII, 
:\'VIII Recommendation.< on ll-ISDN. 
Exploitation,  development  and  assessment  of  signal 
processing techniques in a CAC environment 
Means  of implementing  TMN  now  understood  in  detail. 
Results exploited by EURESCOM. and are influencing ONP 
studies.  Also  exploited  by  RACE  II  projects  addres.<inc 
P.eference  Configurations  for  JIJC  Services.  Significant 
contributions to Standard~ (CCITT & ETSI). 
T-x>ls widely US<.-d  for evaluation of IBC scenarios by RACE 
S\'Sicm~ projects 14 u  sage R  f  e  ercnce 1\1  I  I  0( e 
Project  l\1nin Dclivcrahlc(s) 
RlOJ7  u  ... r  crit~ria for  l:>.:vclopment  of a  methodology  t<l  identify  and  quantify  user 
th~ rult.ation of  rcquire'tllents 
opportunltl~ afTonll'd 
bv lllC 
H1071 (lOSO)  IllC  Based on  126 case-studies in  I 02  org:misations, the project has 
Application• Annly.t.  identified  eleven  generic  me  services  and  implen1ented  a 
formalised  methodology  for  description  of  IBC  market 
devclopmenl• 
IU076  REMUS  Rcquiren1enl• for Usability Design Tarr,cL• Database 
PART II: IBC Technologies 
2.1  Networks and Swatching 
Project 
R1012  DLNT 
RlOlJ  IIDTV 
rnitchln~ 
R1014  Atmo!pheric 
R1022  ATD 




2 major den1onstrators: an ATM switch model and a Customer 
Access Connection (CAC). based on SOil and an optical link. 
usinG  OE!Cs.  Definition  of pcrfoml3ncc  parameters  for  the 
A  TM  switch,  based  on  traffic  studies.  VLSI  produced  to 
implement the  switch.  4  patents  filed  relating  to  CAC  and 
ATM. 
Switch  matrix  chip  operating  in  S)nchronous  time  division 
multiplex mode at speed' up to 1.25 Gbit!s. 
Network  configuration_'  and  solution_•  to  accommodate 
uncertainties in the er<mth and mix of  services during network 
transition'  towards  a  full  ATM-bascd  113C.  Flexible  and 
~onomic  network  &  systen1  architectures  to  maintain 
compatibility  with  existing  public  I  private  networks  and 
terminals, as advanced networks evolve.  Solutions evaluated in 
a dc'tllonstrator. 
Defined  generic  ATM  components.  Implemented  RATT 
(RI022  ATD  Teclmology  Testbed),  a  laboratory  network 
integrating several models of ATM  subsystems.  Introduction 
scenarios  and  teclm~conomic  evaluation  for  ATM  • 
con_,olidated  in  a  Network  Pl=ing Guide.  Other  results 
include  architectures  and  interfaces,  ATM  traffic  engineering 
methods, performance evaluation of  ATM traffic control, traffic 
source models, and signalling. 
Provided  the  found~tion for  the  work  now  undertaken  by 
RACE II projects in UMTS and MDS.  Preparation of  CFSs for 
UMTS 
22  0  f  IC  'P aca  r  ommumca aons 
Project  Main Dcli\'crahlc(s) 
RIOOH  Silicon-ba..-.1  Low cost pa.•;sive  optical components including very  low los.• 
Low-<rn~t  Pa~~lve  wavecuidcs,  3dD  directional  coupler,  fibre  pigtailed  power 
Optical Componenh  splitter, I :4 Wl\.fUX/DMUX devices 
RIOlO  Suh•cribtr  IA.'tllon_<trator  of a  CMC network  with  a transmission rate of 
Cohe~nt  Multi- 140 1\.fbit/s on each of  ten channels.  Coherent optical  devices 
channtl Sy.ttm  evaluated on 3 testlx"<is:  622 1\.lbit!s CPFSK. S6Sl\.fbitls DPSK. 
and S6S Mbit/s FSK 
IU019  Pol_}nu·ric  Optically  non-linear  polymers  and  devices,  such  as  electro-
Optical Switch  optical modulators and 2x2 electro-optical switche-s 
nt020 IIYBIUD  lnteeratcd ultra-fast all-optical switchinr, devices; technologies 
for low c0'1 pol\mcrs 
R1027  lnlt!!:t11ted  Components  for  IIDWDM:  3-channcl  DM-Dl'SK  heterodyne 
Opto-electronl~  transmission  experiment  using  DFB  la.scrs,  statc-<>f-the-art 
lo,.·anl~ tht Coh~ITnt  receiver  prean1plifier,  InP  inteerated  polarisation  modulator, 
1\tultl-Channd IHCN  uniform  erating DFD  lasers  with narrow spectral  line  width, 
multi-electrode  DFB  la.scr  "-'  FSK  tran_,mitter,  continuous 
tuneable narrow line width DDR lasers, GSl\.lnE amplifiers for 
coherent  multi-channel  system~.  OEIC  receivers  (  4  and  8 
channels) 
IU029  Improved In!'  Scrni«>nducting Sn-<lopc-d  and SCT11i-insulating  Fe-<lopcd  InP-
SuMtrate 1\fattrial for  substrates  fabrication;  method  of routinely  testing  Fe-<lopcd 




Contribution  to  furthe-r  ,,·ork.  und~r  RI071  (IBC 
Applications Analysis) 
Market entry strategic-,; for  lllC.  Improved unde-rstanding of 
factors  aO'c'C!inr,  service  take-up  and  delivered  substantive 
usage d1ta f<>r the definition of  lllC services. 
Method  f<lr  makinG  end-user  requ irenu:nl•  available  to 
desir.ncrs 
lmouct 
I.<>w c0'1 local loop and ATM switch, able to support a wide 
ranr,c  of broadband services in a flexible  and cost  effective 
manner.  I:>.:monstratcd  incorporation  of  new  OEIC 
techniques  and  technologies.  Contributions  to 
standardisati<m  of  ATMISDII  mapping  and  broadband 
interfaces for the acce-s.' network. 
Key technoloC)' for support of  digital (IID)TV services using 
A  TM switchin~ networks. 
Evolutionary network architectures and contributions to the 
standardisation  of  new  tran_'m•ss•on  and  switching 
techniques,  and  of  interworking.  Extended  Stratified 
Reference Model (ERM)  now adopted by ETSI allowing a 
more Ocxiblc usc of  the lower three layers of  the OS! model. 
Major  impact  on  the  development  of ATM  Standards  by 
ETSI  &  CC!Tf.  Results  further  by  exploited  collS{)rtium 
=he~ in  RACE  II  (the  !Jboratol)'  testbed),  and  in 
national field trials.  Commercially available products based 
on project prototypes (components and suhsysten1s). 
Definition of  the spc'ctrum requirCT11ctll'  for  UMTS.  Prime-
mover for the cstahlishmctlt of  ETSI SMG5. 
Impact 
Components  f(>r  the  realisation  of  an  economic  and  & 
Oexihle architecture of  the Customer Acce·ss 
"Path-finde-r"  teclmoloC)',  having strong economic  potential 
to n1eet requirctllL"tlts of  domt.!'stic customers for non-switched 
services in the lonr,cr tc'Tnl . 
Progre-ss toward' low cost optical switching matrices 
Low cost  dcvic~-s for all optical communication systenlS 
llir,h  bandwidth  services  through  IIDWDM  using  optical 
frequency  multiplexing  with  coherent  detection.  Project 
results exploited comme-rcially include  : a eratinr.. coherent 
transmitters  and  receive-rs  and  ~1atc-<>f-the-art  fabrication 
techniques. 
European In!'- substrates, Sn- and  Fe- doped. commercially 
available and competitive in world markets. 39 
Project  Main Dclh-crahlc(s)  Imp_  act 
R1030 ACCESS  Flexible Customer Access Connection (CAC) for  622 MBitls  C<l't  optimisation  of  the  Customer  Access.  Inherent 
services in the future  IBC (interactive services, plus analocuc  flexibility  tn  service  provision  to  residential  and  small 
CaTV).  CAC systems and architectures usinr, TDMNSCM 2  business  users  throur,h  tL<;C  of optical  network  topologies. 
Mbitls.  Ik--sicn and evaluation ofkcy componenl< and modules  Realisation of correspond  inc Opt<>-electronic components. 
(Flexible  multiplexer.;,  broadband  switches,  ED FA-modules 
optimised for  AM-TV distribution).  Cost analysis has  shown 
that fihl-e solution.' are often cheaper than copper. 
R1031  Low C""t Opto- lntecrated  tran.~eiver modules,  high speed  detector.  Coaxial  Low cost active opto-electronic devices made conunercially 
tl«1ronlc Compon~nt~  packages of la..'>CTS,  micro-optics  and  detectors.  1.5  f1m  all  available for early implementation of  IIJC: 
MOVPE crown  SIPI311  la'>CTS.  Wafer testable  1.5  f1ffi  DFD-
las=  Alicnment  and  fixinc  of fihl-e  and  len.=,  packar,e 
material  costs,  hybrid  intecration  of the  opto-electronic  and 
electronic function.,. 
R1032  Optical  Key components, technologies and test equipment required for  Low  cost,  rugecd devices  for  usc  in  Customm  Premis..-s. 
Componl'nb for  introduction of  optical fibres in customer premises  Complementary  perspective  to  related  projects  addressing 
Sub,ctibt-n Network.,  J'Uhlic networks 
R1051  Multi-Gigabit  I 0  Gbitls  optical  tran.,mission  system  distributing  64  TV- Technology for distributing digital (IID)TV now capable of 
Tran.,ml,~lon In thl'  channels  (each  at  155  Mbit/s)  to  over  8  million  different  supporting more subscrilx-rs than are likely to he  connected 
IHC SuM..rlbt-r Loop  tcrmimls  to a  single  network node under  any network  architectures 
currently envisa~jed. 
IU057  AQUA  llieh speed (up to  10 Gbit/s) and high power Quantum Well  Europe now manufacturing high speed components for direct 
la«.-n;  detection multi-r,i13abit trart,mission systcrrt' 
R1064  MIOCA  Monolithically integrated, laser diodc-monitor chip, and optical  Monolithic  optical  intecration  on  InP  substrates  is  a  key 
switch & amplifier chip with ridge waveguide structures.  technology for cost effective manufacturinc of essential IBC 
components 
R1069  EPLOT  Optical  lasers  for  coherent  systems,  hir.h  speed  devices  for  llirJ,  density  coherent  systems  and  very  hi ell  Sp<.'Cd 
multi-gigabit systcrrt,, intecration of  amplifie-rs with DF!J lasers  components made feasible,  as  a  result of narrower spectral 
line-width and better control ofwavelencth. 
Rt089  LOOP  Realisation  of superior  quality  passive  optical  component'- The  "Euro-Connector"  now  launched  commerci:!lly,  and 
lx--tter  than any other commercially available devices.  A  low  adopted  by  most  manufacturer.;  and  opcrators  in  Europe. 
cost optical connector, dc-mounlable, achieving reflection-free  Vigorous  standardisation  efforts  ongoing.  within 
30% coupling to DFI3 las=.  A prototype connector-mounting  international lEC and European CEN I  CENELEC.  Such 
machine  for  factory usc.  A  fan-out  connector (multi-way to  components facilitate the earliest implementation of optical 
single-way) equipped with optional monitoring functions.  communications throur.hout Europe.  Dcing truly trmsparent 
dc,ices, evolution from  multimode,  to single mode and in 
future, to coherent transmission can be supported. 
2 3  Ad  .  vance  d I  f  onnat10n  n  p  roccssm~ 
Project  Main Deliverahlc(s)  lm.[!_act 
Rl003  GUIDELINE  Synthesis of TMN Architecture based on experimental results  Results  exploited by  RACE  II  and  EURESCOM  Projects. 
and prototypes of other RACE I projects.  Guidelines on the  Potential  h:umonisation  and  reduction  of  risks  m  the 
Application of  AlP techniques to network manar,ement  commercial  development  of TMN  systCrrL,.  Sicnificant 
contribution to Stancbrd' (CCITT and ETSl). 
R1005  NEM.ESYS  3  major  testbed'  for  the  evaluation  of AlP  techniques  for  Reduction of  risks in the commercial development of Traflic 
Traflic and QoS Manageme-nt.  Corresponding simulators for  Management  and  QoS  related  TMN  systems.  Specific 
Network, ATM traffic, Services & Us=.  Practical verification  results (Simulators, Platform, testbed') used by RACE II  and 
usinr, case studies  on Call accejltance & VirtualJ>ath.  ESPRIT Projects. 
R1006 All\1  Prototyp<.-s of maintenance applications for  13ERKOM, System  Sir,nificant increase in the reuse of system components when 
X  and  Interconnected MANs.  Specification of corresponding  dcn:lopinr, new applications.  Larr,er scale prototype GMS 
me  maintenance  functiort,.  Developme-nt  of  AlP  based  applied to real  networks  in  RACE II  (R2002 GEMA) and 
Generic  Maintenance  System  (GMS)  in  II  modules  ESPRIT  proj ccts.  Development  of commercial  products 
Evaluation of  applicahilitv.  based on GMS. 
Rl  009 ADVANCE  Protot)'p<."S  for  Network and Customer Administration Systcrrt'  Reduction of  risks in the commercial development of NCAS. 
{NCAS).  Evaluation of  the applicabilitv of  AlP techniques.  Results used by RACE II and ESPRIT Projects. 
R1017  IOLE  On-line  environment  (opcratinr,  system)  to  support  the  An  Open  Services  Architecture  for  IBC  Applicatiort,. 
execution of applications within  liJC.  Prototype tools for  on  Exploited hy project consortium (embedded in products) and 
line software exten.,ion, fault tolerance, testing, monitoring and  RACE II projects. 
liM!. 
Rl021  ARISE  Prototype  intecrated  software  enr,incerinr,  envirortment,  lmprovemenl'  in  the  cost  and  time  required  to  develop 
specifically  tailored  for  Telecommunications.  Methods  for  software.  Results  exploited  by  RACE  II  and  ESPRIT 
software  reuse.  More  than  20  tools  for  usc  within  the  Projects  and  cort'0rtium  me-mbers.  Products  now  being 
en\  ironment  Applied to lSD!\/ and IN software development.  b:1scd on tools produced bv the project. 
RJ(}46  SPECS  Method  providing maximum  automation  in  the  production,  Facililated the application of Formal Description Techniques 
execution  and  maintenance of telccommunicatiorn  software,  in  industrial  environments.  Sicnificant  contribution  to 
ba..<;Cd  on the  use of FDTs - Formal  Description Techniques.  Standards (CCIIT SG X  and  ISO).  Results exploited by 
Ability  to handle  and  incorporate  less  formal  specifications.  RACE II and ESPRIT Projects and cortSOrtium members. 
Open tool architecture to support the  method.  Prototype tool 
se1 used in pilot case studies. 
R106S  ROSAI  Feasibility  study  for  an  0p<.'ll  Services  Architecture.  Lcading-edr,c technology and concepts for service provision. 
(S<"t- al•o R1093)  Identification of requirements and development of  the essential  Justified increa<;Cd RTD in this field. 
conccpl' to be  incorporated. Project  Main Delivernhlc(s) 
1Wl93  ROSA II  Architectural framework for the provision of IllC services -this 
(~e  al•o IU 068)  a fundamental step towards the definition of an Open  Services 
Architecture.  Developed an object model (ROOM). compatible 
...,;th  the  ODP stand:m1,  and  incorporating the  ch.uacteristics 
required in  a  Telccommunication.s Open  Architecture and for 
IllC service specifications.  Mcthodolor,y for Scr-.ice an.alysis, 
specification and implemcnt.1tion  .. 
2 4  me Customer Svstcms 
Project 
RlOOl  UVT 
Htoo.t  FJf'rtro-
Iumlnl'llct-nt F1at panel 
Ol,pllJV 
IUOll  B-CPN 
IUOlS  ll-Cl'N 
Rl0l8 IIIVITS 
IUOJS CPN Par11 
IU036 WfDM 
Broadband Cu~tomer 
P~ml~  Network 
Main Delivernhlc(s) 
Video  codcc  and  scanner  asscrnbly  for  100  Mbit/s  IIDTV 
dig-ital recorder on very hir.h dc'Tlsitv ME tapes. 
1st European electro-luminescent (EL) flat  panel display and 
corresponding driver developed and launched commercially. 
ll.cPN  demonstrator,  validating  a  framework  architecture 
covering business requirements across many applications  and 
network sizes. 
1:>-cPN  dt.'ftlonstrator,  validating  a  concept  which  supports 
services and application.s offered by pre-existing systcrn.s  (e.g. 
EUREKA IllS) as well as new advanced S<.<viccs like switched 
high quality sound and video, usinr low cost kchnology. 
liD  TV codt.-c for use by the EUU during W ARC 92 for liD  TV 
broadcasting around 20GIIL  (Digital  vidc'"O  codt.-cs  for  vidc'"O 
telephony,  TV  and  l!DTV.)  Successful  demonstration  that 
current  low-bitrate  coding  standards  can  be  significantly 
improved  by means of advanced  image  analysis  techniques. 
Significant advances in VLSI technology for  video encoding.. 
Complete study of vidc'O  transportation over ATM networks. 
Adaptation of  C'mc-nt coding schemes for ATM. 
Specification of  the terminai.CPN interface (at the  S reference 
point),  including  medium  ad.1pters.  Definition  of  CPN 
architectures suitable for business and dc)mestic  environments. 
Evaluation of  options 1h= provide, for evolution from present 
diverse impJementations towards me. 
Broadband  Customer  Premises  Network  suitable  for  digital 
(IID)TV  contribution  services  and  for  a  \\ide  range  of 
applications up to 40 Gbit/s.  Uses  16  WD~I  channels (at 2.5 
Gbit/s each).  Mux!Ikmux:  16  STM-1  to STM-16 and vice-
versa.  All-fibre  I6xl6  star  coupler.  Node  controller  for 
internal  CPN  routing.  Wavelength  demultiplexer  with 
wavelength  tracking.  2.5  Gbit/s  silicon  AS!Cs 
(interleavcr/disinterleaver,  12xl2  expandable  cross-point 
smtch matrix).  Project has proven interworking of a  WTDM 
CPN and a public 11-ISDN throur.h a protocol convmer. 
25  U  IT  E  ..  sa 11  1t\'  n~mccnn~ 
Project  Main Dcliverahlc(s) 
nt03~ u~ability  An oveniew of  usability issues for IBC. 
Enclnt>ering 
Ht'qulrt>mt'nh for IIIC 
Rl065  ISSUE  Us.1bility  requirements  and  de-sign  recommendation.s  for 
\idc'"Ophone and multi-media retrieval services 
Rl066 ll'SNI  Functional specification of  requirements for input/output media 
at the man-machine interface of  a r,c'Tlcric me tcrmin.1l 
IU067 GUIDANCE  l.k-sign  method  and  recommend.1tions  for  distributed  multi-
author multi-media co-opc't"ative system 
IUOSll  TUDOR  Usability  requirements,  market  d.1ta  and  d..  "Sign 
recommendation~ regardingddc;ly and'  or handicapped ~pie 
lJo 
Imnnct 
Major benefits in tcrm.s of  cost and time for the development 
of  advanced JBC services.  Sir,nificant contribution to world-
wide research initiatives (fiNA.C).  Results arc exploited by 
EURESCOM and various RACE Projcct..s . 
Impact 
lliG!J  dt.'"!l.sity  digital  video  recorder  for  the  con.sumer 
electronics market. 
World  leade-rship  in  multicolour  EL displays.  Technology 
essential for multi-scr-.ice terminal and high quality displays. 
Economically  viable  evolution  steps  lrom  current 
in.stallation.s in customer premises, towards the future IBC. 
Definition  of  services  and  technicaL'tcchnological 
developments to  facilitate  the  introduction  of me in the 
domestic environment. 
World  leade-rship  in  devising  hierarchical  multi-resolution 
coding techniques which will play a key role in the ongoing 
d~finition of digit.1l  TV &tandards.  Central contribution to 
the  d~velopment  by  ETSI  of the  34Mbit/s  standard  for 
contribution  codccs.  Hierarchical  coding  is  an  ~scotia! 
elen1ent  f;x  t!1e  compatibility  of different  terminal  types 
where  vidt.'O  interworking  will  be  required  under  future 
MPEG  (&  multimedia)  standards.  Products  based  on 
IIIVITS !J!Chnology are already being marketed.  Ilasis for 
further analysis!  coding projects in Race II. 
Provided  customers  perspective  on  public-network 
termination requirements.  Strong contribution.s to standards 
bodies (ETSI and CCITT).  Results exploited within RACE 
Part II Projects. 
A  practical  solution  for  routing  of studio  quality  digital 
\;&o and l!DTV signals within private domain.s.  Can also 
support interworking across public networks  : The viability 
of early  me  implementation.•  depend  on  an  ability  to 
support  a  rapidly  expanding  demand  for  vid~o services. 
Expectation  that  this  technology  will  be  increasingly 
exploited as IIDTV is  introduced.  Contribution.' to ETSI 
TM3 on the use of SOil for studio quality video and audio 
sen  ices. 
Impact 
Contribution to  lllC fl'qUirements  in  the  area  of Usability 
Engineering. 
Gui&lincs for  embedding  user  requirement'  in  the  dt...,;ign 
process for IBC equipnK'tlt and services 
Full  incorporation of people with  special  needs  within the 
population using lllC service.,; and equipment 
Gui&lines for embedding user requirements  in  the  design 
process for lfiC equipmc'Tlt and services 
Full  incorporation of people with special  need~ within  the 
population using me services and equipment PART III Pre-normative Functional Integration 
3 1  Demonstrators and Verification  .  . 
Project  Main Dclivcrnhlc(s)  Impact 
R1007  ITIS  Multi-service, multi-media IBC terminal demonstrator on a PC  Initial  implementation  of  functional  de-sign.  modular 
platform with ISDN and TV interfaces  architecture and user interface for multi-service terminals. 
R1016 T"t TooL. and  Specific hardware, software and ancillary requirements for  an  Availability of tools for  verification of Subscribcr Network 
Equipment  me testbed.  functionality 
RlOJJ  OSCAR  3 photonic switching demonstrator.;:  Access Cross-Connect for  Photonic  switching  component~ (optical  switches,  optical 
fully transparent optical  switching.  space packet-switching  at  amplifier.;, detector.; and electronics) complete the realisation 
622 1\fbit/s and VliSOL v.ith a ring structure  New packaging  of  system~ employing all-optical transmission I sv.itching. 
techniques for low cost mass-manufacture of  OEICs 
R1038  MCPR  IBC  terminal  demonstrator  on  workstation  platfonn,  having  Architecture  for  multi-media  information  access  on  I!JC 
multimedia. hypermedia. and ATM handling functions  facilities 
IU(}.t8  RSVP  Initial studies towards a common methodology for Verification  Identification  of  an  approach  for  the  development  of 
common verification techniques 
R1056  lliPED  A  business  I!JC  dc"tllonstrator  integrating  multi-service- Asscs.~ment of the  relationship between  QoS  and  Network 
terminals,  CPN,  customcr  access  network  and  A  TM  switch  Performance within selected network configurations 
with a gateway to ISDN 
R1072  ITACA  Protocol Conformance test specification and automation  Protocol spc_cification and testing methodo!or,ies. 
R1080  IIDTV  Complete  chain  of  IIDTV  production,  transmission,  and  Operational  experience  in  liD  TV  production  and 
Experimental Usa~:t>  consumcr equipment according to liD-MAC.  distribution.  Raised  public  awareness  of IIDTV,  v.ithin 
Europe. 
R1081  HUNI  me  D<."tllOnslrator  constructed  as  two  separate  sub-systcrns,  Major contribution to the agreed T-interface specification in 
each  comprising  multi-service  terminals,  customcr  premises  Europe.  Verification  of me  system  design  concepts. 
network,  customer  access  and  broadband  switch.  One  Feedback on the application of  test tools to the demonstrator, 
dc"tllonstrator  addresses  the  broadcasters  studio  environment,  to  improve both future  ndwork performance  and the tools 
the othcr, domestic needs.  These were hter integrated togethcr  themscl ves. 
as a final, Jrd demonstrator. 
RJOR2  QOSMIC  Methods and Models for the verification of Quality of Service  Prototypes of  future commercial test equipment.  Significant 
(QoS).  2 prototype tools for verification of QoS.  Physically  contributions to standards formation in ETSI. 
connected  to  the  hardware  test  environment  via  the  UN!. 
4  Case  studies  evaluated.  Animated  presentation of project 
results. 
R1083  PARASOL  ATM  traflic  generator  and  analyser  tools  for  network  Support of  network integration projects with tools for testing 
verification  and verification 
Rl084  MIME  Emulator/Simulator hybrid systcrns for ATM networks  Provision of tools to support design, verification and testing 
of  methods, protocols and  functions of I13C (including TMN 
prototypes) 
R1087  PHOVE  Development of  a series of verification and testing modules as  Verification,  test  and  maintenance  strategies  for  me. 
an  integrated  tool  set  :  cell  gencrator/analyser,  testing  of  Contributions  to  ETSI  (e.g.  Computer  Aided  Test 
signalling protocols using test scripts, analysis of  signalling and  Gcncration).  User interface design for test tools.  Assessment 
call handling  of  A  TM signalling. 
R1092  DIRAC  Definition of  a structured data collection procedure targeted on  Production of a  specification  on  reliability  prediction  and 
an innovative analysis method for reliability data.  Calculation  measurement.  Potentially a European standard. 
of  reliability of  telecommunication svsterns. 
3 2  A  r  r  ~pp. 1ca  10ns P'l  t  I  0 S 
Project  Main Dcli\'crahlc_{s)  Impact 
R1039  DIMUN  Development  and  testing  of new  'intelligent'  applications  &  A  multimedia  communications  facility  proven  in  an 
scrvices to support distributed design and manufacture  international manufacturing environment.  Yield.:d increased 
efficiency,  reduced  costs  and  reduced  time  for  the  ordcr-
dc"Sign-manufacture cycle 
Rl(}.t2  MULTIMEI>  Definition  and  development  of  a  prototype  multimedia  Improvement in the accessibility and usability of  multimedia 
environment for the health-care sector  health-care information. 
Rt054 APPSN  Six videophone service trials for (social care of) eldc'fly and/or  Service modds for applications of videophone in social care; 
handicapped people  user requirement~ for eldc'fly and handicapped people 
R1055  MEHCJIANT  Definition of a  gencral  architecture  for  a  pan-European  ERP  A new gencration of ERP systcrns that respects the role, 
(Electronic  Retail  Pa~ment) system  Implementation  of a  in£1.-pcndence and responsibility of  each existing ERP actor. 
labocatory dc"tllonstrator.  Validation of technical  options  for 
widcr-scale implementation. 
RlOSI!  RESAM  Field trials have shown that real  demand exists for broadband  Meets the need for  multimedia, distributed problem-solving 
application.<  in  the  airline  industry,  supporting  un.o;cheduled  applications  within  airlines,  aircraft  manufacturers  and 
aircraft  maintenance.  These  applications  involve  video,  still  shipping companies.  Potential  applications  in  many other 
picture and broadband data  transmissions, supporting aircraft  sectors  identified,  e.g.  design.  health  care,  crisis 
maintenance  .  Users,  their  needs  and  business  functions,  management, marketing and sales. 
application  domains  and  system  requirements  wcre  each 
identified or defined. 
R1059  DIVIDEND  Production of functional requirement specifications for the use  Raised awaren<.-ss of  users re the potential offered by 
of  advanced communication.< within the  banking sector, and a  advanced services in banking sector.  User intcrest triggered. 
multimedia terminal based on these. 
R1060  DII>AMES  Demonstration of collaborative work in  manufacturing. using  Resulted  m  commcrcial  tools,  applications  and 
local  and  wide  area  broadband  communications,  supporting  telecommunication.~ products.  with emphasis on standards, 
PC-inte£Y!!ed video confcrencinr,.  (cg. for workstation interface card~ and video codccs). Project 
R1061  DIMPE 
R1062  MARIN AllC 
IU063  MAPS 
R1070 Tntlnr: pay-(H'r 
vtn.-
IU073 GEOTEL 




R1079  CAR 
R1086  TELEMED 
IU091  ESP 
Main Dcli\'crahlc(s) 
Pilot  of  Distributed  Multimedia  Publishing  Environment 
between major publishing sites. 
!><.'TllOnstration  of IBC  application  in  the  maritime  industry: 
non-routine  maintenance  and  repair  of a  ship  at  sea.,  with 
assistance of  shore-based cXPCrtisc. 
Specification  of four  application  pilot  schemes  for  mobile 
communication.c; 
Pilots  for  pay-pcr  view television  in  three  separate,  existing 
CATV networks.  Specialised software for traffic modelling and 
evaluation tools. 
Multinational  pilot  implementation  of a  library  service  for 
petrochemical and related industries 
Installation of an IBC-based, electronic  case hand  I  ing system 
within insurance companies. 
2 Application Pilots : 
An individualised electronic newspaper 
The desir,ning. printing and publishmg of  catalogues. 
A  full  digital  multimedia  system  with  a.s  applications,  an 
authoring tool for museum staff and a "discovery machine" for 
navigation of  the museum by visitors 
A  conference  demonstrator  to  support  cL.."Sign  engineers  at 
different sites in their ckcision-making.  A remote surveillance 
system relevant  to  the  manufacturing sector.  A  multimedia 
messaging system between the various actors in manufacturing 
design.  New  methodologies  for  requirements  capture  and 
evaluation 
Demonstration of the  potential  for  medical  image  and  dau 
transmission in an me environment 
Assessment of a  common strategy  for  implementation of the 
communication  links required to  support  RACE  Application 
Pilots.  Assisted in the Pilots' own ass=smcnt of requirements 
for end-systems, software protocols and network provision. 
lmnact 
An  undemanding  of publishers  requirements,  to  realise 
commercial viability of the application.  Development of an 
open.  flexible  application  architecture  and  agreement  on 
standard~. 
Demonstrated  feasibility  and  cost  dfectivencss  of ship-to-
shore  vicL..-o  communications via  satellite,  to preventfsolve 
maintenance problems as they arise. 
Focus and approach better defined for subsequent projects in 
RACE II 
Requirements for the  man-machine  interface.  Strategy for 
the transition to me. 
An  effective  commercial  image  library accessible  from  all 
over Europe (initially by ISDN) 
Increase in effc"CCiveness and productivity of  clerical and 
professional personnel in the insurance sector by the usc of  a 
distributed system of  workstations and servers. 
Scenario of a  broadband  working environment,  providing 
easy, time shared interaction between separate locations  i11 
the printing and publishing industrY. 
Identification  of requirements  for  workstations  and  man-
machine interface. 
Provided an undcrstandint; of  the implications of  introducing 
113C  services  in  the  automotive  industry.  Established 
knowledge base for future service design. 
Stimulation ofthe development of medical applications such 
as  remote  expert  consultation  and  diagnosis,  C{H)perative 
research and  teachin~ 
Focused  the  on-going  discussions  amongst  Sector  Actors, 
and  acted  as  a  catalyst  for  further  network  provision 
initiatives.  Results  &  synergies achieved now exploited in 
RACE II. c  oncerte  dA 
Date 
1988 [1 Datrl!) 
1989 [1 I>a tM) 





10-12 July 1990 
(In Ani~) 
15 October 1990 
(In London) 
23 October 1990 
24 October 1990 
26 October 1990 
30 October 1990 
13 Deeember 1990 
1990 (6 Datrl!) 
10 September 1991 
1991 (6 I>atrll) 
1992 (6 I>atN) 
chons an  dA  ccompanymg M ensures 
Event I Workshon  Imnact 
RACE Concrrtatlon 1\trt'tlng•  Established working relation-'hips amonv;t RACE projects, with appropriate links 
to other CEC programmes (Esprit, COST and Eureka).  Technical approaches and 
system.~ concepts pooled, to mutual advantage. 
RACE Concertation Mreting•  Integration of  application pilots, usage and verification projects \\ithin the on-going 
programme.  Extensive work supporting the development of Conunon Functional 
Specification.~ (CFS) 
User Mreting on Advanced  Raised awareness of the potential for application of advanced communications  Ill 
Communlcatioru In Europ<"  different bus  in=~  secton;.  Generated the interest of user organisation< to respond to 
possible future call for application pilots. 
lllC hl.and• Wooohop  Highlighted the extent to  \\hich broadband communications already existed,  and 
showed how interconnection of such  "islands"  could feasibly  be  achieved  in  the 
shorter term 
Fibre to the Home  Examined  the  economics  of deploying  optical  fibre  in  the  Customer  Access 
network,  and  highlighted  the  most  promising  technical  approaches,  for  further 
development 
Mobile Communication• In IBC  Determined the  relation,hip  between  systems  supporting  broadband  and  mobile 
communications.  Intelligence  in  Networks  and  "Mobility in the  fixed  network" 
amongst the common factors. 
Optical Communication• Summer  Strengthening of links with Jl<-'fiphcral  countries.  Dissemination of optical  RACE 
School  results to enr,incers expecting to begin research in this field. 
Intrmatlonal IBC Conference  Single conference  giving the  broadest coverage of RACE I results,  and  progress 
made in the functional  sp..-cification~ ofli1C.  Wide dissemination achieved. 
Impact Ao"""•ment and ForKa•tlng  A  review  of socio/political  issues  pertinent  to  the  development  of II3C.  An 
indication of  the priorities for future RTD in the area. 
Intdllgent Networl4 Service  Raised awareness of  the potential  for separation of  S<."''Vice provision from network 
Englneerl.ng and U.ablllty  operation.  Technological  basis  for  a  faster,  more  effective  approach to  service 
desir:n. based on combinations of  discrete service components. 
lllC lmplrmrntatlon J<·ramework  Communication  with  the  sector  actors  concerned.  Examined  the  feasibility  of 
implementing evolutionary scenarios developed within RACE. 
Image Communication.  Identification of priority areas for RTD to meet rmcrging IBC requirements, based 
on a review of  the state-<>f-the-art in  ima~e  communication~. 
lntelllJ!rnt Otlrl!  Development of co-operation between City authorities , in  applying informational 
resources and communications links to find solutions to urban problems.  Identified 
requirement~ for RID, which led to the establishment of  the ENS Action. 
RACE Concertatlon 1\tretlne•  Mid-Term results collated and fed into planning process for RACE II.  First draft of 
CFSs fed back to projects. 
Flbrr to thr User  Comparison  of roll-<>ut  strategies  in  Japan.  USA,  Canada  and  Europe,  for 
(International Audit)  introduction  of optical  fibre  in  the  customer  access.  Factors  determining  the 
technical and economic suitability of  the different approaches examined in detail 
RACE Concrrtatlon 1\trrtlngs  IIi ghl i  ghted  issues  of  common  interest,  for  further  examination.  Second 
consolidation ofCFS. 
RACE Concertatlon Mretln~:s  Transfer  of RACE  I  results  to  newly  launched  RACE  II  projects.  Assured 
continuity of  momentum and links between RACE Proiects & other Pror:rammes. 
.... 
...  -Annex II 
Contributions to Standards ***  *  *  *  *  ...  * 
RACE 
CONTRIBUTIONS  TO  STANDARDS 
*•* 
Rl003 AlP and  Standards for  TMN 
Taxonomy of Reference Points (Review of M.30) 
Medi.rion function definition 
Taxonomy of Reference Points (Review of M.30) 
The workstation function 
TMN reference point dcfmition 
Taxonomy of Reference Points (Review of M.30) 
R1014 Atmospheric 
Distributed Ilit Scrambling Method for A  TM Cells 
The Distributed llit Scrambling Method for A  TM Cells 
New questions on string mode for the next CCTIT period 
Distributed Sample Scrambler : State Transition Machine 
Mapping of A  TM cells into lower-order VCs 
On the Equivalence lletween two Proposed Network Architectures 
On the harmonisation of two proposed network architectures 
The Distributed llit Scrambling Method for A  TM Cells 
The Stratified Concept - an extension to ISDN PRM L320 
Distributed Sampler Scrambler : Technical Description 
Cell Delineation with the Distributed Sample Scrambler 
Distributed Sample Scrambler : Synchronisation Confidence Limits 
Introduction of the Stratified Reference Model 
Signalling and Management in the SRM 
Stratified Reference Model 
3 lst Order Distn"buted Sample Scrambler 
600 Mbi!/s structure at T 
Allocation of I'TI Values 
A  TM Cell Format 
ATM header error control cell delineation combined with scrambling 
A  TM Information Field Size 
A  TM Routing Field 
A  TM Routing Field 
Distributed Bit Scrambler with 8-bit HEC 
Distributed llit Scrambling Method for A  TM Cells 
Distributed Scrambler with 31st order Polynomial 
Frame Synchronisation 
uyer Stamping 
Mapping the A  TM UNI into the SDII UNI 
Media Adaptors at T 
Multi·link protocols for A  Th1 
NT! Functionality 
Proposed Structure of COTT Il-ISDN Rec. 
Service Requirements for ATh1 Priority and uyering 
Service Requirements for A  TM Priority and uyering 
String Mode 
String Mode Protocol for A  TM Network 
Synchronisation 
The Distributed Ilit Scrambling Method for A  TM Cells 
The Distributed Ilit Scrambling Method for A  TM Cells 
The Distribuu:d Ilyte Scrambling Method for A  TM Cells 
The resilience of the distributed bit scrambling method to Random or MaliciOUJ Interference 
Transmission aspeC!S  - Virtualllandwidth 
Transmission Format 
Transmission Form•t for ATM 
Transmission s,·stern on the Line Side of NT! 
Virtual Network Concept 
Virtual Path Identifier 
ccm 
ETSI  NA4 
ETSf  NA 4 
ETSI  NA4 
ETSI  NA4 
ETSI  NA4 
ANSI  TIS  I. I. 
ANSI  TIS1.5 
CenT 
ccm  SG 
ccm  SG 
ccm  SG 
ccm  SG 
CCITT  SG 
ccm  SG 
ccm  SG 
CenT  SG 
ccm  SG 
ETSI  NA4 
ETSI  NA4 
ETSI  NA4 
ETSI  NA5 
ETSI  NA5 
ETSI  NA5 
ETSI  NA5 
ETSI  NA5 
ETSI  NA5 
ETSI  NA5 
ETSI  NA5 
ETSI  NA5 
ETSI  NA5 
ETSI  NA5 
ETSI  NA5 
ETSI  NA5 
ETSI  NA5 
ETSI  NA5 
ETSI  NA5 
ETSI  NA5 
ETSI  NA5 
ETSI  NA5 
ETSI  NA5 
ETSI  NA5 
ETSI  NA5 
ETSI  NA5 
ETSI  NA5 
ETSI  NA5 
ETSI  NA5 
ETSI  NA5 
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1991,Q2  IEEE Transaction on Communications, VoL 39, W  2 
PtrformafiCe analysis oftht t!Ucrtlt /imt  nwltiser~~er  t;IU~Millg s-pltm GEOID/elK 
199<W7  RACE D tNT workshop 
Ptrforrrt/VICe Al.tu.mtefll of  an ATM  st/f-rouJi~~g swilchU!g Itt/work willg para/It! programming ttchniquu and 
1991/11  Proceedings int. conf. oo canp. and commun. (I  CCC '91)- Dejing 
Perf  erma/ICe Compari.lo11 cf  Routillg Strategies in ATM Switch Fabrics 
1991~  Internuional Teletraffic Congress 
Ptrforrrt/VICe  E~~aliMllion of  Adaplation F&UtctiOIIS in lite ATM e11vironm.!ll1 
1990.U7  IEEE Tramactions oo Canmunicatioos 
PtrformafiCe t~~aiiMllion of  an Mil-stag~ in an ATM swilchU!g tltm.tlll 
1990.00  Proc. Fint ORSA telecommunications SIG Conference 
Ptrfonrta/IC~ tl!aluation of  sowce dtpendt111 congutio11 colllrolproctdures ill A  TAl nttworb 
1991,QJ  Int. Conf. oo Networks- Singapore 
Police ftmctions in ATM 11ttworb 
t9s9m  8th Nordic Teletraffic Seminar 
Policing Mechani.lmsfor ATM Nttworb • Modti/U!g and Ptrformanct Comparison 
1990110  Proc=dings 7lh ITC Seminar 
Prioriry Ma~~ag~mt111 in A TAl SwitciU~~g Nodes 
1991  IEEE Journal on Selected Areas in Communications, Special Iuue on Teletraffic Ana!ysu of ATM 
Priorily studiu in RACE 1022 
199<W7  Workshop on Traffic &  Performance Aspects of IDCN 
Protocol Riftrt/ICe Modll for ATM 
1989/10  3nl RI022 TC worhhq> 
Qwauillg Modtl.r for ATM Systtms. A Comparison 
199<V10  Procudings 7th ITC Seminar 
RATT: A vision of  1111 A  TAl future lEE 
199mB  Oectrroic &.. Corr.rnuni:JtiiYI Engineeri1g Jounul 
ReNwallhtory 'lltl[idatiOtt of  bUT1t ltvellrclutiqut for A  TAl simulation 
199m  I  Electronics utten Vol 28, No 2,pp 106-107 
R~port  o11/ht lTC speciD!i.st .uminar :Traff.c Thtories for Ntw Teluomnuutication Str~~icu 
1989/11  pt,ilips Research Technical N(){e 
Resource allocaliOtt ill ATM-nttworb 
1989~8  8th Nordic TelegnJfic Seminar 
Routillg attd Resource A/IOCtJtiOtt in ATM·I'tttworls 
l99<lrU8  9th Nordic Teletraffic Seminar 
S~TIIiCf coding for broadband UTIIiC~S 
1989/10  3rd RI022 TC worlcshq> Sigrtalli~~g and ATM ill the Age of  Mobility 
1989/10  3rd RI022 TC Workshop 
s~  ruultr ott traffu: COfllro/ msd resource allocaJion ill ATM lti!tworks 
199<W6  Procee<lings NATO-Adv. Res. Workshop Architecture&. Performance Issues of High Car-city 
Source  INh~Nhrtl  Call Acuplance ProctdJJTts in ATM Networks 
1991.Q4  IEEE JSAC Special Iuue on Teletra!fic Amlysis of Communi c.  lions Systems 
Source l'rllJ<Ub attd applicatiott.r for vuuo 
1992tll  2nd RACE Worhhop oo Traffic and Performance Aspecu in IBCN- Aveiro, Ponugd 
Souru policillg of  vuuo traffu: wit  hill ATM rutworb 
1991,Q9  lEE UJnf. oo digiul processing of signus in telecommunic.tions- Loughborough Univenity-
Space priority mLchani.rm with bursty traffic 
199l,Q9  Proceedings inL conf. on the perf. of distributed systems - Kyo!O 
Stati.rtical Multiplaillg adWJJtliJgt:r of  ATM 
1989/10  RACE 1022 Workshop, Paris 
Stati.rtit:al multiplaiflg gaillll.fillg space prioriJy mLchani.rms 
1991  Globecom 91 
Stali.rtical Multiplaillg of  Sporadic Sources - E=ct attd Apprcuinlille Performar~et Artaly:ri.r 
1991.Q6  lntemationu Teletraffic Congreu 
Straltgitsfor l111erco111Uctillg 1/SI...AN:r to B-ISDN and tlotir Performar~ee 
199&11  Proceedings lntematiooal UJnference on Computer Communic.tion (I  CCC) 
Switchillg blocb ill ATM. SomL rtsull.f cor~eentillg archiltdurt attd traffu: a.rsumpliott.r. 
199Ml8  9th Nordic Teletraffic Seminar 
SwiJchillg fltlwork archittctJUe for ATM based broadband cof11n1Ullication.r 
199Ml5  Xlli International Switching Symposium 
Teclvwlogy for Broalxmd SwiJchi11g 
199&11  Electric.! Communic.tion. Volume 64, No 213 
Tumillal Adapti0t1 im ATM-BrtilbaN:!Ntz 
1992  Telekan Praxis '92 
The tfftd of  Arra~~gillg of Shapillg of  /Nlividual VC's in A  TM Networb 
1992tl8  leAh Teletra!fic Seminar- Aarhus 
The fwtctiortalily of  the A TM AdaptaJion lAyer 
1990  Procee<lings of the IFIP TC61ntemationu Conference on Information Network and Data 
Tht Impact ofTimt Strits and Cowuillg Procen Approach to Video and QJUIUillg Attalysi.r 
1992.04  9th lEE UK Teletraffic Symposium 
The mockl/illg ofvidto btarillg a.rynchrOttOILf trtvtrftr mock achangt:r ll.fittg tr011SpuJus. 
199<W4  7th UK Teletraffic Symposium 
Tht Policing FIDICtiott ill ATM Nttworb 
199Ml5  Proceedings lntematiooal Switching Symposium (ISS) 
Tht space-cofllrolur: Archiltcture and  first a:rst:r:rnufll 
1992  Proceedings workshop on broadband canmun.- Estoril 
Traffic cOfllrol parameters for vuuo soJUcu ill ATM networb 
1991,Q9  6th lntematioou Conference on Digital Signu Procening in Canmunic.tions 
Traffic cOfllro/ paramettrs for vuuo soJUcu ill ATM ltl!tworks 
199l,Q9  6th International Conference on Digital Signal Processing in Canmunic.tiona 
Traffic aperimtttt.r ill ATM and requirtmLnl.f on test equipnufll. 
1989108  8th Nordic Teletraffic Seminar 
Traffu: miu.r on broodbaNJ ATM litt.t 
1991107  Electronics utters, Vol. 27, No.  15 
Traffu: Studies on Policillg FllltCtion.r and Congtstion Acetplar~t:t Control in RACE 1022 
199Ml7  DLNT RACE Wori.:shop, Muenchen 
TrtliUmi.rsion COtiCtptfor multipoifll o~ratittg lti!/Worb based on A.TM 
1991  Proceedings Austnlian Broadband Switching and SeTvicea Symposium -Sidney '91  -Vol 2 p 64-70 
Variable ratt vuuo sigMI.r characterisation ll.fittg a GMP model 
199<W4  Seventh UK Teletraffic Symposium 
R1023  BEST 
BEST  Method for RequirtmLIII.f Capture and FWtCtiortal S~cificaJion 
1989107  lEE SETSS'89 
BEST Method for reqwrtlfltlll.f Capture and FWtCtiOttal S~cijicati011 
1989/10  SOL r-erum '89 
BEST Method for Requiremeflls Capt  JUt attf  FWtCtiOttal S~cifiaJtion 
1989/12  International Workshop On Software Engineering and iu applications 
R1024  NETMAN  - Functional  Specification  for  IBC  Telecommunications 
Artalysis of  Network MaNJgtmLfll RequirtmLfiiS 
1990111  Guideline TMN Conference Proceedings FIUICtioMI Ducription of  N~twork.  MaNJg~lf'll'111 
l99Ul9  British Telecom Research (Ipswich UK)- 6th RACE TMN Conference- Madeira 
Gt~Uric  /~tforTftlltiolt MOlklsfor Coi'MtJUiicaJiotU MaMgtlf'll'111 
1991/11  Fifth RACE TMN Conference in Londm 
IBCN MaillltMIIce 
1991/11  Fifth RACE TMN Conference in Londm 
Objtet  MOtklli~~g i11 RACE TMN 
199Ul9  GEC Hirst Research Centre Loodon - 6th RACE TMN Conference - Madeira 
Objtct-Orit111td MOtkllillg for Quality of  Strvict altd Nttwork PtrforrMfiCt 
1991/11  Fifth RACE TMN Conference in Londm 
OSDL MOth/ of  Nttwork. MaMgtmt111 Archittcturt 
1990/11  Proceedings ol the Fourth RACE TMN Conference 
QOS ill Broadbartd COfMUUiicaJiotU 
1990/10  lEE Conference on Broadband Communications and Integrated Services 
TtltcommlllficaJiotu MaNJgtmtlfl CoiiCtptual Mttlwds 
199Ul9  6th RACE 1'MS Conference- Madeira 
Rl027  Integrated Opto-electronics  towards  the  Coherent  Multichannel  IBC 
1.5 JJm high gail! polarisatic11 ill.rttUitiw Mmiconductor trawllillg wavt amplifur with lowdrivillg CIDTt111 
199<Wl  Electronics Letten, Vol. 26, No 2 
1.5 JJm MDftolithic SOUTctsfor Cohtrt111 ApplicaJictU 
1990.00  OTOLEC Congress 
1.55 JJm lastr Oil (110) /liP by GSMBE 
1991~  2nd Conference on lnP and related Compounds 
2.5 Gbill.t DPSK  system uperimelflll.filfg a11 optical amplifur a.r phtut modulator 
1991m  ECOC-IOOC'91 
3 dB coupltr.t illttgrattd iii/IIGaAJA.r!/,.P 
1990.00  ECOC'90 
4-Ciwu&tll~tGaA.r!/IIP tratU.MalfCt optical rtctivtr a"ay OEIC.r for IIDWDM applicatictU 
1990.00  ECOC'90 
A balaiiCtd dual dtttelor optical hybrid rtctiwr  for UOMbitl.r lltttrodytu: .rystem 
199<W1  OFC'90 
A IIDVtl trWlticlra1111tl gratillg dtrrudtiplutr rtctivtr  for 1/DWDM si11glt r.wdt fibrt optic .rysttm 
1989m  ECOC '!!9 
A polari.ralicll COII.Ytctor Oft <110> /liP 
199003  SIOE'90 
A Tllru EltctrOlk DFB Wavtlt~tgtll TIUiablt FSK TratUmitter a1 1.53 
1989  lEE Electronics Leuen. 2.545 
A track.balt abovt lllrtsold modtl  for tht dtsign of  DFB altd pha.rt-shifttd DFB lasers 
1991~  IEEE Journal of Quantum Electronics, Vol V, No.4 
A widtband MDttdithically i111tgrattd /11GaA.r PIN!  I  liP JFET tratUimpedanct optical rtctivtr by stltctivt ion 
1989JW  ECOC'!!9 
All adivt rrudti-stdicn lastrs  for high power  si~~glt modt optrati011 
1990  ECOC'90 
AmplificaJtiiT a .remicOIIducttiiT itUttUiblt a /'Elm dt polaruati011 
199003  3eme Joumees Nationales Micro-Optoec;:lectronique ill-V 
An tfficit11145o. Polaruaticn COI'fVtctor on (110) /liP 
199l.m  OFC91 
Angltd Facti amplifll!rt wiJIIlow rtfltetivity altd high coupling tffu:itiiCJ 
199(W8  IEEE Topical Meeting on ~eal  Amplifien 
Automatic gail! and  JIOYH' colflrol of  Jtmiconductor la.rtr DMpiifll!r.t 
1990.00  ECOC'90 
Alllomatic gail! colftrol of  .rtmiconductor lastr DMpl ifurs 
199<WS  Techn. Digest of CLEO 
DalaiiCtd Optical Aliur illtegrattd ill/nGaJ.lA.ri/IIP for cohtrt111 rtctivtrs 
1990.00  SPIE OFJFIDERS '90 
Carritr i.Nluctd difftrt111ial rtfractivt iNitJ: altd thtlllling tfftct ill GalnA.rP SCMQW las~r.t with 3, 5, altd 9 
1990.00  1m1 IEEE International Semiconduelor La1er Conference 
Ca"itr illduced difftrt111ial rtfractivt i1lda ill GalnA.rPIGallfA.r Stparalt Coif!Mi"Mnl Madli-Qllll111um Well 
1990.00  IEEE Photmics Technology Leuen, Vo12, No.9 
Cltaracttruaticn of  high spttd  phtut modulaton ba.rtd  011. optical amplifur.r 
1991m  Second IDpical m~ting  m  Ofrieal bued on optical amplifien and Their Applicatioru 
Couplillg bttwun Dllgltdfacll amplifur.r alld  laptr~d  lttU-twdflbtrs 
1991m  IEEEJourlightw. Tedln., Vol9 
Cro.rst.2lk. and  /lfltrrrsodJJalicn tfutortictt i111.5 JJm laur amplifur.r 
1989,Q7  IOOC CSELT activity U. OpttHkctronic /ttJegratiOflfor c~rettJ  rystem di.Jtributiort tutwork  =r:J 
,  1989m  OCTIMA Rome 
Defect Strut:tiiTe cf  /tUGal·x&!GaAr Grown on Mi.JoriettJed (100) Silicon by Molecular Beam EpiJaxy 
198 9  Material! Lett en 8 
DtmDtutration cf  Polari.Jation/NkperukttJ Cohemll TransMirsiOfl by Synchronous /ttJra-Dit Polari.Jation 
1991~  ICC'91 
Design and reali:atiofl cfpolarization wensitivt .uMicONluctor optical amplifur:s with low forward CIITTettJ 
1990,U8  IEEE Topical Meeting on Optical Amplifien 
DFB Ltuers at 1..5  #1M grown by GSMDE 
1989  Joomal of Crystal growth, Vo195, No. 1-4 
D)'f'IIJIPiia on DFD ntnicolllblJor laser amplifurs 
1991m  Second Topical Meeting on Optical Amplifien and Their Applications 
Electro-optic Polari:satim Cmvtctor on (1 IO)btP 
199<\{)9  Electron.  Le~n.  Vol26, No.  19 
Etat de l'art sliT Its  amplifu:ate~~r:s optiquts 
lm"ll  XI Joumees Nationales d'Optique Guidee  . 
ExpuimettJallktermiNztiott ofCarrur  /Nblced DijJtrtttJial Lon  i11 a 2-Section GalttluP!IIIP Ltuu Wavegui& 
1989/11  Electronics Le~n.  Vol25, No 24 
Exlrtmtly Low Tllrtslsold Dllll.Joiltttd DDR Ltuer:s 
Electronics Letten 
Fabricatio11 and Aue:s:smtttJ of  butt·coupltd activtlptU:sive Utlerfact:s for I ..5 pm DFB la:ser:r 
199<\{)9  12lh IEEE Inu:nutional Semiconductor Laser Conference 
Fabricotio11 aNl  pufomt~V~Ce of  1..5 J1M aiiBie facetla:str amplifor:t 
1988  IEEE Inu:mational Laser Conference 
Fabricotiott alld PerfomttJnce cf  1..5 J1M GalttluP BlltraveiiU.g wave ampliftrs with MJI!tilaytr coatill8:t 
199<W3  Semiconductor and Inu:grau:d Op!o-Elcctronics 
Fibre bcutd compotUIIJs for polaruaJio11 diver:sily receiYtr utworb 
1989m  OCI1MA Rome 
FillU.g up the Fibre • ExptrimettJal work towards Optical C~rettJ  Multicha1111el Sy:stem.r 
1989~  Second lEE National Conference on Telecommunications, York· (Parallel work complementary to 
Four-daNUI FDM TraJUmi.uio11 ExptrimettJ at S6S Mbitl:t a StMicol'l.lbutor Optical Amplifur 
199<\{)9  ECOC'90, paper WeG2-3 
Future cf  trtDtWiitltic Optical Sourct.f for CoherettJ Applicatioll.f 
1989~  Proceedings of EFOC·LAN 
Gai11 and110ut charaettrutic:t cf  a 1..5 J1M  ~~tar-traYtliU.g wave :semiconductor lastr amplifur 
1989  Electronics Lenen, voL 25 
Gaill ripple rrriltimUatiofl afld lr.igher order 1IIOdn iff :stMicOflllJICtor optical amplifiers 
1989  Electronic Le~n.  Vol. 25, No.  12 
GaU., :saturatiofl alld 110ue fig liTe cf  a traYtiiU.g wave seMicol'l.lbutor optical amp/ifur 
1  m"11  QOC, p  ARlS 
Growth cf  /IU(;AJ.:rJu 011 SilicOtt by Moltcular Beam Epitaxy 
1989,u3  Materials Letten 7 (12) 
lligh Gaifl at1SSJ 11111/11 Er-DofHd Fibre Amplifier Pumped by SeMicol'l.lbutor Laur:r 
199<\{)9  ECOC'90 
1/ig h perfomttJnct 10 degree Dflgle facttla:str ampli[ur 
199GOO  1Znl IEEE Inu:mational Semiconductor Laser Conference 
Hitlr. fHrfOmttJfiCe :sillgle and multi-sectiOtt 1..5 J1M mJdti-qualllum well dirtributtd fudback la.ur:s 
199<W9  ECOC'90 
Jliglt :speed alld cohertttJ trafiSMirJiOtt  compor~tiiJs 
199GOO  ETT, VOL 1, No. S 
lliglr. spttd  alld lr.iglt Mfl:tily wavtltflgtlt multiclr.aMtl buttjoi11td DBR lasm 
199W9  ECOC·IOOC '91 
lfi·LUu :stMicottdvdor optical ampli[ur:r 
1991AJ9  ECOC • IOOC '91 
ltrjliUIICe cfruidlllllfactt rtfledivity Ofl  fiOitli.ntariJi.ts ill:stMicoNblctor optical amplifurs 
199<W1  Electronics Letu:n, Vol27 
/liP -bastd i.tUtgrattd opttHitctrOttie:t ill UuOfH 
199005  SOTAPOCS 
I ttJtgrated 0 pti.col Rtct  illtn  for COiftlrUUiicatiofl ApplicatiOII.f 
199<W7  Swnmer School on Optical Canmunicatioru 
I  ttJtgraJiOfl yWds opto-tltdroflic  compo~~tiiJs  for the I990:r 
19B9AJ9  Laser Focus World 
I  ttJtrfmJmttrk DtttrmiltaJiott of  the Li111wi.dJit EMaiiCtftUttJ Fad  or of  a I ..55 pm GalttluP Optical Amplifur 
1991,u2  Applied Physics Lenen, VoL 58, no. 8 
lttJtT'II'IOduJati. •11 Di.Jtortiofl and Crosstalk U. Cascaded IA:ttr Amplifurs llllerrtt~Jdulatimt dirt ortiOft due to optical amp/  i[&Lrs ill mult ic luvuu  I ~I  UriS 
J9B9m  Eeoc  '89 
L'illlttrtUiotU di di.rpruitivi optodtl/ro11ici per 3isUmi multiamale ill ollica cMrellle 
1990  L'lnformazione Elenronica 
/.AJer 1.5 11M a rtflullur tk BRAGG  distribue accordable e11 lo11gueur d'ofttk 
1990rU3  3eme Joumees Nationales Micro-Optoelectroniques ll-V 
Lilltar I11Ga.AJ PIN pltolodilxk a"ays for 1/DWDM applicatio111 
1989  EFOCJLAN'89 
Low CapaciJafiCt Lattrallllludigitated I..Ga.AJ Pi11 Detectors for 1  J  · 1.55 pm ApplicatioM 
1989..00  SIOE 
Low rtfltctivily Oflgltdfactl laser amplij&Lrs 
1989  LEOS Annual Meeting '89 
Low ruidual rtflutiviry of  aflgltd-factl stmicoNluctor lastr ampli[&Lrs 
1990,U8  IEEE Photonics Techn. Lett., Vol2, No.8 
Low thrts1wld 1.5 11M DFB liUtr grOWfl try GSMBE 
1989  Electronics Letters, Vol. 25 
Low-Lim 3 em l011g IIC!'!GalfiA.rP Rib Wavttuidts 
1989,Q4  5th European Conference m Integrated Optia (ECIO '89) 
Mta.nut-IIJS oftlu &ruitivily of  a TIUIQb/t Mwti-tltctrode DFB LiUtr lo Optical Fttdbaclc 
1989  Eeoc  '89 
Medium rail M"owckviatio11 CPFSK ryJilm uri11g a broad lifltwidth MQW-DFB laser aNI a lltW di.raimillaJor 
1991ft)?  ECOC-JOOC'91 
Model of  rfJtCiivt baNlwilh applitd to a sa/JUattd fltQr lravtllillg wow optical amplifier 
1990  SIOE'90 
MoNJiithic illtttratioll of  a fully io11 implallltd lallraii11Ga.AJ PIN tkttctori/,P JFET amplij&Lr for 1  J -1.55/Jf'l 
1989,Q4  Electronica Letters, Vol 25, No.8 
Mo110lithic illttgratiofl of  a lfiP/Ga.AJ 4-CitafiNI TrQfiS~daiiCt  Receiver Array 
1990,U8  IEEE Topical Meeting on ~cal  Amplifiers 
Mo110lithic optical rtctivtr urillg /,P/Gah 1/tttrojwtctiofl FETs 
199<W6  IEEE Colloqium on InP materials, devices ~d  IC. 
Mwti-sutio11 DFB lriOlUllillg talc.ing illto accoiiJIJ holt btunillg 
1990,U9  1990 European Semiconductor Laser Worbhop 
MtdticltaMtl FSK Trarumi.uio11 Exptrimtlll at 565 Mbitts Usi11g Twtablt Thrtt-Eiectrock DFB LiUtn 
199<W6  Electronics Letters, Vol. 26, No 13 
MtdticltafiNI Gratillt Dtmllltiplcur (MGD) Receivers for 1/igh Duity Wavtltflglh Mwtiplcud Systems 
1989m  IOOC 
MwticltafiNI PolarisatiOfl-/fiStMitivt Colurtlll TrQfiSmWiOfl Exptrimtfll try Sy11chro11out /lllra-Bit PolarisatiOfl 
1991ft)?  ECOC-IOOC'91 
New laser stnu:lurt for polarisatiOft illstfiSitiw stmit:Oftductor ampli[&Lr with low CllTrtlll COfiSilmplion 
1991m  Second Topical Meeting m  Optical Amplifiers and their a~lications Snow Mau 
NIIDVo Mttodo Ptr La DtllrmiM:iotU Dtgli /Niici Di Ri[ra11:ioflt Eff=ci E Dtllt Ptrditt Di Guide 01/icht 
1991..00  Fotmica '91 
On IM rtalizatioPI of  bllll-coupltd wawguidts try ga...rouret molecular btam-tpitaxy 
1991ft)?  International Conference on CBE, ICCBE-3 
OpiMitctrDftic lllltgratiofl • Tht lcLy ttchnolgy for optical frtquuu:y Multipltz (OFDM) Systems 
199<W6  EFOC/LAN'90 Munich 
Polarisotio11 cJjwrsity fibre fit/weds 
199(),U9  SPIE OE/FIBERS'90 
PolarisatioflllllkpeNltlll DtltcliOft try Sy11Chro11ou.r llllra-BiJ Polarisatio11S Switchiflg  i11 Optical Colurtlll 
1990  ICC'90 
PolarisatiOfl[lltkpeM.tl!l FS.I( Co!urtlll TrQfiSmission By Sy11Chro110u.r bllra-Bit Polarisation Spreading 
1991.US  CLE0'91 
Polarisali.ofi[IIStiUiJiVO! Colurtlll Tra11Smissi.o11 try Sy11Chro110ut /lllra-BiJ Polarisatio11 Sprtadillt 
1991m  Electronics Letters, Vol27, No.4 
Pradical LimilatiOftS Dfl rillt liUtr tkvict performances 
1991..00  SIOE91 
Prottllo t realizzari.ollt di accoppiatori a 3 dB illtttrati i!lf,GaAJiu!/,P per ricevitori ollici cMrtllli 
199<\flO  Riunione Nazionale di Eleuromagnrurmo A~licato 
Rtctlll Adwvtcu U. Optical Amp/i[&Lrs 
19s9m  OR:'89 
Rtctlll protrus 011 TW amplifitn aNI MQW IMtn try GSMBE 
1989m  European Workshop on semiconductor lasers 
RtpoiiSt til modulalio11 tk  frequt11Ct tk liUtr DFB a 2 tltctrocks 
199<V10  Joumees Nationales d'Optique Guidee (JNOG) 
Research illto Opto~ltctrortic Compo11t111S Stmiconductor optical amplifurs and rtlattdfv.nctiortal t:Uvicu 
199lf\16  EroCILAN '91 
Signa/to Noist RaJio in Mn-lintar Optical Amplif.cation Proctss 
OE/LASE'90 Conference 
Sing It and Multi.uction di.stributtdfudback.lastrs: Mock/ling taking ii!Jo accowtl holt burning and compari.ron 
1991..00  ESSDF.RC 
Sing It layer coatingf<X an angltd/actt  amplif~r 
1989~8  Electronics  Let~rs. Vol. 25 
s~  n~rical  results on polarisation insmsitiu 2-laytr ai!Ji.rtflutiCHt coatings of  umicONiuJtX lastr diodt 
19'Xl,U8  lEE Proceedings, Vol137, pt 1 No.4 
Sptdral bi.rtability in multi.tlectrot:U DFB lastrs 
199(),Q4  Photoo.ic Switching '90 
Sub-MSub-MIIz sptctra/lintwidth in 1.5 pm straintd quai!Jum wtll DFB-brs-ldS 
1991..00  ECOC-IOOC '91 
Techniques dt modulatio11 tn transmi.uiort cohtrtntt 
1990/11  Joornees Nationales d'Optique Guidee (JNOG) 
Technology of low threshold Bwt.Jointtd DBR lastrs 
Semiconductor Laser Worbhop 
TtmptraJIITt ckptndtfll gain and rwist of  1.5 pm lastr amplifurs 
1989  E!edronics Let~rs Vol. 25 
The duign and asrtssmefll of  lambdal4 phast :thijitd DFB lastr structures 
l989f\16  IEEE Journal of Quantum Electronics, Vol25, No.6, 
Thtory and practical calculations of  ai!Ji.refltetion coaJings of  umicONiuctor laser diodt optical amplifurs 
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1989,Q4  ECI0'89, paper 1141-25 
Optical rwiJchillg ucluwlog~s  for tht Ew~aft  RACE  progra~ 
1990.00  Proceeding! of Topical Meeting on Integrated PhOlonica Research, paper MA I (invited) 
Optical Timt Multipleud Spact SwiJchillg 
1992  Opto-Electronics Conference • Tokyo (OEC) 
Optically COftlrolltd Biswblt Switchillg Elt~ltl ha.rtd Ofl EJtctro-Optic Fttdback. 
1989m  Topical Meeting oo Photonic Switching, pottdeadline paper. 
Opto-tltctrOttic iltltgratiOtt of  optical swiJchillg devices for ltltcof1111tWticatio1U 
1990  SPIE proceeding' of the Fibre-Optics '90 conference 
Pa.rsivt accen to a vtry hig!s spud optical loop- tht VI/SOL COfiCtpl 
199<W6  Proceeding! of 8th Annual European Fibre Optic Ccmmunications &. Local Area Networb 
PltotOttic Dcvict.r for Optical SwiJchiflg: from 1~cluwlogy  to Systtm.s 
1991,Q4  Invited paper, P=edings oo Indium Phe«phide and Related Materials 
PltotOttic rwilchillg dtvicu and applicatio1t1 
1989109  ECOC'89, Paper WeAI3-l 
PltotOttic Swilching Sy.rttm E:qvrimtltl.r ill tht RACE Program 
19900  I  OFC'90 
Pltotmic Swilchillg Systtm.r E:qvrimtltl.r in tht Ewo~a"  RACE Progra~ 
1989m  Topical Meeting on Photonic Switching 
Poillt-to-multipoi11r rwilchi11g Mtworb 
1990  Trends in Telecommunications, Vol. 6, 91-100 (No.2) 
Polarisati.ott  i11dt~ltdtltl rwilchts ill Ti:LiNbOJ, crilical rtvitw of  tht .rolllliCHU aNi thtir applicatio!U 
1989,Q4  ECI0'89, paper 114\-39 
Polarisati.ott i11dt~tidtltl swirches on LiNbOJ 
1990  Proceedings of IPR  '90, paper Mll7 
Polarisation illst!Uilivt 1.55 J.lm S.C. optical amp/ifitr illugraJtd wilh pa.r.riW!  wavtguidt modt by MOCVD 
1991  ProceedingslnP and Related Compounds 
Polarisation illst!Uilivt 1.55 J.lm umicOttductor illrtgraltd optical amplifitr wiJh access wavtguidts grown by 
1991JU5  El. Leoen VOL 27 
Polarisatiofl iltStfl.filivt optical  amplifi~rs: modtlliflg aNi  ~a.swt~lll. illfllltgrattd PltotOttics Ratarch 1991 
1991  Technical Digest &ries, (Optical Society of America) 
PolarisaJiofl Stltctive Doublt Ntlirtf/tctiOtt CoaJi~tgs  for StmicOttductor Lastrs 
199009  ECOC90 
Progra.r ill tht growth of(GaJn) (A.r.P) In!' htttrretruclurts by chloride vapow pha.rt  ~pita:r:y 
1991.-QS  Proceedings of the 3rd European Conference on Crystal Growth (ECGG3) 
Qualtlum calculatiofl oftht  ~rfomtanct  oftravtllillg -v~  umicOttductor la.rtr amrlifitrs 
1990  lntematiooal Electroo. Devices Meeting 
Rtctltl  dtvtlop~ltl.r illlattict mismatched aNi .rtraifltd laytr htttro.rtrUCIIITts 
199Q'll  Invited ullc, E-MRS Fall Meeting 
Rtctltl Progrt.r.rts Ofl In!' lxutd illrtgrattd optics dtvict.r 
1989109  Euro. Coni. on Optical Integrated System 
Rtf/tetivity Millimizatiofl of&micofi.CLu:tor La.rtr Amplifur.r wilh Coattd and A.ltgltd FactU 
1991JU6  IEEE-J Quanwm Electronics, Vol. 27 
Rtf/tctivity OptimisaJion of  &micofi.CLu:tor La.rtrs wills Coattd & A.ltgltd Facets considtrillg 2-dimLIUioMI 
1990,00  Twelfth IEEE lntenutioral Semiconductor Laser Conference 
Rtlaud Lattict-Misf'Nltchtd Growth oflll-V &micofi.CLu:tors 
1991  Progreu in Crystal Growth and Olaracteriz.ation. Pergamon Press, Vol. 22, nr 1-2 
Stltetivt MOVPE Growth ofGaA.r aNi In!' o" Si Substrates 
199005  Proceedings of SOTAPOCS X'll Smu-Vectoria/ Method of  Linu  for tk  Accurate Solwimo of  Optical Rib Waveguiau 
199<WJ  ECOC'90,paperTuBL2 
Semiconductor ba.rtd swiJchts within tht RACE Pholonic SwiJching program 
199lm  OSA Proceedings on Photooic Switching 
Stmicof!dw:tor wer  amplifur optimization: Qfl QliQ/ytical aNi upt"rinufllal stloLiiy 
1989ft)8  IEEE J  oomal of Quanrum Electronics 
Single miXk polarization inse.uiJive GalnA.rPI/111' Iota/ illltrnal refltetionswiJch 
1990ftJ9  ECOC'90, paperTuB2.3 
Siu,transpartncy & colllrol in optical space switchfabrics:a J6:x:J6 single chip array in Lit  hi""" Niobatt 
199<W4  ln!emational topical meetings on Photonics Switching, pap<:r 13A-3 
Stability of Po/arization/Nkpe!ldelll LiNWJ SwiJchts 
1989,Q4  ECI0'89 
Switch arrays fro pholonic swiJching: slal111r revuw aNi prospects 
1990  GLOBECOM '90 
Switch Matrix with semicondJU:Ior LAser !tmplifur Gall SwiJchts: A Performance aNllysi.r 
1989m  Topical Meeting oo Photonic Swi!Ching, paper FES. 
Synchronisation of  JHU.Sillt access rwdu in a very high speed optical pacut networks 
1990rQ9  ECOC'90, paper WeG2.6 
Synchrof!OW optical swiJching in a timt msdtiplatd fiLtworJ: 
1990,Q6  Proceedings of 8lh Annual European Fibre ~c  Communications &  Local Area Networks 
System E:x:ptrimtflls wiJh a packaged 4:x:4 PolarizatiCNI[ NltpeNltlll Switch Matrix 
1989m  Topical Meeting on Photonic Switching, paper FE2 
Systtm performar.ce of  semiconductor wer amplifur detector 
1989  Electronics Leuers, vol. 25 
Tht implemtlllation of  waveguides, optical devices&: dLttetors in lnP for impltmtfllation in optical diversity 
1989ft)9  ECOC'89, Invited pap<:r. 
Thtoretical and upt"rimtfllal invtstigatiofiS of  l:x2 digiJal swiJchts 
1989ft)9  ECOC'89, pap<:r WeA13-4. 
Thtoretical and E:x:ptrimtlllal StloLiiy of  Carrier Ef!ut.s and ElectroabsorptilNI in Carrur DtpletionlnP!GalnAsP 
I 991ft)')  ECOC/IOOC '91, pap<:rTu. PSL24.7z 
Thtorttical optimi.ration of tlutrooptical pha.se modulation in lnGaluP qwlllumwtll.r 
1989m  Topical meeting on Quan!llm Welli 
Thtoretical optimi.ration ofl~tGaluP  msdtiple qua11111111 well waveguide modulator.sfor tk 1.55 pm wavtlength 
1989ft)9  ECOC'89 
Thtory and applicatiOtU of  tht btam propagation method 
1989ft)2  Workshop on Numerical simulation and analysis in guided-wave optics and optoelectronics 
Tinu aNi Wavtlength Division in a Photomc SwiJching Network 
1989)03  OSA Proceedings on Photonic Switching, voL 3 
Transfer Matrix MOth/for Emluation of Optical Switch Structures 
1990  Electronics Leners 26 
Travelling Wave Semiconductor Laser knplifurs for SinuJtafleous Ampli[_ocation aNi DetectiOfl 
1989m  Topical Meeting on Photonic Switching, paper FD4. 
Travelling wave .stminconduclor laser amp/ifur detectors 
1990  I. Lightwave Technology, vol LT-8 
Tru-structwed Polarizationl!ldepeN1tnt4:x:4 SwiJch Matrix LiNbOJ(Lithium Niobau) 
1988  Elecsronics Letten Vol. 24 
Very low driving voltage optical swiJching OFJC combining anlnP Optical Switch wiJh a Galu MESFET 
1991ftJ9  ECOC/IOOC '91, PAPER We.C6.4 
Very low loss waveguide.s and efficulll modulator.s in lnGaluP/1111' 
1989ftJ2  IGW0'89 
Very low power rto1t-/intar dirtetioMI coupling in a p-i(MQW)-rt vtrtical coup/a using an e/ecto-optic 
1990  IEEE Photooics Technology Leuen, vol2 
R1034  Usability  Engineering  Requirements  for  IBC 
ATM adaptation la~r  protocols and IEEE LAN illlercofi!ILctilNI 
1990110  15th conference on Local Computer Networ~ 
R1035  Customer  Premises  Network 
About Maximum Tran.sfer Ratts  for Fast Paclc.tt SwiJching 
1991ft)9  ACM SIGCOMM 
A.TM Adaptation Layerl'rotocol.s and IEEE LAN lfllercoMLction 
1990110  15th Conference on Local Computer Networi; 
ATM Adaptation protocol at B-ISDN User Network 
1991ft)9  IDC views !rem RACE, Elsevier 
BridgeA LAN intercofiiiLction through ATM 
1991.-Q6  EF0C1LAN '91 
BS Clilto~Mr Prtmi.u.3 Network. Mput.r 
1991..00  me views frc.n RACE, El•evier 
Flt:ziblu Sy3tmu:onupt zur Eillfultrun.g von BK-Die113te11  im privaten Netz~reich 
1990/12  NTZ 
Network. Evolutiat! Towar.b /DC-Inttgrated Broadband COfftmJUlicatiofl3 
1992.-Ul  IFIP Workshop oo Broadband Communications 
SigMIIing protocol at B-ISDN Uur Network.ll'lJerface 
1991..00  me view• frc.n RACE, El•evier 
Support of  B -ISDN Tra!f~e of  11011-ATM LANs 
1992.-Ul  IFIP Workshop oo Broadband Communications 
R1036  Wavelength  and  Time  Division  Multiplexed  Broadband  Customer 
A broadband CPN tkmofl3trator llJillg wavtlmgth and timt divisio11 multiplaillg 
1992.-US  Electronics & Communiation Engineering Jounul 
A multi-gigabil/3 Oplical bu.rillus C01'11mU11ications sy31tfft u.rillg wavtlmgth and timt division nudtiple:rillg 
1990.00  ECOC 90 
A Si bipolar chip ut  for 2.5 Gbit/3 broadband CllJ/romLr premises ntlwork. 
1992.-US  Cust.om IC Conference, Bo•ton- USA 
A dtleton for tht  spuif~eation of  OS/ protocol.J ill SDL 
1989/10  f-ourth SOL forum 
Advaftctd optical compontftl.r for high bit rate WDM ntlwork.s 
1990.%  Er-OC!LAN 90 
Diodt-coupltd high tk113ity tknudtipleur  for multi-wavtle11gth optical systems 
1990/11  Conference on High perfonnance electronic packaging 
Diodt-coupltd high tknsiry wavelength dtnudtiplturs 
1990rU5  lEE Colloquium on 'Optical connectioo and switching networlcs for communiCJition and computing' 
DistribuJed cof!Jrol for a high-spud optical CllJiomtr premises fit/work. 
1990.'05  ISS 90 
1/igh tknsiry wavtlmgth division multipluillg for multiple nt/work.s 
199lft:J3  lEE CoUoqium oo Optial multiple access networlcs 
1/igh 3pud  P3eudo-raflllom biMry seqiU!nU gentrationfor 1tsti11g and data scramblillg in gigabit optical 
1992,Q4  lEE Colloquium : Gigabit logic circuits 
Initial ttst.r 011 a high dtMity wavtltngth division multipleud fit/work. 
1991..00  Ea:>C '91 
Le nudtiplaage dt Ionge IlT d'ofltk 
1992fi)6  Manon, Paris (publisher) 
Multichaflfltl grating dtnudtipleur (MGD) receivers for high dtnsity wavele11gth nudtipleud systtms 
1989,u7  IOOC 
Never mind tht bitrate- RACE away onfwrt 
1992.-US  Conference : HDTV -Quality or Quantity 
Never mind tht bitrate ·RACE away onfwrt (revised) 
1992ft>6  A  TM 
Oplical routeing for 7V studio centres- paper study to pilot system 
1992fil7  lntematiooal BroodCJiting  Convention 
Practical rtali.ration of  a high tk113it)l dio<U-coupled wavele11g1h dtmultipleur 
1990,U8  IEEE Journal 
Progress intht  dtvelop~Mnl of  a digital optical routillg systtmfor ttlevision studio cefllres 
1988  IDC'88, lEE Conference Publiaotion Number 293 
Routillg for tht  fut11Tt 
1990/11  Televisioo - the Journal of the Royal Television Society 
Shllmhla: A 155 Mbls BICMOS Sy11ehronou.r Multiple:ur Chip for a Broadband Cu.rto~Mr Premises Network. 
1991..00  IEEE Journal of Solid-State Circuits 
fht 152.582 flfft ffiLCIUY lillt, a cheap and acciiTate wavelt11gth standard for WDM and OFDM optical fi/:Jrt 
199m2  lEE Colloquium: Wavelength standards  in fibre optic systems 
Tht first ~ar's work. for RACE Projtel 1036, "7DM Broadband CllJtC~Mr Premises Network. 
1989  BBC Research Department Report 198916 
Rl038  Multimedia  Communication,  Processing  and  Representation 
ArqidttctiiTa tk 1011trmUtal mJdtimtcfu con ifllerfaz MTA 
1991/11  Telecom I+ D Conference 
Combillillg 1/yptrmtdio Browsillg with Formal QIU!ries 
1990  Interact '90 (published in proceedings) 
Dit Zubuift tkr /nformaJiofl3techflik 
1991  f-unkschau  16 (Interview) 
Eill Multimedia Terminal fAr BArok.DmmiDiikation 
1989/10  Donmunder Fem1eht.age EinMzulumg vollllypmnediauclvtiull in du multinudiillt Ko1'11mJU!iJcatio11 
1 ~ II Y{'(:rtex t/11 Y{'(: nn  edia 90 
El modo de TrOitr/UtfiCUJ ki11cr011o e11la RDSI dt Baltda A11cru 
1991,u7  Revista Espanola de Electrooica No. 440441. 
El TtrmiMI Madtimulia tllla.r CommunicacioiUS dt Baltda AIICha 
199<MJ6  Euroulecom 
Eztuuii11g OSI·Protocol.r .rupportillg mult~dia  /11[ormati0fl Excha11gt 
1991,Ql  Proct:edings Organizatioo of lnformatioo Systems 
FDD!- ATM MAC bridgt 
1991,Q4  Worksh~  on ATM Network Planning and Evoluti~ 
1/ypm~~tdia Approaclus 
1990  Interact '90 (published in procudings: 111 lnt Conference of lnt Society for Knowledge 
lllltgratio11 c;fTtltcomtfUI!Iicatioll Strvict.r i11 a 1/yptrnudia Systtm 
199m2  Pro<=dings of the 15th European Congreu f;air for Technical Communications- Online 92, pp 
fllltgrationlllld Btdit111U1g  brtilbal!digtr m.adt~dialer  Dui!Sit aufzWuU!ftigtll EN:igerate11 
1991/10  Jahrestagung der Gesellschaft fur lnformatii GI'91 
MCPR -A /.lultimtdia Ttrmillalfor Broadbal!d Networb 
1990110  IDE International Conference on Integ.-.ted Broadband Services and Networks 
MCPR, WI Ttrminal para Ia Rtd dt Baltda Allcha.  fllltgra imagt11t.r vivas,fOios, Into y .ro11ido 
1989/12  Sistemas de Informatiet y CommuniettioneJ, No 8 
Mtllwdr for Di.rtribuud Madtinud.ia Ill[  ormation Systtms Da.rtd 011 PriWJit Broadbal!d Nttworb 
199W4  Pro<=dings IDEE, Multimedia 92- Monterey, CA 
Modtllo di riferimelllo OS/ t  rtti a larga ful!da 
199<W9  Congresso Annuue deii'Auociazione Iltliana per 11nformatica ed il Calcolo Automatico- Bari 
Madtillltdia Comnuuticatio11 al!d lriformatioll Ma~~agtnulll Da.rtd 011  Available al!d Emtrgi11g 
1991/10  Telematics '90- Proet:edings of the Conference held at Bremen 
Multimedia Communication, Processing al!d Rtprtstlllalion 
199<W4  II  Y{'(:rtex t/11 Y{'(: nnedia 90 
Madtillltdia Madti.rervia Ttrmillalfor Q1l ATM fustd Droadbal!d Network 
1991/10  Technical Symposium of the 6th World Telecommunication Forum- Geneva 
Madtillltdia Sysltm- Builbal!d  Rtali.ritnurg 
1992  Handbook Multimedia, Paidia Verlag, Fulda 
Madtillltdia Ttrminals in Droadbal!d COflll'1liUiicatio~~.r 
199<W3  Workshop on Software Architecture for Integrated Broadband Communic. Networks, RACE 1017 
1992  NET- Special- Breitbandvision wird Real, R.v. Deduer'1 Verlag 
Objtd-Orullled /lllegration al!d Co11vtr.rio11 of/magt /11[ormati0fl  i11  0~11  Madtimtdia Systems 
1992/10  Proceedings EUSUG92 - Wiesbo.den - Germmy 
011lltt way to llyptrmtdia al!d Multimedia Strvicts al!d Ttrmina/.1,/llltractiu Comnuuticatio11 Tools 
1990.{15  Interactive: Communication Tools 
Rtalizatioll of  a Madtillltdia Sysltm i11 a Broadbal!d ATM E11viro1111UIII 
199m2  Proct:edings of the 15th European Congress Fair for Technical Communications- Online 92, pp 
Rtdt.r Wtrioru y ttrmina/.1 dt aboMdo.IIIStalaciollts adtcuada.r para usuarios multimedia 
1991/11  Comunicaciones World, Mo. 51 
StMiizacioll para Ia RDSI dt Banda Allcha 
1992ft)6  Revista Espanola de  Electronica 
Si.rttma.r lli~rmtdia  Di.rtributio11ts til Rttus tiL Bal!da AIICha 
1992/10  Revista Espanola de Electrooica 
Sub.rcriMr Prtmi.rt.r Nttwork. Rtquirtnulll.s fro Madtillltdia  Ttrrni~~a/.1 
1991,Q6  2nd International Conference on Local Communication System: LAN and PBX 
1992  Boolc  :Integrated Broadband Communication : Views from RACE -Elsevier Science Pub!. 
R1039  DIMUN - IBC  Application  Pilot 
A lt.rtMdfor Groupwart Application.r 
199<W9 
Auto110m0us U.rtr Agtlll.s (to bt puhli.rhtd). 
1989 




Dutributtd Form MOIILigtmelll 
IFIP WG 8.4 Conference on Multiuser Application & Interfaces 
European Workshop on Modelling Autonomoos Agents 
Telematics '90 - Proet:edings of the Conferer.ce held at Bremen 
Worshop on Interactions between Applications, Services and the CPN environment (ASO), RACE 
1990  ACM Transactions on Information Systems 
Dittributtd [lllemaliolllll Ma~~u['aduring Usi11g Eri.rting al!d Dtvtlopi11g Public Nttworb 
1990110  Telematics '90- Proceedings of the Conference held at Bremen Di.rtribuud Matuifactwittg. Usa Vuwpoilus and  R~quiumt1tiS 
1990112  Telematics '90 ·  Procudings of the Uxlference held at Bremen 
ED/. t\n Elutroflic Marui Piau, N~w  Prusibilitus 
1990.'03  CIM Seminar 
E11Urpri.su & Di.stribw~d C/M: /ltJa-orgallizatiONll Comnwnicatio11 
1990~  Proceedings of Conference ClM 90: lntegratul Arpecu 
Exp~riLMn "" Smti·Aillo11omous Usa Ag~w 
1990  Dettntrali7.ed Attificial Intelligence, Elsevier Science Publishen 
Jligh Spud C"'"'"""icatio11 and Multi M~dio 
199<W5  Multi Media seminar 
IB  • A11 ltiformatiolt Bus: A multilaya~d  l~tformatioll llase lmafau  for R~mo/t Applicatioii.S 
1989JU5  Proceeding• of Conference on Advanced System& Engineering 
llll~grat~d C~catio11  itt C/M 
1989/11  Journal of Computer lntegratul Manufacturing Systems (to •wear) 
/lllaNJtioMI BrO<llkr Band Strvices. What ca11 tht Corporau Cwtomtr Expect From tht Fww~  ? 
1990112  Telematics '90 ·Proceedings of the Conference held at Bremen 
Mwtiog~lllltyptrmtdia systmu itt C/M 
199<W1 
J99{),Q4 
Mwtimtdio Com~~'Ulllicatioii.S itt DIM  UN 
1990110 
Mwtimtdio Co111mU11icatioii.S itt DIM  UN 
Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences, Software Issuea in CIM 
Mac  User 
Tekmatics '90 • Proceedings of the Conference held at Bremen 
1991JU5  Proceedings of Teleconference Europe '91 
Nttworud CocpaatiVf' Wor.l:: Usability Issues of  MIUN (Mwtimtdia /Nlustrial Local  Ar~a  N~rwork) 
1990112  Telematics '90 • Proceedings of the Conference held at Bremen 
Objtct·OrultJtd Programming itt Productio11  AlcMg~meltJ ·Two Pilot Systtms 
1988  International Journtl of l'roduction Research, Vol. 26, No.5 
PAGES. A Too/for Compwtr Supporttd CollaboraliYt Wor.l: 
1990112  Te1ematics '90 • Proceedings of the Conference held at Bremen 
Stmi-awomattd Uur Agtllls i11 Distribwtd Cha11gt AlaMgtmeltJ 
1990  Journal of Intelligent M.nufacturing 
Sptcificatiolt of  tht pilot ittsu/lation at ED 1tati0Nll Traii.Sformtr itt tht DIM  UN projtct 
199<W6  SI~nr9001 
StMdard lmtrfacu ·A way to U11ify Compa11y Cof1V11Ullicatio11 
1990112  Telematics '90 ·Proceedings of the Conference held at Bremen 
Tht compllltr WOII't  r~t me: CooptratiO<t, COf!Jlict and tht 0WIItrship of  /tiformatiO<t 
1991/10  DTI CSCW Special lntmst Group 
Tht D/MUN  Projtci-E:cptrimt~tu.r wiJh Mwtimtilia Co111mU11icatiOfl.r  itt  O~tt·of-a·.l:ittd  Matuifactwi~tg 
1991/11  Proceedings of IF1P TC5/WG.5.7 
Using Existing and DtW!loping Public Nttwor.l:.r 
1991JU5  Proceedings of Teleconference Europe '91 
Window.r 01td Rooms: Two MeLlphors for GroupWOTt 
1991/11  COCS '91, Conference on Organizational Ccrnputing System 
Rl040  RACE  Integrity  Primitives  Evaluation 
A EwoptQII call for integrily primilives: RIPE-Race lmtgrily Primilive.r EvaluatiOfl 
1989  Proceedings of Eurocrypt '89, Springer Verlag 
RACE /megrily Primiliva Eva/uatiOfl (RIPE): a status report 
1991  Eurocrypt'91, Springer-Verlag. 
RIPE: Ei11 Ewopai.schtr 'Call for /megrily Primitivd 
1989  Datenschutz und Datensicherung, 9/89 
Rl041  Functional  Specifications  of Codecs 
EYolving Techniqu.e.rfor Broadcast TV Sysltms 
1990107  Dr. Telecom Techno!.  J Vol 8 No 3 
FUNCODE: Subjutivoe Qualify EYDiuatio11 in Still/mage Coding 
1991P4  ISSL'i 91 
lluma11 Factor.r in ry11tm duig11.  SubjtdiYt image qualily assessmelll & prtdictiOfl in dig iLl/ 
199<W6  Seminar in IIF in information services 
Subjtctivt /Mage quality asptcl.r itt vi<Uoco1l'lmUIIicatiolt ry1tems 
1990t00  13th International Symposium HFT90 
R 1042  Functional  Service  Integration  in  Support  of Professional  User 
U ".'ri·Mtdio Approach to Image ComnumicatiOfl (RACE MwtiMed) 
198'1~  6th Scandinavian Conference on Image Analysis R1043  Mobile  Telecommunications  Projects 
1.7GIIz propagation tND.!WUmLW for highway microcdl.r 
}99(),{)8  Electronics Lt1~r. vol26, No 16 
1700 Mllz Urban Microc~ll.J aNi tkir  covuag~  uuo bwlding.r 
199<W4  lEE ICAP Conference 
Adaptiv~ biJ rau rran.rmi.uionfor ~rsonal  ttlteomnumicatioi'IS 
1990t05  Proceedings of the 4th Nordic Seminar on DMR 4 
Adaptiw ruowrce allocation in tnLtropoliJLJn  ar~a cellular mobil~ radio .rysum.r 
1990  vrc'90 
Broadband on tk  move 
1990110  ln~mational Conference on ln~grated Broadband Services &  Networks, lEE 
Cha~l  sound  INa!W~I'NrW  at6() Gllz wing wUkbaNi ttehniquu wilh particular reference to microcellular 
1989/12  5th  ln~mational Cmference on Mobile &  Pcnon.tl Communic.aticm 
Charging O!pecu of  ~rsortal  CCJrPIIIUUiication.r 
1989/11  Cellular and Mobile Communications Coo.ference 
European ~rsonal  ContmJillicatioru wittg Microcdll 
1989m  lEE Colloquium oo. Microcellular Radio 
Flaibl~ Sysum Ttehnique.J for foJure PersoMl  Mobil~ Co"""""icatioru 
199<W9  IEEE TENCON '90 Conference 
Fwur~  Pan-Euro~n  Land  Mobil~ Radio Sysltm- Archilectur~ and Performance lnuu 
199<W2  IFIP TC7 Conference Performance Evaluation of Cornpu~n &  Cornpu~r  Networks 
1/aNiover /niti.ati0t1 aNi conJrol for 1/ighway Microcdl.r 
1990t05  DMR Conference 
1/aNiov~r strategus in  microc~llwar baud  ~rsonal  t~lephone .rystem.r 
199<l.Q4  Conference RVK '90 
1/aNiover strategU.r in microcdlwar bastd  ~rsonal  ttlephoM .rystem.r 
1990;U4  Proceedings RVK-90 
1/aNiover Techniq~s  for a Third-G~Mration  Mobil~ Sysltm 
1991/11  Mobile Radio Conference 1991  -Nice 
1/igh bil ralt lraJUminion ttchniquu 
199~5  vrc 92 - Denver 
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1989,.U8  3rd RACE TMN Worbhop 
R1054  APPSN  - Application  Pilot  for  People  with  Special  Needs 
A tk.rcriptio11 of two RACE projects, APPSN aNi TVDOR for PSN 
1990rQ6  Telematics '90- ProceMings of the Conference held at Bremen 
A Su-,iu Pilot/Of" D~af  P~r.roru through VidLotd~phlmy 
1991,.u3  6th Armual International Confermce on Tecmology and Penons with Disabilities 
1990/10  Tijdschrift -,an het Nederlands Elektronica en Radiogenootschap 
BildA:.orrtnuu!i!atio11[or fHr.rOtUr mLIIu:uulikapp (Pictur~ Comr11JU!icaJio11[or the Di.rabld  P~opl~) 
1989/12  Report fr001  the Swedish Handicap Institute Number 89322 
Eltkrly Ptr.roru aNi CDmlfUDiicatioru 
199I,.U8  ht International Conference on Technology and Ageing 
Evalua1io11 if  a vitkottltplwny .rupporlstrvict for fHOplt wilh lfHCial Mtd.r 
1990J09  Proceedings of the 13th International Sympotium on liFT 90 
ExptrimtrtJt Wid fi'ILIIU11gt11ZIIT NUltWig dLr Bilduleforw; 
1990,U3  (CSELn conference Benutzerfreundliche Kommunikation 
High bit ratio VidLo CDmmJ111icatio11/or Dta[Ptoplt 
1990/11  ECART-Conference 
lmprovw Spuch Rectptio111hrough VidLottltplw11y: ExptrimLrtJ.r with the liard of  lltarV.g 
1991,.U5  IEEE J. oo Selected Are.as in ComrnunicaL, Vol. 9, No. 4-Special issue oo Human Interfaces in 
/11Cludi11g  Cu.rtomLr RtquirtnurtJs in the De.rig11 aNi DtwlopmertJ ofTtluorrttnJU<jcatioM Services 
199<W9  Proceedings of the 13th International Sympotium on Human Facton in Telecommunication. IIFI"90 
Picture CommJU!icaJio11 
1991/10  6th World Telecommunications Exhibition and Forum 
PiciiiTt ltltplwnu aNi wanrtillg ryslmu- uamples of 11tw ltltmatics  facilities for tht btM{Il of tkaf  fHrsons 
1991,.u?  Proceedings at the XI World Conference of the World Federation of the Deaf 
Pilot ApplicatioJU  /Of" Adwvu:td  CCHr1mW1icaJio11 Technology V. Cart for tht Elderly V. EUTOfH 
1991..U8  21st International Conference on Tecmo!ogy and Aging 
RACE Projtct.r: APPSN aNi TUDOR 
199006  Te!ematics '90 - Proceedings of the Conference held at Bremen 
RtquirtnurtJs for Vitko-ltltplwny ltrmiNlb for support .rtrvict.r /Of" ptoplt wilh special Mtd.r 
1990  Proceedings of the 13th International Symposium on liFT 90 
Softly altd strvict through Vidtottlepho11y 
1991,.u?  Proceedings of the XI World Congress of the World f-ederation of the Deaf 
Serv~o  vidLottleft311ico compltfllo tk aproio domicilario - Estl.ldio t:rplorattJrio 
1991/10  ll Semana Idade de Ouro, Camara Municipal de Cascais- Cascais 
Sjalvstaltdightl oclltrygghtl gett.Om 1tldommwtikatio11 (lndtpt11dtftCY & Safety through ltlteOfM'I.UIIicatioru) 
1991,.US  Nordic Conference on Telecanmunications and Disability- Social Aspects. 
Support for EldLrly Ptoplt u.rV.g Vidtoltltplwny: The Fra"*furt Pilot 
1991,.U8  1st International Conference on Technology and Ageing 
Support Strvict aJ a DistOIICtfor Eldtrly Ptoplt- Q1l Exploratory Study 
1991,.u6  EDUCACAO especial e Reabilitacao, Vol. 2, No. S 
Ttlecommwticatio11 tkvicts for tkaf  ptoplt: Wt must /nflut11Ce  tht Dtwlop-111 
199<W7  WFD News No.2 
TtltCommJUiicaJio11for Ptoplt with Special Nttd.r 
1992/11  lisbon COST Conference 
TtltcommwticaJio11 rtquirtmLrtJ~ aNi  facilities for the htarV.g-impairtd 
P'ITJR]'..'L and the Laboratory for Experimental Audiology of the Univenity Hospital in Utrecht 
TtltcommJUiicalio11- The Ttcllnology of  the FUlurt i.r already htrt 
199<W7  WFD News No. 2 
The /talia11 Pilot 
199tm  6th CSUN International Conference - Los Angeles 
The silua1io11  i11 Swetk11 will! regard to picture commwticaJi011 
1991m  Seminar at the Nederland PTr 
TrygghttsliJTrfl ocllstrvict gett.Om vidLottlefo11/0f" aldrt ptrsontr (Safety & Service through vidLcottleplloM fo,. 
1990/10  Proceedings of the Nordic Crnference on Alarm Syst:ms &  OiJability 
Turvajarjesttlmal va11luult11 avubi (Security rysttnu to help tldtry ptoplt) 
1991..ul  Tekniikan Na.koalat (Technology Penpectives) 
TIU"vabNapuhelV.- IIWi turva- ja  palwlujarjt~ttlma va111wbillt ja vammai.rillt (Safety VidLopllone -a Mw 
1991,.U8  National Exhibition and Conference on Disability and Teclmical Aids 
Use ofVidtopllo11ts for /11Jtrvt11li011 aNi lndtpendtrtJ LivV.g 
1991  S. von TE17.CHNER {Editor). Issues in Teleromrnunication ..nd Disabilities, CEC Brunels. Vidto COtflMWiicatioltfor IRa/  Ptoplt ill thtir Working Livt5 
1989/12  Report L Pilot Study, Report from the Swedish Handicap Irutirute 
Vidto cOifti'NUiicationfor dtaf  ~oplt  in thtir working livu 
1991  Con 219 fmal report 
Vidtophont-ba.ud Support Strvict SyJttmfor Eldtrly IJ1Ili Duabltd Ptoplt 
1991ffl  Proa:edings Intematiorul Conference oo Medical Physics 
Vidtottltphony and Spuch Readiltg: Tilt tfftct of PictiiTt  Q~<Dlity 
1991  luu1:3 in Telecommunication and Diubilities, CEC Publication, In: S. von Tetzchner (Editor} 
Vidtottltphony urvicu  for vi.ri<Dily  impairtd ~oplt 
1990  Educacao Especial e Reabilitacao, CDI 
VidiHttuphony-baud support urvicufor people with s~cia/ nucb 
1992  Ergon001ics Society's Annual Cmference • Birmingham 
R1055  MERCHANT  - Methods  in  Electronic  Retail  Cash  Handling  using 
LA CEE choi.ril SUGOS poiiT It projtt MERCHANT 
1989ft)3  lnformatique llebdo 
LA  CEE"col!{~t d SUGOS Ia miu en CHINTt du projtt MERCHANT 
1989,Q2  Electronique Actualite 
Lt Rutaw dt Paitmtfll Eltetror~iqwt Ewop<;t11 dt 1993 
1989,Q2  Logiciel et Services 
Lt.r Ambilio11.r SQJIS prtctdtftl dt RACE 
1989ft}5  Telecommunications Magazine 
Mtrchafll: dts .rtrvicu Ntw Loci: pour u  paitmtfll tltctror~iqwt 
1989,Q2  Frnance Electronique 
Mtrchafll ow Ia ltfllaliOfl dt Ia /argt baNk 
1989/11  11th International Conference Communication Services: toward Intematiooaliution of exchanges 
Mtrchafll ow Ia  Ufllatior~ LArgt Ba1!dt 
1989ft}5  Telecommunications International 
Programmt Ewo~t"  RACE.  SLJGOS Maitu d'Ot~Nrt dt MERCHANT 
1989,Q2  Zero Un Informatique 
Programmt RACE: Qui travail  It sw qtUI.r projtt.r? 
1989ft}5  Telecoms  M~gazine 
SUGOS tt MERCHANT 
1989,Q2  Ordinateun 
SUGOS Maitrt d'Ot~Nrt  d'1111  projtt RACE 
1989,Q2  L  'Usine Nouvelle 
SUGOS Maitre d'Ot!Nrt d'1111 projtl RACE 
1989,Q2  ut~  de 11ndustrie Informatiqe 
SUGOS Mailrt d'OtiNTt d'IDI  projtl RACE 
1989,Q2  Moode Informatique 
SUGOS maitrt d"Otwvrt dt MERCHANT 
1989  La  ut~  - Banque et Informatique 
SUGOS pilottra u  projd  Ewrop<;tr~ MERCHANT 
1989,Q2  Agence Econ001ique et Financiire 
SUGOS pilottra 1D1 projtt dt Ia CEE 
1989,Q2  OrdinAteurs et Banque 
SUGOS Rttti'UU par Ia CEE 
1989,Q2  L  'Usine Nouvelle 
SUGOS Rttti'UU par Ia CEE 
1989,Q2  u  Monde Informatique 
R1056  BIPED 
Nttworl: Ptrforma11Ct (NP) IJ1Ili il.r rtlatiOtUhip with Q~<Diity ofStrviet (QoS) ill a11 t:rperimt111al BroodbaM 
1992ft}l  Workshop on Broadband Communications, futoril 
Ptrforma11Ct Evalwatio11 of  BroodbaM CoMtctio11S aM  Strvicu w1!dtr Varyiltg Traffu: Loadr 
1992ft}8  lEE E!ect.rooics & C001m unications I ournal 
R1057  Advanced  Quantum  Well  Lasers  for  Multi-Gigabit  Transmission  , 
10 Gbills MQW-DFB-SJB/1 La.rm &tirt/y Gr0W11 by MOVPE 
1991  Rllprik Publicatioos, Electrm..ics utten 27,863 (1991) 
Ab.rorptio11 aM tltctroaluorptionspeclra of/11GaAri/11Alh qua111um wtll.r aM supulatticu 
1990  Proa:edings Intern. Conference oo Modulation Spectrolcopy, SPIE Symposium 1286 
Cltaractvuatiort of  f,.{JaJ...r!/1!GaArP brood arw qi<Dfllwm wtll.r la.rtrs 
199<.W3  Proceedings ol International Conference on Modulatioo Spectroscopy 
Duig11 a11d performar~et characurutic.r of  si"Slt aNi mwltiplt ph=~  shifttd DFB laurs 
199GOO  16th Eu~n  Cooference oo Optical C001munication, Paper TuFl.4 Direct CompaTi.JDf'l of  Allrtmpluric Prt.wut and Lew Prt.rswt MOVPE 
1989,.u6  4th Europe.tn Worlcshop on Meulorganic Vapour Phase Epitny 
Elutroabsorplioit stwiies onlnGalu!lnGaAsP qUillllum-welllastr struclunr 
1991  A~l. Phys. Joomal69, T103 (1991) 
Electroabsorptio11 study of lattice mi.Jmatch in I11GaArP/l,.P htlerostruciUTes 
1990  Proceedings ln~m. Confamce on Moduation Spectroscopy, SPIE symposium No !286 
First DFB GRIN-SCI/ GalttA.r-AIGa/rtAr 155 Em MBE MQW active layer b~~ritd ridge slruclwe Luers 
199!..Ul  Elearonic Letu:rs, Vo127 
Ge~ttralion of 170 Gllz optical sUkbandr of  a single-I'PilXk :rtmiconductor lastr by rwnlintar inlracavily 
1991  AppL Phys. Len. 58,554 (1991) 
Ge~ttration of  170 Gllz optical sUkbandr of  a single-I'PilXk semiconductor laser by rwnlintar intraarvily 
1990  Proceedings of 12th ln~matiooal IEEE Semia:Jnduaor Laser Conference 
GraJing formatiOII  by clumicall!lching in InA/As for MQW dLvicu 
1989  Elearonic Letu:rs 25 (1989) 725 
Growth and asstssmell/ oflnGaAr!liiGaA1k/I,.P MJlJliple qualllum wdllastrs 
199<W3  IC-MOVPE S 
Growth of  Gal  liAs by Clttmical Beam Epit=y 
1990,.u6  J. Crynal Growth 
J/igh JHrformanets DFB-MQW la.rers at 1.5 Em growrs by GSMBE 
1990  Elearonics Let~rs Vol. 26 
J/igh SJHtd and colurtlll traii.Smi.JsiOII compontllls 
1990  Europe.tn Transactions oo Telecommunicatioos, vol I 
J/igh spud  lastrs with stmi-insulaJing bloc!ing layers 
1989  European user-Worlcshop 
1/igh static JHrfornta1ll:t Ga/n.As-Galn.AsP SCI/ MQW 15 Em wavelength bwiLd ridge stripe la.rers 
1991..u6  IEEE Journal of Quant. Elec., vol 27 
llljlu.ti!Ct oftlu p type doping of/Itt btP cladding layer on the thruhold cwrtll/ dLII.Sity in 15 Em QW la.rers 
1990.U9  12th IEEE ln~rnational Semi(:(Jnduaor Laser Conference 
IIIGaAsPI/nP lasers with semi-insidating CIITrtll/ bloc  .ling layers for ultra high SJHtd applicatic¥u 
1990  Proceedings 2nd In~rnational Conference oo InP and related materials 
/nGaAsPI/nP-wtr  Jutr sthr hoht u.ebtrtragllllgsgtschwilldigktiten  . 
1990,Q4  Proceedings of ITGIGME Factagung He~rostrulctur-Baulemen~ 
/liP-baud quall/um wtll mattrialfor lasers and modidators 
1991..u6  9th Annual Europe.tn Fibr-e Optic Communications and Local Area Netwon Conference 
Klein-wtdGro-sigiiDl-IIF-Sinwlation """' /nGaAsPI/nP-wtrn 
1990,U4  Proceedings of ITG/GME Fachtagung H~rostrulctur-Baue1emente 
·r cohertll/ .rystmu 
r9s9m  Proceedings of the Fourth Ttrrenia International Wllrllhop on Dig. Communication•. 
\ tMaiiCtmtll/ factor and ca"iLr-induced differelllial indLz in lnGaAr stparatt con[~~ttmtttl 
199tm  Appl. Phys.Joumal70 (4) 
nic gainlcwrelll tUIISity characteristic of lnGaAsi/IIGaAIAS!J,.P Mu!tiqualllum-wdl 
1991..u2  Elearonics Let~n. Vol27 
1tlength /nGaAsPI/nGaAs and /nGaAJA.s/JnGaAs MQW SCI/ lasers 
1990,U6  IEE Colloquium on Applicatioos of qlWiturn well in optoelectronics 
1elength quall/um we/1/a.rers: Sy110psi.J of  the RACE AQUA Project 
1991  Proceedings of 3rd lntemationallnP Conference 
rhold 15m  SC/1-MQW lasers by atmospheric prtssUTe MOCVD and direct comparison of/ow 
1991~1  Journal of Crystal Growth, Vol 107 
:hold /55 J.lm SCI/-MQW la.rus by atmospheric prtss~~re MOVPE 
1990..u6  Presentation at Electronic Materials  Conferen~ 
;hold 155 pm SCI/-MQW las us by atmospheric prtssUTe MOCVD  and direct compari.Jon of  flow 
1991~1  IoumalofCrystalGrowth, Voi.I07 
;hold GRIN-SCI/ IJGa/n.As 155m Quall/um Well Bwrud  Ridge Structwe Laser Growrs by Moluidar 
1990,U6  Elearonic Let~rs 
wth ofGaln.AsllnP slrllCIW"ts quattlum wdls and selective tpilazy 
1989  ESSDERC SE1T '89 
...rh of  tradLd Utda IJGaln.As MQW la.rers on/liP 
199<W8  MBE VI International Conference 
+1h of  /nGaAIA.s on/liP  for Light Emission Devices 
1990,U6  EMC 
f ln(GaAs}P!IIIGaAs MQW structures 
1990,'06  Presentation at ICMOVPE V 
f ln(GaAs)Pt/IIGaAs MQW struct&Uts 
1991  Journal c:i Crystal Growth 107,561 (1991) 
"""well/a: ,,s emitting at/55 Em by GSMBE 
ECOC89 Optical study oftk ddrortic statu oflnGa.lu!lttAIM quamwn wdls in high ~ltctricfu!lds 
1991  Physical Review B 43, 2263 (1991) 
Optimifatioll alld compariJoll Oil ffll'.ba.std quanlum w~llla.urs incorporating !llGaAJAs or /,Ca./uP alloys 
1990  ln~m.ational Sympmium oo GaAs and  Rela~  Canpounds 
OptMl~ctrollic dLvices by GSMBE 
1989  Presentation at ICCBE 2 (in vi~) 
SomL MW resr.Jts Oil Mil  rad.iatie  r~combination in MBE groWl! GAs-GaAJAr ktuostrllC/u.u 
1990  Imt. Phys. Coof. Ser., 106 
SomL MW r~sr.Jts on Mil radiotiW! ruombiMtion in MBE grown Ga.lu-GaAIM lutaostructwu 
1989ft)9  Presentation at Intem.ationd Sympo~ium  GaAs and rel. comp. 
TuMologi~ll  filer Mr.Jti-Qwlllum·  W  ~11-Lastr 
1990;{)4  Procudings of ITG/GME Fachtagung  He~rostruktur-Dauelemente 
TilL static alld dyn.amic cJsaracuriJtic.r of  singlt a.lld nwltiplt phast jump DFB la.ur strllCtwa 
1990.00  Paper Il-2, 12th IEEE  In~m.ational Semiconductor Laser Conference 
Thermal in.rtabilily of  lllGaAsllllGaArP qwlllum wdl.r 
1990;{)4  lnP and ~Ia~  can  pounds Conference 
v~ry  lligh Spud and v~ry WicU Tlllling Rcmgt OptMlutrortic CompoMIIlS 
1991  Procudings Telelcan'91 
v~ry  low thrtslwld  CIUT~Ill dL..sily GalllAs!AlGai..As MQW al.rtrs macU by Phosphorw-fru MBE alld 
1989/12  Electronic Leners 25 
R1059  DIVIDEND  - Dealer  Interactive  Video 
Advo..ctd Ttluomnuutioatiofl.f in Financial Strvicu 
1990.00  Public and Private Sector seminar hosted by the Irish Science and Technology Agency 
Broadband Ttclllwlogy FAnu DivicUNi 
1989/10 
RACE DNIDEND- M  applicatiollfor tilL city 
1993~1 
Journal of Institutioo of Engineers in Ireland 
BT Technical Journal 
Rtquir~~llls  for advonctd comnuuticatiofl.f in tk  [IJIO..cial t:Ualillg uctor 
1991~  13th In~mational Teletraffic Cong~ss 
The wt of  broadballd ComntJDJicaitofl.f in a fiJIOilcial t:Uoling tnvirollmLIIl 
1990/10  lEE conferer.ce on Integrated Broadband Services and Networlcs 
When willttluonftrtncing talt off  in btvt.ting 
1992JQ4  European Teleronferencing '92 - Paris 
R1060  Distributed  Industr.  Design  &  Manufacturing  of Elect.  Subasse· 
Broadband TtchMlogy withintk DIDAMES project 
1990/10  Proceedings of the lEE conference on Integra~ Broadbllnd Services&. Ne:worlcs 
Do.r BERKAPS-ProjdJ - PC-fllltgrieru VicUoJ:mifatnz-Sysltmt 
1991/10  Dreitbandkommunibtion im Glasfuemetz., DETECON- Berlin 
Futwt IBC-ba.ud Ttltcoriftrtnct WorJ:statiollS 
1988~  Conference proceedings for OMA '88, Deuuche Jnformatik Alcademie 
O~n  Stcurily Ttclllwlogy a.lld Eltctrollic Data /llttrchangt - TilL  ED/ Stcwity Applicatio..s Modtl ED/SAM 
1991  Springer Verlag, ISBN 3-540-53478-4- Berlin 
TELF..S.V/SION- Philosophy and Ttclvtology 
1991  TELES Gmbll - Berlin 
The DIDAMES Uurfllltrfact 
1990tm  URM (R 1077) public.ation The User- TELES· Berlin 
The Exploitation of  the DID  AMES Project Rtsr.dts 
199m5  TELES Gmbll- Berlin 
The /nfro.rtructwt Modt/ ofWorJ:statiollS in /BCNs- Moss Marltt a.lld !llltrllOtional SIOIIdardizatioll 
1989ft)9  TELES Technical Report 
VicUoconftrtflcing aM TEI.£S.V/S/ON - Conctpls OM Contt:W 
1992  TELES gmbll - Berlin 
R1061  Distributed  Integrated  Multimedia  Publishing  Environment 
An app/icotiofl of  broadband Mtworkr in the puhluhing world. Tk DIMPE projtct 
1990/10  Conference proceedings ·Integrated Broadband Services and Networlcs 
IFRA Ntw3paptr Ttclvti.?ut.r 
1991ft)9 
Maxwell Focwt.r o~t/SDN 
1991~1 
Mr.Jti Media: A pwbliJher's Ptrsptctivt 
1991ft)7 
Conference Proceedings/Exhibition/1  oumal 
Electrooic Publishing News 
Presentation to Multimedia Information, the Secood International Information Research Coof 
Projtt Ewopt~ll DIMPE: lt3 CDNJrds passtlll a  Ia  vittsu supuitwt 
199m  I  LES ECHOS 
9s TuJuwlogy Spun PllhlisiWtg Boom 
199l,Q3  The  European Newspaper 
Tlu D/MPE (Distribwed lllltgrated Multimedia Pllhluhillg) Proj<et 
1991/11  Conference Proceeding• 
R 1062  MARIN - ABC 
A Dteisiofl Sllf'porl Systtmfor Telt Diagll0$u aNl Rtnwtt Mailltutt:vtu 
1992m  8th International Symposium IMEKO-TC- Dresden 
B ildl:.omnuulikaJ u,,. via Sau  ll  it a II/ offerur Su 
199m1  Visuell W2 (German Telekom House Publication) 
Marilte /Nbutry AppliuJlibtt of  BroadbaNJ CC111111UUlicatwf'l (MARIN-ABC) 
1990112  Telematicr '90- l'rocudings of the Conference held at Bremen 
Mllltimtdialt Ulllerstuetz""t vof'l WartiUigs- ll1ld Rtparatwal/fgtiMI'I 
1992/10  Telematicr '90- l'rocuding1 of the Conference held at Bremen 
Oll!look. Sltippittg & Ballkittg 
199ms  Special Report on Canmunicatioru -Posidonia Fair, Pinew 
Tlu MARIN-ABC Projut 
199m5  Hellenic Instiwte ol Marine Technology, Seminar on Information Technology in Shipping 
Tlu stcoNl  gt~~eratibtt of  maritime complllarizatwf'l attd commw~icatwf'l 
1991/11  Second lntermtional Conference of the lnnitute of Marine Engineen- London 
R1064  Monolithic  Integrated Optics  for  Customer  Access  Applications 
Buagg gratittg add-<lrop optical mu/tiplaersfOf" [,.P based optodtctro~tic ittttgrattd circuiJ.s 
1991  lntegnted Photonics Research  1991, Monterey USA, Paper TuDI2 
fllltgrattd lastr attd add-<lrop optical multiplaer  for ttarrowbaltd wawlt~tgth  divisibn multiplaittg 
1992J04  Electron. utten Vol28, No 8 pp 712-3 
Low Cwrtttl Plasma Effect Optical SwiJch m/,.P 
199<WI  Electronics Letten, Vol26 No 2 
R1065  ISSUE  - IBC  Systems  and  Services  Usability  Engineering 
Getteral Aspects oftlu Usability ofVideocommJUticatibttS 
199<W4  l'rocudings of the Ergonomics Society's 1990 Annual Conference, Taylor&. Franci1, London 
Guidatta itt s~~ecusful Videocof'l/trttteittg 
1993,QS 
rBC Duigtters to 1/elp Tltef'I'Utlvu 
1993,QS 
14th Symposium of Human Factors in Telecanrnunications- Darmstadt 
14th Symposium of Human Factorr in Telecanrnunications- Darmstadt 
ldOf"S analysi.J itt a multipoittt videottltphone rysltm 
1992  COST 212 Final Report- CEE. Luxanbourg 
'actOf"s Aspects of  Video COfllrol itt a Mllltimtdia E~tvirCHinfJ!IIJ 
1990111  IEEE Multimedia 90 
'actOf"s itt TtlecommwticatiottS Services : af'l overview 
1992/11  Communicatioru, I+D 
actors Stllliiu of  Mwtimtdia Pruelllatian in liD ScrttttS 
1990111  Conference proceedings of Multimedia 90 
~f'I'U & Services Usability Engwerittg • Tlu RACE ISSUE Project 
1992Q5  CIU 92 ·Monterey, CA 
tiOfl of  Reduced /f'l/ormatibf'l Co11ltttl itt liD Still/magt Prest11latwf'l 
1992  COST 212 • HUFIS- Fmal Reports-ISBN 92-82~132-5 
ilwe ofVideocof'l/eretteittg Uptak.t due to a lad ofiiiVMII Factors or Poor Mark.tt Rtstarch? 
199<W9  13th International Symposium Human Facton in Telecanmunication• 
liapreulllatiott itt liD screens: Two IIIIIMI'I Factors Studies 
1990111  IEEE Multimedia 90 
7U itt Mwtipoilll Videotdephofty: af'l!llltrttatibMl Study 
1992  Contemporary Ergooomic.s 
:ts oftllT1I·tak.ittg itt multipoittt -.itkottltphofty 
1992  Contemporary Ergonomics 
. of  l/lllftt2f'l Factors ~rimetttation  itt the Dtvtlopmt111 of/BC ry:tltfi'U 
199<W9  13th lntetnational Symposium Human Facton in Telecanmunicationt 
ofVideocommJ~~~icatioru itt 1M RACE ISSUE Projtct 
199<W9  13th International Symposium Human Facton in Telecanmunication• 
7U111icatiOfiS itt tlu 1  990s 
1990110  IEEE Conference, IT &.  People 
)6  IPSNI - Integration of People  with  Special  Needs  by IBC 
i.ttpu1 ry:rtef'I'U for /BC Urmittal.r - Tile mot  Of" ltaltdicapped ~rspective 
199(W9  13th International Symposium on Human Facton in Telecanmunicatic;ll F wun  pc.uibiliJ~  far trWlli~MdUJ TemWtals 
199<W6  Tijdschrift van het Nederl.mds Eleltronica-m Radiogenootschap 
/lllegratiM of people wilh special nudr in/BC- RACE projtCI R/066/PSN/ 
199<W9  13th International Symposium on Human Facton in Telecanmunication 
The RACE Pro  jut  Ofl /lllegratiM of people with special nudr on/BC  . 
1990111  Europe.an Confmnce on the Advancement of Rehabilit.a.tioo Technology - ECART 
R1067  Usability  Design  Information  Support for  the  Integration  of IBC 
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Duig~r.r  R~quirentLtll.r ill the devdopnu111 of  a u.sagt rtjen11u model for /BC 
1990  Proceedings of Human Factors in Telecans Conference 
From ISDN to BroodbaNl &rvice.r: First e:rpcrulfCU from the RACE progranomL 
1991,.U5  Proceedings of the Teleconference Europe '91 
G~~ric  Us~r  s~rvices D~[VIW 
1992ft)3  Elsevier - North Holland 
G!Msary: A Gui.ck to IBC Tumino/ogy from a  Usag~  P~rsputiv~ 
1992ft)3  Elsevier - North Holland 
IBC- Vuwsfrom Usag~ 
1991  lnlegraled Broadband Communications: Views fran RACE Network and Engineering Aspects 
/111~grattd Broadbaltd CommJUticatwttS : Vitw.r from RACE : Usag~  As~ct.r 
!992ft)]  Elsevier - North Holland 
llll~gratiD~t of&rvicufor Applicatwtu 
!992ft)]  Elsevier - North Holland 
/111~grati0t1 of  &rvic~.r  for lluman End-Users: Duigtt PrilfCiplu, &abli11g  S~atts 1\M/y.ri.J, altd a D~sigtt 
1992ft)3  Elsevier - North Holland 
Mockllittg Advanc~d  CommJUticatiOtl Services 
1991,Q4  The ln1.ematiooal Symposium on Subscriber Loop; and Services 
Mockl/ittg Broadbaltd &rvicufrom a  Usag~  P~rs~ctivt 
1990  Proceedings of Human Factors in Telecans Cooference 
Multinudia CommJUticatiD~t.r ill cscw 
1991!U7  Proceedings of Seminar.Canpuler Supporled Cooperative Work 
·  N~w  s~rvicu 
!992ft)]  Elsevier - North Holland 
·,fra.rtructur~  Desig~tfrom  a Usage Vi~wpoilll 
1992Q3  Elsevier - North Holland 
>rogramnu  co111roll~d  ttltcommJU~icatiD"  servic~.r 
1990  ln1.emational Conference on Communications 
llltJIIIicatiOII.l' from the  w.rag~ poi  Ill of  vuw 
1991  ln1.egnaled Broadband Communications: Views from RACE.  Network and Engineering Aspects 
olicatwtu of  Huma~t  Factors Reco~NlatiOII.l'  for Network lttfra.rtructun Duig11 
1992,{)8  liFT, Dannstadt, 1993 
Jgt  R~fer~nce Mock/ 
1991  The Enabling St.a1.es  Approach : designing usable telecanm•mications services. 
1992,{)6  liFT, Dannst.adt, 1993 
199~8  lnlematiooal Symposium on subscriber loops and aervicea, Vancouver, 1993 
/~ftr~lfCt Mock/for  /Ill~  grated Broadbaltd Comnuuticatio~t.r 
1990110  Proceedings of the lEE conference 
-79  CAR - CAR/CAM  for  Automotive  Industry  in  RACE 
ic mock/for the  u.r~ nf  high spud  comMJ~~~icatiOII.l' aNi CADICAM for duigtt altd  ma~tufacturability 
1991!U7  lnlemational Ergooomics Association, 11th Congren A.  uur-ctrtlr~d approach to t:kfitU  high-l~v~1 requiuff'IL111S for rtat getUration CA.D systuru for nvchanical 
1989/12  ffiEE Tnnuctions and Engineering Management Speci.o.l luue 
A.n ilfVtstigatiOtt into cofllrol protocol.r cvulaLu of video in a MULTIMEDIA. task.  ~lfVir011m1:111 
1991.-Q4  Ergonomics Society Annual Conference 
All irtvtStigatiOtt into colllrol protocol.r cvulaue of video in a MULTIMEDIA task trtvir011m1:111 
199 W7  International Ergooomict Auociation, 11th Congreu 
ArtiiiVtstigatiOtt of Uur R~qllirtnv111S for Broadband Comnuutications in 1/u Automotive Industry 
1990  Human Computer Interaction, Interact '90, lilievier 
A.n iflvutigation ofuur uqllirerMIIISfor broadband ccmmWflicatiofl.f ifltltt automotiW! industry 
199<W8  Interact '90 
A.ssimilaliflg IBCN i111o CIM •lomt 1/lllf'I{Jfl Factors aspects 
199<W8  Human Facton in Design for Manufacturability in P=u  Planning (llellander conference) 
C0M111JJ11icati0<1 and l111eractio11 ln~s  in a Multi-Media Customer Facing Syrttm 
199tm  British Telecom FCTS Tedullcal Woruhop 
Comnuuticatio!U  i11 the  cofiCurr~fll engiflttriflg paradigm -a European persputiv~  iflvit~d paper in sessiOtt, 
1991/12  ASME 1991 Winter Meeting 
Cooperativ~ graphical applications in high spud  11ttworb 
1991/10  Proceedings of the GI Cooference ·Darmstadt, Germany 
C~rativ~  Sutclting;,. a Nttwrx-1: E11viro11Mtlllfor t!u AutomotiW! Industry in Europe 
1992  Eurographics '92 - Vienna, Austria 
Daig11 by Optimbation :Addressing Usability Problems;,. MultirMdia  Conf~rtflciflg Syst~ms 
1993.-Q4  Inter em 93. Amsterdam 
Design to Product. A prototype of  a system to e110ble Duig11frx- Maruifacturability 
1992.-US  Clufter in "Human Facton in Design for Manufacturability", ed M. Helander and Miuuo 
Evaluating complu systtms: the application of  Heisenberg's UfiCertaillly priflciple 
1991!J7  International Ergooomics Association, II  th Congress 
First compuJtr vision syntp<lSium 
1991~  ESA 
Formal Speci[&eation aNi Duig11 of  011 011-liflt Product Catalog~ 
1991,u!J  Jounul of Computer and Software Engineering 
Formal Specij&eatiofl tutd Desig11 of  011 Oflliflt Product CAtalog~ 
1992,Q4  Jounul of Computer and Software Engineering 
Futur~ Commu11icatio11S Services;,. the Automotiw lttdustry 
1993  BT Technology Jounul 
lluma11 Factors Implications of  the  'Distribut~d  E111erpris~' 
1992.-US  Journal of Engineering Canputen 
1/uma~~factors Us COIICUrrelll t11gi11uri11g 
1991!J7  lnternatiooal Ergooornics Association, 11th congress 
IBC tutd Co-optraliv~ Work.ing  i11 the Automotive lttdustry 
1  990m  Computer Supported CIK!perative Worlc, Multi-User Interfaces and Applications 
IBC Nttworb: Security from the users vitw 
1990110  International Cooference on Integrated Broadband Services and Networlc:s 
Kocptrative graplsirclu An-.wndllllgen ;,. 1/oclsguclswiNiiguit.sflttrwtru" 
1991  Proceeding GI '91  • Darmstadt 
Ma110getNIII ofTecMica! aN1 Orga11isatiDMI Cha11ge;,. /ilrge  seal~ C/M systems 
199<WS  Human Facton Aspects oC Advanced Manufacturing &  Hybrid Automation 
Ma110gi11g ScrttfiS aNi l111tractio11S: ObservaliofiS Ott tlu use of  Multinudia COttfertfiCiflg 
1992/11  ACM Cooference on CSCW- Toronto 
Ma110giflg the orgattisatiofiS bwwl~dge  resowcu 
1989,u!J  Proceedings of 3rd lntematiooal Conference on Human-Computer Interaction 
Modul~  for tlu DTI Awartfltss Prograntn~efor  Strat~gic Manufacturiflg • Ma11 Machiflt lllltrfaciflg 
1992-ID  HCI and User Interface Design - Institute for Electrical Engineen 
Multi TMdia interactive wrx-k.ing ifllksig11 to maruifacture 
199<WS  Proceedings of 22nd lntematiooal Symposium oo Automotive Technology and Autornatioo 
Multi-Media Collaborative Working i1l tlu Automotive Industry- Tlu rol~for BroadbcvuJ CommUIIicatiofiS 
1992,Q4  Ergonomics and Design Colloquium- East Midlands Ergonomics Group oC the Ergonomia Society 
Multimedia Collaborative Work.ing ifltltt Automotive INiustry ·The Rolefrx- Broadband ComnuuticatiOtt 
199<WS  Proceedings of the CIM Europe Conference 
Multimedia ConfertfiCing as a Tool for Collaborative Writing :A  ca.st study 
1991/11  P=edings of the CSCW SIG Seminu on Collaborative Writing 
MultirMdia  Cottf~refiCiflg :From Prototype to Natio110l Pilot 
1992.,«;  Proceedings of INET '92 Conference- Kobe 
Multimedia i111tractiw worl:.iflg ifllksig11 lo fllilllu/adure 
199l,u!J  4th IFIP Conference on computer applicatioos in production and engineering 
New ApplicatiofiS;,. 1/igh Speed Netwrx-b for the Ewopea11 AuJomotive Industry (ifl  ~eTmall) 
1991/10  Annual Gl Conference 91- Darmsudt, Germany Prob/erru of  Duigning Ta.rk-Ba.red User l1t1erfacu for large-scale CIM systtrru 
1992fil5  Computer·Integrattd Manufacturing Syskms, Butterworth·lleinemann Lld, Vol5 No 2, 91-96 
RACE CAR .'New applicaJiDilS in High Speed Networb for the European Automotive Industry 
1991/10  Proceedings of the GI Conference 91  - Darmrtadt, Germany 
Some Madtimulia TrafFIC CharacterisatiDil and Mea.rUTemull Raadts 
1992Q4  Networlcs '92- Trvandrum, India 
The Open Madtinudia Spttm Archilecti/Te :An overview 
199W5  The Comp.ner Journal 
User require mew  1peci{1CaiW1tS for worbtatiOtU illCorporating high speed broadballd comnt~D~icaliDilS linb 
199<WS  Human Facton Aspects of Advanced M111ufacturing &.  Hybrid Automation 
R1080  HDTV  Experimental  Usage 
liD tape to fdm.tra1tSfer 
199m2  SPIF./IS &. T - San Jose, US 
HDP/1/DQ procening in an E:.cperimtlllal DigiJaiiiDTV studiD 
1992JU6  Les anises des jeunes chercheun - Tokyo 
IIDTV prodJICtiDn and poslprodJICtiOft : Q1l original compatible digital approach 
1992JU6  FKTG Berlin 
Progren on dtwloptN1l1 of  ztudio eq~ll1  for progrenively scaftlltd 1250!50 IIDTV 
1991m  Document TG 11/1, Document TG 11/2 
Progren oni1D1V staltdard converziOft 
199tm 
Progren report on the 125015012 systtm 
199Im 
Document TGll/1.  Document WPll!A 
Document : TG 11/1 
Tratu/urin.g to fdm. 
HDTV Dublin 
Vifion 1250, A EUTopean ecoi'Wmic Utlerest growping 
1991m  Document TG  11!1 
R1081  BUNI  - Broadband  User/Network  Interface  Demonstrator 
An European Demomtrator a1ld Test-11M for the Broadlxvtd User/network lmerface 
1993,U1  BT Technical Journal 
Broadband User-Network llllerface Projects in RACE 
1990110  International Conference on Integrated Broadband Services and Networks, lEE 
R1082  Qual.  of Serv.  Verif.  Method.  &  Tools  for  Integr.  Broadband 
ATM ttcluwlogy 
1990/10  7th Congress de Nouvelles Architectures pour les Communicatioos 
QaS in Broadband Networb 
199006  NETWORKS '90 conference 
Some a.rpects of  qlltllily ofzervice 
1991  13th ITC Conference 
R1083  PARASOL  - ATM  Specific  Measurement  Equipment 
A Mtxklfor Reai-Ti."'tt GeneratiDn of  ATM TrafFIC from a Large Nllmher of  Sources 
199<WS  9th Nordic Teletraffic Seminar 
ATM Mta.rUTemell1 Tool 
199<WS  9th Nordic Teletraffic Seminar 
ATM TrafFIC Procenu: A Mtxklfor Real-Time GeneratiDn 
199<W9  Technical Seminar on B-ISON 
BiJfehlerstrubUTanalyse in dtr Breitband-ISDN-Me·tuhnik 
1991  Nachrichtentechnische Zeitschrift 44 
Correlatiotl in ATM traffk ztreams 
1991,u6  Queuing Performance&. Control in A  TM 
tttting B-ISDN tra111mifsiDn qualily UtlernatiOflal/y 
1991  Tclcom Report International14, No 2 
:ifiDn all[ breiJem Band 
1991 
•emtll1 preci.siDn over broodbond 
1991 
chnik/Ar :wA:An/tige BreiJban.dryJteme 
199M2 
Telcom Report 14, Heft 2 
Tclcom Report14, No 3 
Nachrichtentechnische Zeitschrift ntz. 
·k performallU mea.rUTemtiiU in ATM zysterru 
1991,US  Telecommunications 
·in the ATM t11Vi.r0f'lmt1t1 
1991nD  Communicatiau In~matiooal Traff.c gt11L1'Dlimtfar ATM rptmu lestii!K tftVirONNIIJ IPIO<UIIU.g DNlfeD.JilXIiJy ~twdiu 
1991  ITC-13 
Utbutraglltlg~qvaliuut ill\ B-ISDN i.NUMtioftD/ ~ichLnttlltn 
1991  Telcan report  14 
R1084  MIME  - Development  of Emulators  and  Simulators 
A high spud para!Jt11inuJalor for ATM ftltworb 
199<Vl1  Proceedings of 4th RACE TMN conference 
A higlt spud  1ilrudDJimt 111giM forB  -ISDN 
1991,QS  3rd BangorCcmmunications Symposiwn 
A ~r  .rimulDJor for A17tl baud  8-TSDN cDIPinUUticDJioft 
1991~  lEE  conference 
Aft A  TM paraJUI.rilrudDJor 
1991A:l6  4th G~  National Ulnfec1ce of Informatics 
A  17tl N ttwork. SilrudDJion EwuJDlioft Hybrid Systtm.r 
.  199<Vl1  2nd TMN lmplementon Worhhop 
Broadballd Network. Silrudmion U.rillg ParalUI TratUplllu Ttcltnology 
199<V10  RACE/IEE Conference· Publication No 329 
CorutrwJiivt paralltl.rinuJalioft of  ATM ftltworb 
1991111  Sth TMN Conference 
COftJributioft d Ia  rtt:~li.JtJtioft d'~~t~.rinudattlll' tk restasa ATM 
199Ul9  These de Doctont Un. de NICE-SOPHIA ANT 
MEM  for arbilrary apottLillial Optft ftltwork. wiJit block.illg aNi wwltiplt job clants 
· 1991  Performance Engineering Worhhop '91 
Mtxkllillg of  ATM tutworb 
1991111  Sth TMN conference 
Qw.uillg Mo.Uu of  Pack.tt-SqiJclttd Nttworb wills Loctllly Adaptive Routillg 
1991  Performance Engin. Worhhop '91 
SinudatiOft support  for tltt MDNJgtmtllJ Network. 
1992/(Y)  6ch TMN Ulnference 
SwiJch Motku  for 17tiN appliallioftl 
199Ul9  6ch TMN Ulnference 
UNjJLd rtprtstllJDlion of  difftrelll Flaw Colllrol M ttlt.odr 
1991111  Slh TMN conference 
R1086  TELEMED 
Aft-Niwtg ruutr KDmlfUUiiJ:atiofiSk.oiUtplt  %111' kooperativtft BtarbtiJ1111g IUIUrschUdl:ch .rtruktlll'itrur 
199<W6  Berliner Herzlonfermz 
Bridgillg tht Gap: U.rii!K a Summary Primary lltalth Cart PDlitllJ Record ill Stcolldary lltalth Cart 
199<Vl2  Second European Ulnfen:nce on Health Setvices Research &  Primary Health Care 
COtftlrUllliallio11 asptct.r ill tltt RACE TEI.EMED Project 
199<Vll  12th Intematimal Ulnference 
CCHMU111icatioru bt'-tllllospiJau a1ld Remote Ustn 
199<W4  IMIA  worting conference 
CreatiOft d'IIM ba"'l.u tU doNttts tlll'opttftftl i.Ntr-tulivtrsitairt d'lmagtrit Mtdicalt 
Dt.rigft of  a Cost-EfftctivtsfttsS Aftll!ysis Study ill Ttltradiology 
1991/fJT  CAR '91, Sth International Sympociwn & Exhibition 
Doigft of  a Portable IOftwart Oft X-WiNJow for lllltraclivt Image AftD/ysis PACS Worbtatioru 
199<W6  EuroPACS 90 
ExptritftCts ill picturt cotMIJUiicatiofiS ill the mtdical field 
199<V11  IDATE  12th International Ulnference: Key Tedtno1ogiel, fuperimenu, New Conctpt1 
II  ills Spttd Medical ApplicalioftS 
1989,QS  Proceeding• d  EARN 89. An Inremational Conference of Technical Aspects of networlcing and 
lllltgratioft lllld KomtrU~~tiJ:atiOtl voft PatitllJtftbt/llllddDltft am Dtlllsclttnlltrutlllrwrt Btrlill 
Einutz ckr EDV im Gesundheiuwesm S.l64 
LilborDJory rtsadt.r • Rtportillg to Gt11L7'al PradiJioftiT1 
1990  Curren! Pcnpeaivcs in Health Computing 
Ptrtptcti~~ts ill TtltradjoJolJ 
1991~ 
PrutllJDlion oftltt TEI.EMED project 
199<Vl0 
IV Cmgr. Naz.. An. ltal. Filica Bianedica 
RACE acninar (organised by Swedish Telecom) 
Proposal of  a RtlatiOftal Modtlfor a Radiological Scimtif.c Data Bast 
199005  EuroPACS 90 
Proy«to tk IUID PACS tft IUII/ospiJa/ ptdiftrico coft illugracitft t11 tl  pr~cto  TELEMED 
199<V11  XX Cmgresso Naciooal de Radiologia RECPIIONE: A JUW tttlliro~'fiJfor medical remou uperl co1Uwllatiott 
1991,.u7  EuroPACS '91, 9lh lntenutiooal Meeting 
Scie'fiJijic attd Teclllwlogical EzpuiLnct.r attd Ttttdtttcy of  Mtdicilu ill/1aly 
1991m  Teleradiology 
SpecificalioiU for tltt DtlltiOI'fiV'fiJ of  a Programming EttllirDflntt'fiJ for Remelt Expert Co1Uadta1io11  ill Mtdicw 
199lft)S  3rd Panhellenic Conference on Computer Tecl!nology 
TEI£MED: Fir.rt rt.radt.rfrDffl EIITo~·.r largt.rl BroadbaNJ ComnumicatioiU Project ill TtltmLdiciM 
1990.US  EuroPACS 90 
TtltmLd: it ruolo dtUa ttc110logiafwrt'f1Jilla in IDI ~ogramma  twopeo di rictrro applicala 
199Im  Rotary Oub Firenze Sud 
Ttlmud: project wiJJUn ttlmwlicint 
199<W2  2nd Information Tedmology Conference 
TtltmLd: lUI progrtlto Applicativo 
1991ft)l  Auolombarda 
Ttltradiology U. Europe, EEC project TEI£MED 
1991ftl5  PACS and Teleradiology Conference 
Tltt RACE TEI£MED Project R/086 
1989/10  AIM Concerution Meeting 
TJu robu.riiU.r cf  cOtftlfUUlicaliott of  tmotiott via facial upre.r.rio11 
1991  Europem Journal of Social Psychology 
Tltt TELEMED ap~oach  to ttmWtology .rlalldardi.ratioft 
1991m  Workshop ECR-SCDI 
Tltt TEI£MED project 
199(),'12  AIM Euroforum 
Tltt Ttltradiology ill Europe 
1991m 
Value ~d  attd Dato Strvicu U. Health 
1990 
Milano Europa 
Medical Informatics in Europe 
V idtocottftrtttct 
1991ft)6  Informatica in Radiologi.a 
R1087  PROVE  - Provision  of Verification 
ArchiltctiiTt Modulairt dt Tt.rt poiiT Rt.rtaw: ATM Large-Daltdt 
1991ftl9  L'Onde Eleruique- Vol71 NoS pp 34-39 
A.r.ryttr:ltrtHUr Tra!Uftr-M  odM.J : Gnu.dlxnuttill futr da.r Brtilbattd-ISDN 
1992  Nachrichtentechnik, Elel:tronik- Berlin- Vol2-3-4 
Modul4rt Tt.rtarchild:111T fwer Brtitbattdigt ATM-Nttu 
199:oo2  N1Z: Nachrichtentechnische Zeitschrift -llelft 2, 45 Jahrgang, pp 88-97 
Pr011i1iott ofV  trifiCIJiioll ill RACE 
1993ft)1 
RACE Part11tr.r all o'tiiT EIITope 
1992/09 
Tt.rl archiltctwt  for Broadbattd Network 
·iWJtiottfor SDL ba.rtd 011 ACT.r 
1992 
:  __ c::;E to Tut Broadballd Ntt.r 
1991ft)9 
BT Technology Journal, Vol 11, No 1 
Oemessy "News Magazine" -No 2 
TE&M magazine (Geneva exhibition issue) 
FORTE 92 - Sth International Conference on F1>rmal  Description Techniques 
TE&M: Telephone Engineer&. Management- Vo19S No 17 pp 68-72 
,gg  TUDOR  - Usability  Issues  for  People  with  Special  Needs 
.r attd acctptaiiCt 
1991  Otapter in Issues in Telecommunicatioos for Prople with Disabilities, COST 219 
u of  tlder/)1 COtUumtrs attd tlttir attilwdt.r toward.r IIIW ltchllologie.r 
199<W9  13th HFT Conference 
ic TtnrWtal.r 
1991  Future Telecommunications and Teleinformatics for Disabled People.  Final report of COST 219 
~oplt  ill a 111w world: Attitwclt.r to adWJIICtd comnuuticatioiU 
199lft)8  Gerontechnology: First lntematiooal Conference on Technology and Ageing 
COIMUU!icaliott 
1991/10  6th World Telecommunicatioos Exhibition and Forum 
•plicatio~~.r for Adwmctd  Comnuu~icatiott Ttchllolog)l ill Cart for tltt Eltkrly in EIITopt 
1991ftl8  ht Intemationa Conference on Technology and Ageing 
•roj~d.r: APPSN attdTUDOR 
199006 
Working  U. tltt Ulliud Kiii,P V>m 
1991 
Telematics '90 - Proceedings of the Conference held at Bremen 
Future Telecommunications and Teleinfomatics fo, Disabled People.  Final repon d  COST 219 TtltcDfftl~Ulnicatimu tuttb as upru:ud by tldtrly fHOp/e aNi fHOple  with dirabilititS 
1991  Olapter in Issues in Telecommunicatiau for People with Diubilities, COST 219 
Tht illlerface ~lwt:tll tht tldtrly and lltW Uclvsology 
199<W4  BPS Annual Confermce 
Tht Role of  /Iuman Factor1 in Duig11illg for Sptcial Nutb 
199<WS  Belgium Ergonanics Society Journal 
Uability /mJufor Ptoplt with Sptcial Nutb with Rtgardr to IBC 
199<W4  Institute of E1 ectri cal Eng  ineen 
R1089  LOOP  - Low-cost  Optimised  Optical  Passive  Components 
AchitvtmLIIU cf  Both Lew Co.rt, Low Lm1 and Very Lew Reflectiollfor a New Eur~DII  CONUctor 
199l,Q3  Frmch-German Workshop on Optical Measurements Teclmiques and Fibre Optics Conference 
ColllltC/eJU molll>mO<U d /lautu  ~Hrformmteu  e/ dfaiblt cold= App/icatio11 au Rueau Large Battdt 
1991m  oPT0'9t 
lligh fHrformtJJU:e and low co.rt pa.uive optical compoMIIU for tht 1ub.1cribtr loop 
1991  IWCS 1991 
Low crut wavelength iNUptndelll 1 x Nand N% N BriVIChillg  Compo~~tiiU 
1991  ECOC 91  Procee<iings 
Low Reflectioll Rteeptadu  for Active Dtvicu 
1992.lli  42nd Electrmic ComponentJ and Technology Conference- San Diego, CA-USA 
Pa.uivt compotuiiU for multichDIIIUI tutworb 
1991..u2  Technical Digest of OFC 91 
Silicoll-lxmdfwre-pigtailed lxl6  and  2%16 power 1plitter1 
1992m  ECOC 92 - Berlin 
Rl091  ESP  - Exploitation and Service  Project 
COttJriblllioM to tht illlegratio11 cf  adwvu:ed app/icatiotU with high-1pted protocol.r- RACE 1091 ESP 
1991,Q5  RARE 2nd European Networking Conference 
ESP- Exploitatiott of  RACE  I App/icatio11 Pilau 
1991~  Networks 91 
Ptr1fHktivtlllll tilltm tJUopVircht11/BC 
1990  TUBKOM-Kolloquium Breitbandtechnilc 
Prototyping Multimedia Telt.Strvicu 
1991ft)6  R1022 Technical Committee Workshop 
TraMportprolok.o/1 Prcflk auul trWtiurtt TrtJIUport Strvicefh illltgrierte Breitbandnttu 
1990  Vonchlag des RACE Projectes 1091 ESP, TUBKOM-Kolloquium Breitb&ndtedmik 
W/latlllfra.stnJctJUt do tht RACE  Adva~~etd  Comm1111icatio11 Exptrimtw Nud 
199<W6  RACE Broadb&nd Islands Workshop 
R1092  DIRAC  - Database for  Reliability  Calculations 
DIRAC- A Compo~~tlll  Reliability Databa.u 
1991  Proceedings of ESREF 91 
Eur~DII  Databa.rtfor Compontlll Reliability in TtlecCHMUUiicatioM 
199<W6  l'roc=iings of 7th International Conference on reliability and maintAinability 
R1093  ROSA  - RACE Open Services  Architecture 
/lllroductiott to Algebraic Speci[ICatioM ba.rtd 011 ACT ONE 
1989/12  GMD Technical report 
Objut-Orielll~d  Strvic~ DucriptioM in ROSA 
1991~  l'roc=iings of the TINA Workshop 
Platform Modelling R~quir~mtiiU  from tht ROSA Proj~ct 
1992-U1  Proceedings of the TINA Workshop 
ROSA: A11 Objut  Orielll~d ArchiJtctJUt for OfHII Strvicu 
199<VIO  British Telecom Technology Journal 
ROSA: A11  Obj~ct-Orielll~d  ArchittctJU~ for  /Ill~  grated Broadband ComntJUticatio11 Strvicu 
199<W6  Proceedings cl the TINA workshop 
ROSA: From tht 3trvict to tilt Archittcturt 
1991~ 
ROSA - RACE Opt  II  Strvict.r ArchiuctJUt 
1989}07 
l'roc=iings of the TINA Workahop 
l'roc=iings of  SETSS '89 
SuggutioM for Object Oriellltd Modelling form ROSA 
199~1  l'roc=iings of the TINA Workshop 
Tht ROSA Object Model 
1991/10  l'roc=iings International Workshq'l on Open Distributed Proceuing 
Tuwardr a Co11vtrgt11Ct  ~/Wttll  TtltcDfftl~Ulnicatioll Strvicu ArchittctJUU and ODP 
1991/10  F  •  .xeedingalntemational Workshop on Open Distributed Processing 111 
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RACE  PATENTS  REGISTERED 
RIOlO 









European Patent Application 89 10 25 96.7- GR 89 P 1075.E. 
Corresponding appliC?~tions in Japan and USA. 
RIOlO 




German Patent Application P 39 08 886.3- GR 89 9 1181  DE 
RIOlO 




European Patent Application 0 400 399- GR 89 P 1457 E. 
Corresponding applications in Japan and USA. 
RIOlO 




European Patent Application 0 405 214 - GR 89 P 1525 E. 
Corresponding applications in Japan and USA. 
RIOlO 




European Patent Application 0 417 348 - GR 89 P 1710 E. 
Corresponding applications in Japan and USA. 
RIOlO 



































Verfahrcn  zur Obcrtragungstcchnischen  Integration  von  ISDN-Kaniilen  mit  eincm  brcitb:mdigen 
asynchronen Zcitrnultiplex-Kanal ftir digital bctriebcnc Kommunikations-Vcnnittlung~1nl:~gen 
Rl012 




Patent No 92  II 34  50.8- GR 92 P 1477 E 
RIOJ2 




German Patent Application P 39 16 962.6- GR 89 P 1404 DE 
RI012 




Corresponding applications in Canada. Japan and USA. European Patent Application 90 11  54  17.9 
- GR 90 P 1488 E. 
R1012 
Verfahren  zur  Oberwachung  und  Glattung  von  Datenstromen,  die  nach  einern  asynchronen 
Obertragungsverfahren fibertragen worden 
Siemens 
1991102101 
European Patent Application 91  30 08 07.4- GR 91  P 8002 E (Coapplicant Plcssey Research Roke 
Manor Ltd. Corresponding) 
Rl013 
Circuitry for regeneration and synchronization of  a digital signal (P4025 004) 
The invention describes a way to perform bitsynchronization of a  data stream with  respect  to  a 
local or masterlock in a mesochronous or plesiochronous environment (jitter, wander, static phase 
arbitrary). 
The principle can be used from  DC  up to slightly above  I Gbitls,  using available semiconductor 
technologies. It can be monolictically integrated, no chip-external components are needed. 
This  is  done  by  oversampling  (for  medium  frequencies)  or  tapped  delay  lines  (for 
1/TD>300 Mbits). 
The correlation of subsequent samples (spaced < =  TD/4) of the input signal used to evaluate the 
eye opening. 
The eye opening is catched and tracked in a way that data are sampled in its middle. 
In a  first stage jitter and wander are overcome up to  1.5  bitlenghts; a second stage, working with 
bit  clock, overcomes bigger jitter and  wander, only limited  by chip size,  not  by  principle.  The 
second stage is realized with FIFO, RAM or shill register structures. 
A  control clock, which processes the algorithm for catching and tracking, organizes a coordinated 
~tep of the two stages, if the first stage is going to reach its range limits. Tit is is done without slips 
or biterrors --> Dit slip compen$3tion. 






































Procede ct  dispositif pour  contriilcr  le  debit  de. donnees  d'un  tem1in:ll  couple a un  ri:sc.1u  de 
transmission de !'information 
1990/12127 
Registration No (France) : 90 16330 
RIOJS 
Procede et  dispositif de  protection contre lcs crreurs bits et  les pcrtes de cellules dans un  reseau 
temporel asynchrone 
The ATM Adaption  L1yer of the  Protocol  Reference Model of the D-ISON :tims at  ensuring the 
Time Transparency and the lnfonnation Transparency for the services, 
This patent describes a  mechanism which deals with the Information Transparency. Dascd on an 
interleaving mechanism gathered with a Reed-Solomon error correcting code this patent provides a 
Convergence Sublayer format, the originality of zhich is the splitting of one cell payload on two 
rows of  the interleaving array used together with the capacity of  correcting errors and erasures. 
IBC Customer Systems 
Mr D. Guilbaud 
I99tto6ns 
France 
Registration No 91  07 797 
RIOI5 
Procede et dispositif pour le  multiplexage  asynchrone  de  donneees  sur des  reseaux a support 
partage 
Thanks  to  a  flow  control  mechanism  installed  inside  data  sources  connected  on  a  small 
multiplexer,  a  file  dimensioning  is  possible  for  both  data  source  and  multiplexer  without 
assumptions on the other party, This mechanism is based on a counter inside the sourcem increased 
when data are sentm decreased at a regular rate. Further data can be sent only if  the counter value 
is below a given threshold. This is an originalapplic."ltion of  the "leal-y bucket" mechanism. 




Registration No (France): 91  01171 
RI020 
Bistable optic device utilising the thermo-optic effect in a polymer 
D.J. Westland, V. Skarda, W. Blau, L. Costa 
RI020 
Non-lin'!M optical switch utilising organic conjugated materials and four wave mixing techniques 
D.J. Westland, V. Skarda, W. Dlau, L. Costa 
Ultra-fast all-optical switch 
RI027 
A mctl10d for adjusting the operation on integrated optic devices 
A  method  for  the  adjustment  of operation  characteristics  of integrated  optical  devices,  which 
allows  the  recovery of a  considerable  fraction  of devices,  being  initially  out  of tolerance,  by 
depositing on the surface of the waveguide material, afier the final processing step of the device, a 
suitable layer of  transparent material. 
Optical Communiation 
C. Caldera, S. Morasca, C. de Bernardi 
1991/03/07 
Italy, USA, Canada, Japan, GO, F, D, NL and Sweden 










































Fabrication procedure for an inter,rated semiconductor structure 
The fabrication of a butt-coupled integrated photodectector-waveguidc with high efficiency of the 
detector,  is  usually  prevented  by  the  poor quality of the  regrown  interface.  To  overcome  this 
limitation, a  special  structure  is  proposed,  with  the  photosensitive  material  grown  on  a  double 
stepped waveguide/substrate surface;  this structure is  also  made suitable  the  high  optical  power 
thanks to the insertion of  a beam spreading region between the waveguide and the detector. 
Optical Communication 
L. Menigaux, A. Carenco, A. Scavennec 
1990/05/21 
France 
Applicant : CNET 
Rl031 
High Speed Submount 
H.P. Mayer, G. Luz 
German Patent No P411 0378 
R1031 
Laserwafcr und Vcrfahren zu seiner Herstellung (Laser wafer and method for fabrication) 
K. Dutting, K. Wiinstel 
Germany 
German Patent OE 3934748 and European Patent EP 423513 
R1031 
Dispositif semiconducteur integrl: incluant un element optol:lectronique de commutation en forme 
deY 
Ph. Authier, M. Erman. LEP 
1988/06127 
UK. F, D, I, SW, NL 
Filed with the US, Japan and South Korea Patent Office and under the European Patent Convention 
Rl031 
Method for testing edge emitting semiconductor devices 
K.H. Bihler, H. Hauer, D. Schwaderer 
Germany 
Applied for German Patent under No P3916924 
R1033 
Dispositif semiconducteur integre incluant un commutateur optol:lectronique 
J.A. Cavailles, LEP 
1989/06/09 
UK, F, D, I, NL, SW 
Filed with the US, Japan and South Korea Patent Office and under the European Patent Convention 
R1033 
Dispositif semiconducteur integrl: incluant un element optol:lectronique de commutation 
M. Erman, LEP 
1988/J 1/28 
UK, F, D, I, SW, NL 











































OBSERV  ATJONS : 
RJ033 
Optical Devices (HDT Waveguides) 
GEC 
1988/06/16 
F. D. I, NL. SW 
Filed with the US  Patent Office and under the European Patent Convention 
RIOJJ 
Verfahren  und  Vorrichtung  zum  de:z.entralen  Aussenden  von  Information  auf  cine 
Ucbertragungsstrecke 
S. R.ao, M. Potts, R.  Deeter, ASCOM TECH AG 
Filed with the Swiss Patent Office (No 04 093/88-4) 
R1033 
Dispositif semiconducteur comprenant  un  guide  de  lumiere integre qui  presente au  moins une 
partie rectiligne 
Ph. Autier, M. Erman, J.M. Auger, LEP 
1988106127 
UK. F, D,NL 
Filed with the US, Jap3.D and South Corea Patent Office and under the European. Patent Convention 
RI033 
Dispositif  semiconducteur incluant un coupleur directionnel pour les composantes TE, TM 
J. Angenent, J.A. Cavailles, LEP 
1989/07128 
UK. F, D, I, SW, NL 
R1033 
Uebertragungseinrichtung mit einer optischen Uebertragungsstrecl::e 
P. Vogel, Th. Martinson, Ascom Tech AG 
1989/12112 
Filed with the Swiss Patent Office 
Rl033 
Bit- und  R.ahmensynchronisiereinbeit  fiir  einen  Zugriffseinheit  ciner  optischen 
Uebertragungseinrichtung 
P. Vogel, Th. Martinson, ASCOM TECH AG 
1990/04/09 
Filed with the Swiss Patent Office (No 01  192190-3) 
Rl033 
Code-Erkennungseinheit und Verwendung derselben 
P. Vogel, Th. Martinson, ASCOM TECH AG 
1990/05123 
Filed with the Swiss Patent Office (No 01  769/90-0) 
RI033 
Optoelectronic assemblies (SiTHRU packaging) 
I.R. Crostonm S.G. Tyler, GEC-Marconi 
1991/06126 
Filed with the UK Patent Office 
RI035 
Connectionless A TM Data Services 










































Vennittlungsunabhangiges Konferenzsystem (AudioNideo) 
Application submitted by Alcatel SEL 
Rl038 
Videophone bei Multimedia rnittels Umlenkspiegelanordnung 
Application submitted by Alcatel SEL 
Rl038 
Videophone bei Multimedia - "Periskoploswtg" 
Application submitted by Alcatel SEL 
Rl041 
Hybrid-Codierer fiir Videosignale 
J. Speidel, P. Vogel 
Patent No EP 0 244 01 
R1041 
Verfahren u. Schaltungsanordnung zur Bitratenreduktion 
P. Vogel 
Patent No DE 3631252- EP 0 260 748 
R1041 
Quellcodierer fiir Videobilder 
P. Vogel 
Patent No DE 3710119- EP 0 284 161 
R1041 
System zur Obertragung von Videobildem 
P. Vogel 
Patent No DE 3726520 - EP 0 290 085 
R1041 
Verfahren zur Bestimmung von Bewegungsvektoren 
P. Vogel 
Patent No DE 3727530 
Rl041 
System zur Obcrtragung von Videobildem 
P. Vogel 
Patent No DE 3744280 
R1041 
Schaltungs:mordnwtg zur Auswertung cines Videosignals 
M. Riegel 
Patent No DE 3809076- EP 0 333 274 
RI041 
Steuersignalgenerntor fUr die Verarbeitung eines Videosignals 
M. Riegel 










































K.  Hienerwadel & G. Weth 
Patent No DE 3811536- EP 0 336 510 
Rl041 
Hybrid-Codierer fiir Videosignale 
K. Hienerwadel & G. Weth 
Patent No DE 3811535- EP 0  336 535 
R1041 
Verfahren zur Speicherung Wld Wiedergabe von Videosignalen 
G. Weth 
Patent No DE 38731277 
Rl041 
Speicher fiir Videosignale 
M. Riegel 
Patent No DE 3838171- EP 0 365 069 
RI041 
Verfahren zur Bestirnmung der Bewegungsvelctoren einer Sequenz von Videobildem 
K. Hinerwadel 
Patent No DE 3839502 
RI041 
Schaltungsanordnung zur Filterung eines Videosignals 
K. Hinerwadel 
Patent No DE 3917085 
RI041 
Codierer fiir blocksweise Codierung von Videobildem 
P. Vogel 
Patent No DE 3929280 
R1041 
Schaltungsanordnung  zur  Bestimmung  der  Lage  von  extremalen  Werten  einer 
Ahnlichkesf 
K. Hinerwadel 
Patent No DE 4009610 - EP 0 449 363 
Rt041 
Vorrichtung zur Steuerung einer Videokamera 
W. Demmer & G. Weth 
Patent No DE 4012846 
RI041 
Adaptives Filter zur Reduktion von Codierartef.'lkten 
W. Demmer 










































Schaltungsanordnung zum Erkennen eines mensch1ichen Gesichts 
E.  l3adique 
Patent No DE 4028191 - EP 0 474 304 
Rl041 
Anordnung zur Speicherung digitaler Farbbildsignale 
l3.  Friedrich 
Patent No DE 4041821 
RI044 




Exploitation of  this patent will be "free of  charge" to all p3Tticipants in RACE Programme· 
R1044  . 
Optical Communication System for the Multi-Customer Access Area 
Multi-Customer  Optical  Line  Inlet/Multi-Customer  Optical  Line  Outlet  (MC-OLI!MC-OLO); 
Threefold WDM : 
-High Density WDM (eg. 2-5 nm) for multi-<:ustomer signal transmissions 
-Medium-Density WDM (eg. 65-85 run) for bidirectional signal transmissions, and 
- Low-Density  WDM  (eg.  185-235  run)  for  optical  integration  of interactive  (D)ISDN  and 
distributive CATV service signals 
me Customer Systems 




Integrierte optische Anordnung mit wenigstens einem auf einem Substrat aus  Halbleitermaterial 
integriertem optischem Wellenleiter 
1989/09/01 
Germany 
German Application P 39 29  131.6- GR 89 P 1730 DE 
R1064 




German Application I' 40 14  234.5- GR 90 P 1231  DE 
RJ064 
Steuerbarcr integricrtcr optischcr Richtl:oppler 
1990/09/28 
Germany 
German Application I' 40 30 754.9- GR 90 P 1725 DE 
Rt064 
Stcurcrbarcr intcgriertcr optischcr Mach-Zehnder-lntcrferometer 
t990to9n8 
Germany 













































Pas.sivcr intcgricrtcr optischcr Richtkopplcr 
1990/09128 
Germany 
German Application P 40 30 756.5 - GR 90 P 1727  DE 
RI083 
Method and Circuit Arrangement for  Data  Block S)11chronisation in TOM Communiation System, 
particularly in an A  TM  · 
S. Wahl, D. Cesar 
1991/07/12 
(EP91  111615.0  12.07.91) 
RJ089 
Verfahren zum Absetzen von Kabeln, insbesondere Lichtwellcnleiterkabeln 
Cutting of  aramid yams for cable end preparation 





Verfahren zum zugfesten Verbinden eines Steckers mit einem Lichtwellenleiterkabel 






Connecteurs pour fibres optiques a  verrouillage et deverrouillage rapide 
Design of  the housing for a push-pull operating fibre optic connector 
E. Grassin d'Alphonse, S. Dubois, N. Valade 
1990/06121 
France 
Application submitted, extension to foreign coWttries planned 
RI089 
Connecteur pour fibres optiques 
Silicone-based membrane fixed inside the adaptor connecting 2 optical fibres 
L. Boillot. S. Boudard 
1990/01129 
France 
Application submitted, extension planned for European cointries and the US 
RI089 
Oblique Fibre Cleaving 
Application submitted 
RI089 
Singleway re-enterable splice 




Design of  compact fan-out with splitters 
Application submitted in April  1992 Annex V 
Glossary of technical terms 
ATM  - Asynchronous Transfer Mode. 
CEPT - Conference of European Post and Telecommunications Organisations 
CCIR - Comite Consultatif International des Radiocommunications of ITU 
CCITT - Comite Consultatif International des Telegraphique et Telephonique - International 
Telephone and Tete 
CFS - Common Functional Specifications 
CODEC- Coder/Decoder 
COST _  Co-operation in Science and Technology: A European multi-national framework for 
R&D co-operation. 
CPN - Customer Premises Network 
CREST - EC Committee on Research, Science and Technology. 
DRIVE - EC R&D on Telematic systems in the area of Transport 
EBIT - European Broadband Interconnection Trial 
ECU - European Currency Unit 
EDTV - Enhanced Definition Television 
EFTA  - European Free Trade Association 
EL - Electro-luminescent 
ESPRIT - European Strategic Programme of Research in Information Technologies 
ETSI - European Telecommunications Standards Institute 
EURESCOM - European Institute for Research and Strategic Studies in Telecommunications 
GmbH 
GEN - General European Network:  A 34  MBit/s fibre transmission Backbone 
IBC - Integrated Broadband Communicatons 
IC - Integrated Circuit 
IN - Intelligent Networking 
ISDN - Integrated Services Digital Network 
ITU - International Telecommunications Union 
HDTV - High Definition Television 
LSI devices - Large-Scale Integrated devices 
METRAN  - Managed European Transport Network 
MOU  - Memorandum of Understanding 
PNO - Public Network Operator 
RACE  - Research on Advanced Communications technologies for Europe 
RMC  - RACE Management Committee· 
SME - Small and medium-sized Enterprise 
TMN - Telecommunications Management Network 
UMTS - Universal Mobile Telecommunications System Annex VI 
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Councll  Decision  of 25th  July  1985  on  a  definition  phase  for  a  Community  action  in  the 
field  of  telecommunications  technologies  - R&D  programme  in  advanced  communications 
technologies for Europe (RACE): 85/372/EEC; O.J. No L 210/24; 7.8.1985 
Council  Decision  of  14  December  1987  on  a  Community  programme  in  the  field  of 
telecommunications technologies - R&D in advanced Communications technologies in  Europe 
(RACE programme); 88/28/EEC:  O.J. No  L  16/35,  21.1.88. 
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Listing of Projects 
IOOI  DVT:Digital video-tape recording terminal for HDTV 
1002  Satellite communications for IBCN 
I003  GUIDELINE:AIP and standards for TMN 
1004  Electro-luminescent flat-panel display for terminal applications 
I005  NEMESYS:Traffic and QOS  management for IBCN 
I 006  AIM:  AlP application to  IBCN maintenance 
I 007  ITIS:  IBC terminal for interactive services 
I 008  Silicon-based low-cost passive optical components 
I009  ADVANCE: Network and customer administration systems for IBCN 
IOIO  Subscriber coherent Multi-channel system 
I 0 II  Business CPN 
1012  DLNT:  Draodband local network technology 
1013  HDTV  -Switching 
I 014  ATMOSPHERIC 
I 015  Domestic CPN 
1016  Test tools and equipment 
1017  IOLE: IBC on-line environment 
1018  HIVITS: High-quality video-telephone and hihg-definition television system 
I 019  Polymeric optical switching 
1020  All-optical switching and bi-stable devices based on semi-conducting polymers 
1021  ARISE:  A  resuable infrastructure for software engineering 
1022  Technology for ATD 
1023  BEST:  A  methodological approach to  IBC system requirements specifications 
1024  NETMAN: Functional specifications for IBC  TNM 
1025  Functional specification of security and privacy in  IBC 
1026  International transmission of digital radio and television 
1027  Integrated opto-electronics towards coherent multi-channel IBCN 
1028  REVOLVE: Regional evolution planning for IBC 
1029  Development of improved InP substrate material for opto-electronic devices 
1030  ACCESS:  Advanced customer connections, an evolutionary systems strategy 
1031  Low-cost opto-electronic components 
1032  Development and testing of optical components for subscriber networks 
1033  OSCAR: Optical switching systems, components and architecture research 
1034  Usability engineering requirement for IBC 
1035  Customer premises network (CPN) 
1036  WDTM broadband customer premises network 
1037  User criteria for the realisation of opportunities afforded by IBC 
1038  MCPR: Multi-media communication, processing and representation 
1039  DIMUN: Distributed international manufacturing 
1040  RIPE: RACE integrity primitives evaluation 
1041  FUNCODE: Functional specification of codes 
1042  MUL  TI-MED: Functional service integration in support of professional users 
1043  Mobile telecommunications project 
1044  IBCN development and implementation strategies 1045  Consensus management project 
1046  SPECS:  Specification and programming environment for comms software 
1047  Techniques and integrity mechanisms in IBCN 
1048  RSVP:  RACE strategy for verification 
1049  ATM concept 
1050  me applications analysis 
1051  Multi-gigabit transmission in IBCN subscriber loops 
1052  SPOT: Signal processing for optical and cordless transmission 
1053  TERRACE: TMN evolution of reference configurations for RACE 
1054  APPSN:  Application pilot for people with special needs 
1055  MERCHANT: Methods in electronic retail cash handling 
1056  BIPED: Basic business IBC demonstrator 
1057  AQUA: Advanced quantum-well lasers for multi-gigabit transmission 
1058  RESAM: Remote expert support for aircraft maintenance 
1059  DIVIDEND: Dealer interactive video 
1060  DIDAMES:  Distributed  industrial  design  and  manufacturing  of  electronic 
subassemblies 
1061  DIMPE: Distributed integrated multi-media publishing environment 
1062  MARIN: Marine industry applications of broadband communications 
1063  MAPS: RACE mobile applications pilot scheme 
1064  MIOCA: Monolithic integrated optics for customer access applications 
1065  ISSUE: IBCN systems and services useability engineering 
1066  IPSNI: Integration of people with special needs by me 
1067  Usability design information support 
1068  ROSA:  RACE open services architecture 
1069  EPLOT: Enhanced performance lasers for optical transmission 
1070  Testing Pay-per-view in  Europe 
1071  Applications analysis 
1072  IT  ACA: IBCN testing architecture for conformance assessment 
1073  GEOTEL: Application pilot in the petroleum and chemicals industry 
1074  ECHO: Electronic case-handling in offices 
1075  Telepublishing 
1076  REMUS: Reference models  for useability specifications 
1077  Usage reference model for IBC 
1078  European museums network 
1079  CAR: CAD/CAM for the automotive industry in Europe 
1080  HDTV experimental usage 
I 081  BUNI demonstrator 
1082  QOSMIC:  QOS  verification  methodology  and  tools  for  integrated 
communications 
1083  PARASOL: ATM specific measurement equipment 
1084  MIME: Development of emulators and simulators 
1085  TET  -ADAPT: Adaptation of techno-economic evaluation tools for RACE 
I 086  TELEMED 
1087  PROVE: Provision of verification 
1088  TUDOR: Usability issue  for people with special needs 
1089  LOOP: Low-cost optical components 
I 091  ESP:  EBIT service project 
1092  DIRAC: Database for reliability calculations Annex VIII 
Organisations involved in  RACE Projects RACE'90  B-1  Annex B 
ANNEX B - Alphabetical List of Participating Organisations 
OrpnlsaUon  Country  Proj«t(s) 
01-PURO  01-PUROFORIKI  GR  R1075 
AAS!fAU  Austrian Academy of Scienca  A  R1037 
Technology Assessment Unit 
ACEC  ACECSA  D  RIOtS, 22,41 
AEG  AEG Aktien~lls.chaft  D  Rl018,39 
AEG  AEG Forschungsinstitut  D  Rt041 
AEG  AEG Kabel AG  D  R1030, 44, 56 
AEG  AEG Olympia AG  D  R1063 
AEr  Applicazioni FJettrotelefoniche  I  R1044 
AE.T.Spa 
AID  Allied I!Uh 11.1nk Pic  IRL  R1QS9 
AKZO  AKZO International Research DV  NL  R1019" 
ALCASP  Alcatel &pace SA  F  R1002", 86 
ALGO  Algotech Sistemi  I  R1076" 
ALPHA  ALPHA SAl  GR  R1016,84 
AMPER  AmperSA  E  Rl()4.1, 45, 81 
ANALYSIS  Analysis Lld  UK  Rl023 
AND  US  ANDUSGmbH  D  R1060 
AN1TRA  Anitra Medienprojelr:te  D  R1070" 
ANr  ANr  Nachrichtentedlnik GmbH  D  R1002, 30, 31, 44, 47", 51 
APD  Grupe de Empreus A.P  .D.  E  Rl042 
APM  Architecture Projects Mll1Agement  UK  Rl061l 
APSIS  APSIS  p  Rl042 
APT  AT  &.Ten Philip£ Telecommunicatie  NL  R1022, 31, 33, 44, 51, 
Dedrijven DV  81,83 
ASCOM  Ascom Tech AG  CH  R10S3, 83,87 
AT&.TNSI  AT  &.T Network Systems  NL  R1045, i7 
International DV 
ATEA  ATEA  D  R1044 
ATR  ALCATEL Radiotelephone  p  R1043 
AXI  AXIONA/S  OK  R1009 
B&S  Barr&. Stroud Lld (Pilkington)  UK  R1019 
D3i  Bureau International  p  R1003 
d'ln~nierie Infonnatique 
DALT  Baltimore Technologies  IRL  Rl021 
(Subcontractor) 
DARCO  Barco Industries N.Y.  D  R1044 
BED  BED  D  RlOlS 
BDC  British Broadcasting Corporation  UK  R1018, 36" ,43, 63, 77, 81 
DC  Benin &. Cie.  F  R1092 
BCOM  Broodcom Eireann Research l..ld  IRL  R1003,09",21",23,24",28,53,91 
BELSER  DeherVerlag  D  R107E 
DIBA  Bremer  ~itut  CUr Betriebstechnik  D  R1039"' 62,85 
und angewandte Art>eiuwiuenschaft 
an dc:r UnM:nitlt Bremen 
BICC  BICC Cables Pic  UK  ruon·, 39, ro 
BNP  Banque Nationale de: Paris  F  R10S9 
BOSOI  Robert B<xch GmbH  D  R1043, 44,54 Annex B  B-2  RACE'90 
rrr  Britiih Tclerommunications Pic  UK  Jt1003",06,09, 18,22,23,24,25,28,30,32, 
33,34,37",41,43,44,45,48,55,59,67,68", 
77,  79,81",87,91,92" 
UI'/Nol  Brituh Telecommunications Pic  UK  Jt1028 
(Northern Ireland) 
UI'/NoS  British Telecommunications Pic  UK  Jt1028 
(North of Scotland Diitrict) 
IITM  Ale:atei/DTM  B  Jt1002, 22". 44, 45, 46, 83 
rrrs  Broadcast Television  D  JtlOOO 
S)"tem.s GmbH 
BUJU>A  Burda GmbH  D  Jt1061 
CAP  CAP SESA JUgions  F  Jtl087 
CAP  CAP Seu Telecom  p  Jtl021 
CAP  CAP SOGE'Illnnovation  p  Fl1016, 17 
CASE  Case Communications l.Jd  UK  Jt1003,0S",53,79,82 
CCEIT  Centre Commun d'Etudes de  p  ruot8 
TeUdi!Tusion et Teltrommunications 
CEA  Comminariat i  I'Encrgie Atomique  p  Jt1000 
CEL  Crodicld Electronics  UK  Jt1061 
CEFlDA  lnstitut Ccrd.a  E  Jtl037, 71 
arr  (Centro de &tudos de  p  Jtl009, 21, 23, 24, 28°154, 
Telcrommunica~) 
Correia.; &. Teleromunica~ 
de Portugal 
emu  Computer lndustty R.esearch Unit  UK  ruos5,S9 
CIT  AJcatel CIT  SA  p  Jt1022, 44,45 
CLEM  OcmeuySA  p  ruo16, 82. 87 
CNET  Etat Pra~ii  - Minm~re  des MT  p  ruot5, t8, 22. 21, 30, 32, 
Centre National d'Etudcs des  S,41,44,46,48,S7,68, 
TeUrommuruations  3,87,92 
CNR.  Comiglio Nazionale Delle lticerche  Jt1066" 
CNR.G  Communication Networks  GR  Jtl(ID 
R.csearcb Group 
CNUSC  C.N.US.C.  p  Jt1006 
CO  mEL  ContciiPC (UK) l.Jd  UK  Jt10S9 
COJtNEL  Comelsen Verlag  D  ru07S 
COS  I  Consorzio per  1'051 in ltalia  1  ru044, n· 
CPJt  Consorzio Pisa IUcerebe  Jtl091 
CPS  Condatcc Projett  D  Jt107S 
Software GmbH 
CSATA  CSA  TA • Tccnopolu  Jtl028, 38,92 
(Centro Studi e Applicazioni in Tccnologie 
Avanzate) 
CSELT  cs.E.I..T.-Centro Studi e  Jtt018,27,44,46,48,S3",54, 
uboratori  Telccomunicazioni Spa  57,68 
CT  Com~Tcchnicon  p  Fl10C2 
CTE  Centro de Tata.; EJectronico SA  E  Jt1061 
CIT  Com:iol e Telecomunica~  de  p  Jt1022, 91 
Portupl 
cu  Commercial Union  UK  R1074 
Assurance Company 
CWI  Stich  ling MatbematUch  NL  ruo.so• 
Centrum • CWI 
DANA  OS  Danacx Shipping Co.  GR  R1062 RACE
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DANEf  DANETGmbH  D  R1006 
DDP  Bundesministerium fiir das PO&t  D  RlO.IS 
und Fermeldcwesen 
DDP  Deutsche BundtSpO't  D  Rl051192 
DEA  Danish Engineering Academy  OK  Rltm 
DETECON  DETECON GmbH  D  R1075"~86"191" 
DEUI'SCH  Compagnie Deutsch  F  RlOJl 
DHL  DHL Worldwide Express  D  R1063" 
DHZ  Deutches Henentrum  D  Rt006 
DIT/UPM  Departamento de lngenieria  E  R1072 
Telenatica 
UnM:rsidad Politecnica de Madrid 
DLV  Delta Uoyd Verz.  NL  R1074 
DORNIER  Domier System GmbH  D  Rl002 
DTD  Deutsche Thomson-Brandt GmbH  D  R10011  18 
EIIT  ED Teknologi Ltd  N  Rl03?1  431 46 
EDU  Technical Centre or the EDU  D  RlOUi" 
ELDASA  ELBASA  E  R1060 
ELCENf  Elektronik.Centralen  DK  R10161 841 87 
ELCOMA  Philipr; International BY.  NI...  R1022 
Elcoma Division 
ELEC  EJectricity Council  UK  R1063 
EUN  Ala  tel A"'tril  A  R1041i 
Elin Forschungcentrum GmbH 
ELSYP  ElSYP  GR  R1075 
EMI  EMI Electromagnetics Institute  OK  R1014 
EMP  Empirica GmbH  D  R10S4 
ENl  Enichem Synthesis Spa  I  R1020 
EO  LAS  The lruh Science and  IRL  R1007 
Technology Agency 
EPFL  EFPL  01  R1057 
ERA  ERA  Technology Ltd  UK  R1020 
ERC  Alcatel A"'tril - A  R1017 
EUN Rue~  reb Center 
ERICSSON  E.ricsson IUdio Systems AD  s  R1043 
ERICSSON  EriCS£011 Telecom  s  R1056", 681 81 
ESITO  PSITOSA  GR  R1061 
FACE  lnd"'trie PACE Standard Spa  Rl002, 061001131  17122, 
381 44, 451 66 
FATME  Fabbrica Apparecchiature 
Teldoniche e Mate  rille Elettrico 
- Drevetti Ericswn  ruon·  I  lSI JS•  I 441 451561 72. s1 
FCR  France Cable&. Radio  F  R1059,87 
FCRE  F.C.R. Entreprises  F  R1091 
Fl/DBP  Forschungsirutitut der  D  Rl018, 22, 25"1 32, 41 
DDPTELEKOM 
beim Femmeldetechnilchen Z&ntralamt 
FlAR  Pabricca lt.aliana Appsreccheature1  Rl009 
JUdioelcttriche SpA 
FJNTEL  Pc.t and Telecommunications  SP  R1039144 
of  Finland 
FIT  Swiss  Federalln~titute of  OJ  R1033 
Techn<>logy, Zurich -13o 
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fliG  Praunhofer Abbeitsgruppe fiir  D  Rl079 
Gn~phische  Datenven~rt>eitung 
F1..Z  Fascber-Ma<Uen & Lorenz Petersen  DK  R1005 
Dau Communications Consultants AJS 
(F"ascher and Lorenz) 
FMH  Universidade Tecnica de Usboa,  P  Rl054, 88 
Paculdade de Motricidade Hurnana, 
Departamento de Educac;ao Especial 
e Rubilitac;ao, (FMH-DEER) 
FOKKER  Foller Airrntft DV  NL  R1058 
FORD  u~r2  ·Ford (Europe)  R1079 
FORTI1  Foundation Cor Research  GR  R1005, 6lJ 
and Technology· He  lias 
FTZ  Deutsche Dund~  TE.l.EKOM •  D  Rl044, 48, 53, 87 
Femmeldeteehnisches Zcntn~lamt 
FUD  Fondazione Ugo Dordoni  I  Rl(}B, 65, 68, 72 
GEC  GEC-Marconi Research Ltd.  UK  R1043, 92 
GEC  GEC Research Ltd  UK  RlOll 
(Subcontractor) 
GEC  The General Electric Company Pic  UK  R1002 
(GEC Research Ltd, 
Marconi Research Centre) 
GEC  The Genen~l Electric Company Pic  UK  Rl014, 18,24,30,33, 
35,36 
GEOSTOCK  Soci~t~ Prancaise  F  Rl073" 
de Stockage CXologique 
GMD  ~IW:haft  fiir Mathematik  D  Rl068, 72,75 
& Datenv. 
GPT  GEC·Pleuey  UK  R1005,44,4S,46,51 
Telecommunications Ltd.  56,81 
GRUNDIG  GrundigAG  D  RlOOl 
IW  Hellenic Aercxpace Industry  GR  Rl044 
HAMBURG  Museum Hamburg  D  R1078 
HASLER  Resurch & New Technologies  01  R1016, 33 
Division ol  AEcom Holding Ltd 
(Hasler  AG) 
HELL  Dr. lng. Rudolf Hell GmbH  D  R1061 
mn  Heinrich Hem lnstitut  D  RIOlO 
HI  DB  Highland$ & Wand$  UK  RI028 
Development Board 
liP  Hewlett-Packard Ltd  UK  R1016, 83 
HUSAT  Huut  UK  Rl063, 65", 76, 79 
m.rr  Hekinki University of  Technology  SF  RI039,62 
lAD  International Automotive Design  UK  rum· 
IDM  IDMPranceSA  F  R1005,46,53,68, 79,82",84 
I COM  International Council o( Museums  F  Rl078 
ICOM  lntracom SA  GR  Rl009, 21,24 
IDATE  IDATE  F  RlOSO, 71, 71, 86 
IFC  IFC Research Ltd  UK  Rtaso•, 11•, 77 
IMEC  lnter-universitair Mil::ro- D  Rl010,19,22,33,69 
electroniU Centrum vrw 
IMS  Ituh Medical Syltems  lRL  Rl006 
INESC  lnstituto de Engenharia de Sistemas  p  R1011, 22,46 
e Compuudorc~ 
INEr  I·NIIT Limited  UK  R1QS3 RACE'90  B-5  Annex B 
INMARSAT  lnmarut  UK  R1052 
INST  wtruments SA  F  Rl032,36 
INSTM  I.Mtitut Montpellier  F  Rl006 
lNfECS  INIECS SUtemi Spa  I  Rl017,21 
INI'ELSA  lndumiu de Telecomunicacion SA  E  Rl023, 44,48 
INfER  CAl  INfER  CAl  NL  R1070 
INI'RACOM  Intrarom SA  GR  RlO:S3, 60, 61 
IPSYS  IPSYSPic  UK  Rl021 
moE  lnnituto di R.ecerca wile Onde •  Rl02D 
Electromagneticbe del Consiglio 
Nazionale dell R.ecerche 
IRR  wtitute Cor Jtehabilit.atioo  NL  Rl06S 
~reb 
lSI  151-Pnaunhol'er GmbH  D  RlO:SO, 71, 7S, 78" 
ISL  Innitut fiir Secverte!mwiruchaft  D  Rl062 
und I...ogiru.k 
I  SOFT  lntruoft (Subcontnactor)  GR  Rl009,21 
lSR  AkateL'ISR  F  R1 O:SJ, .ss. 60, 63 
1ST  Innituto Superior Tecnico  p  RlO:Sl 
ITAL'IEL  Socieu Italian~ di  Rl012, 44, 4.5, 49, 81 
Teleromll1licuionl SpA 
rrnc  Reading rrnc  UK  Rl06S 
(Information TechDology Centre) 
II'  AS  Jutland Tekpbooe Aktieselskab  DK  Rl022, 44, 72, 81 
KME  K.abelmet.al Electro GmbH  D  R1032, ""'· 89 
KONE  Kooe Belgium SA  D  R1039 
J..'TAS  Kjobenh.avns TeleCon Ahiesetskab  DK  RlOO:S, 09, 22, 44, S3, 
S8, 82, BJ, 84, 91 
J..'UL  Katholieke Univcniteit Lewen  D  Rl066 
L-CUDE  L-CUDE Information Syuems SA  GR  Rl061 
l.ADEIN  La  be in  E  R1072 
LC  Lobj.l Corporation  SF  Rl004" 
Electronic Industries 
l.DM  Laboratoires de Man:ounis  F  R1006,19,27,46,S7 
LEP  Philip;· LEP (Labonatoires  F  RIOlO, 18, 33" 
d'EJcctronique Philip;) 
LER  Tbomsoo-CSP  F  Rt<8:J• 
LME  1-M.E.ricuon Ireland  IRL  Rl009 
LME  Telefon.aktiebolaget L M Ericssoa  s  Rl014, 21, 30,33 
LOEWE  Loewe Opu GmbH  D  Rl007" 
LOJUA  Lobj.l Corporation  SF  Rlll!l 
urr  Loughborough Univcmty  UK  Rl042 
of  Technology 
Dept of  Electronic&. Electrical Engineering 
LWB  ~  WerCt Dremerhaven GmbH  D  R1062" 
MARCONI  Marroni ltaliana Spa  I  Rl044 
MARl  l'.lARI.Adv.nc:ed  UK  Rl007,09,21,23",81 
Microelectronia Ltd 
MATRA  MA'IRA Communication  p  Rl004, 07, 18, 41,81 
MATRA  SA Matna.sp.a:  F  R1014 
MDLE  MDLE N.V  J S.A.  D  R1022 
MCC  Muwell Communication  UK  R1061" 
Corporation Pk 13<, 
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MC:S  (Marconi Communication Systems)  UK  R1002 
The Marconi Company Umited 
MCP  Mer  Wafer technology  UK  R1029" 
MEa?  Medical Computers France  F  R1042 
MIIT  Matn·Ericuoo T4!1&ommunica!ions  F  ltl014",44,56,83 
MIITA1YPE  Metatype SA  GR  ltl061 
MM  Midland Montagu  UK  R10S9 
MONCYIYPE  Monotype Corporation Pk  UK  R1061 
MSS  Marconi Space Systems  UK  R1002 
The Marconi Company Urnited 
NAH  Nauauiscbes Heim  D  R10S4 
NAVICON  NaviconSA  E  R1062 
NCC  N.tional Computing Centre Ltd.  UK  ltl048 
NO  Norcontel {Ireland) Ltd  IRL  ltlOS9 
NEDPTI'  Centraaldirectie Nedertandu: P1T  NL  ltl008 
NEWPOL  N~tle  Polytechnic  UK  R1008 
Nllm  1be N.tiooallnaitute for  IRL  R1046 
Higher Edue:atioo 
Nk'"T  Aktiesekbbet Nordine Kabel &  DK  R1014,J04,45,Sl,56 
Traadfabriktr Denmarl: 
NMR.C  National M.icroelectronia  mL  R1020,43 
Ruean:h Centre 
NOKIA  NOKIA Corporatioo  SF  R1011, 22, 35, 43,44 
NSDD  Telecom Eireann NSDD  mL  R10S9 
NTA  Norwt:gian Telecommunications  N  R1022, 44, 53, 68, 83, 
Adminimatioo  86,91 
NTA  Research I>epmment  N  lt1023 
(Tekdirektorat) ol  Norwt:pan 
Telerommunicatioos Administration 
NI'E  NTEGmbll  D  R107S 
N11JA  National Technical University  Glt  R1014, 22, 2-4, 62 
oC Athens 
NnJA  National Technical University  Glt  lt1009 
of Athens (Subcontnctor) 
ORT  orru:t R.cpro Technik  D  lt1075 
am  Hellenic Tderommunicatioos  Glt  R1028,43 
01TO  OttoVenand  D  R1075 
oxc  Oxford Comultants (Europe)  UK  R1042 
OXP  Oxford Polytechnic  UK  ltl042 
Dept o(  Computing And 
Mathematical Science 
PEUSA  Peugeot SA  F  lt1079 
PinuPS  Nedertanche Philip; Dedrijven DV  NL  R1001, 10",31,64,69,80 
PHIUPS  Philip; SA  D  R1022 
PHIUPS  Philip; Telecommunicatie en  NL  R1022,45 
Data Systemen, Nederland DV 
PinuPS  PhiliP' USFA  NL  R1040,47 
PinUPS  PhiliP' lntemation.al DV  NL  R1074" 
PKD  PKDerlin  D  R107B 
PKI  PhiliP' Kommunik.ations  D  R1015,18, 22, 35, 41, 43, 
lndustrie AG  44, S8, 74, 78, 83 
PLA.NIIT  1'11net SA  Glt  R1061,73 
··LES  Pkucy R.esearch,  UK  R1009,11,12",l5,35,49" 
Jtoke Manor Ltd -133 
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Pl..ES  ~ReseArch  (Caswell) Ltd  UK  RIOlO, 18, 64, 69" 
PLESSEY  ~UK  Ltd  UK  R1043, 67, 68 
PRC  PhiliP' Radio Communiation  UK  Rl043",63 
SyEtems Ltd 
PRENSA  PRENSA  E  R107S 
PRO  MAR  l'rofuta.: Marino£  E  Rl062 
PRL  PhiliP' ReseArch La~  UK  RlOH 
P'IT  SW:sP'IT  OJ  ruo.ts, 86 
FUM  PhiliP' UniYemtaet Mnbufi  D  R1QS7 
OMC  OMC Inmuments Ltd  UK  Rl06 
QMC  Queen Mary Colle~  l...ondon  UK  Rl022 
QMW  Ouoen Mary lr. Westf.eld Collere  UK  RIOOJ 
(Univemty or  London) 
RADI  RAdlallSA  p  R1032, 89" 
RAL  Rutherford Appleton Laboratory  UK  Rl042 
ol  the Science and Engineering 
Research Council 
REFER  Refer DVIlA  D  R1076,87 
RIC  RIC Aaociatioa lntemationale  D  R10«",45" 
R.KL  R.epo Kabel Umboutz  NL  R1070 
RNL  R.esearch Neher Laboratories  NL  Rl015,18,19,22.2S,33 
ol  the Netherlands PIT  lS, 36, 40, 41, 43, 44, 46, 
48, .sc. 65, 68, 81, 91 
RTC  RTCCompelec  p  R1031 
lOT  RipeT.T.  D  R1021,44,4S 
SAOd  SAOd  p  Rl062 
SAG  EM  SqemSa  F  Rl047 
SArr  SArr  S.A. {Subc:oatnc:tor)  D  R1041 
SARDE  s.nse S.A.  p  Rl073 
SARIN  Sarin  Rl065 
SAS  SASI>enmart  DK  ruosa· 
SAT  ~t~  ADonyme de  p  Rl030, 44, 45, 56 
Til«ommuniations 
SED  S-E-Bankcn, SEB Data  s  RlQS9 
SEC  SOURIAU & Cic.  p  RJ~ 
SEL  AJcatci/SELAG  D  R1003, 06", 13", 15, 16" ,17" ,22. 31", 32, 33, 34", lS, 
38",44,4S,SJ•,SJ,54",51",60,61",71",81,83, 
86,87, 88• 
SEPI'  Service d'Etlldes communes des  F  Rl02S 
l'cxte5 et Tll&ommuniations 
SP..S  Scita Europe Sa  D  R1061 
SESA  Akatel/SESA  E  Rl002, 06, 11, 17, 18, 
22, lS, 36, 38, 43,44, 
46,48,56 
SFJ  Senter (or lndumiefonknin'  N  R1039 
SGS  SGS Microelletronica SpA  I  Rl004,14,4C 
SGS  SGS-'Ibocmon Microelectronics SA  p  RIOlO, 36 
sms  Socicdadc lntctbanc:aria de Se:viclx  p  RlO:SS 
SID  ~  ln!ormatiquc  F  Rl068 
et ~Joppement 
SIE  Sistemas &pcrtos  E  R1042, 13tJ 
Annox B  B-8  RACE'90 
SIEMENS  SiemensAG  D  RIOlO, 12. 31, 40, 44, 
45, 47, 49, 53, 64 °. 69, 81, 
83,92 
smrnc  smrnc  D  R107S 
SIETIE  SIEITE  I  R1006 
SIGOS  SIGOS  D  R1074 
StNI'RA  Thomwn • SINIRA  F  R1033 
SIP  Societi I taliana per le  I  R1053 
Teleromunicarioni 
SIRTI  SIRTISpA  Rt032,89 
SIX  COM  Sixrom (OIMtti Group)  R1055 
SUGOS  Sliga;  F  Rt055" 
SNS  Sloaan Neptun Schi!Tahru AG  D  R1062 
SOFREC  SOFRECOM  p  R1070 
SOGITI!C  SOGITI!C  p  R107S 
SOPHA  Sopha Medical  F  R1042 
SOURIAU  Souriau ct Qe.  F  R1030 
SPAG  SPAG Services S.A.  D  R1048"' F:7" 
SPECTRUM  Spectrum Energy  UK  R1073 
&. Wormatioa Technology Lid 
SfAL  Tcleverket (Swedish  s  R1009, 11, 14, 18, 21, 
Tclecommuniations Administration)  23,24,25,30,33,35, 
<Cl"' <CJ, 44, <CS, 53, 56, 59, 
67, 83, 86, 87 
Sf  AT  Sf  AT SA  GR  R107S 
STC  Aka  tel src P1c  UK  R1014, 22, 24, 27"' 31, 36, 
44, <CS, 53, 56, 57, 59". 68, 
83, 86,89 
STK  Alatei/STI(  N  R1022, 38,86 
SIL  STC  Tcdlnology Lid  UK  R1036 
SIL  STC Pk, STC  Tedu!ology Lid  UK  Rtfm• 
srou..  StoUm.ann GmbH  D  R1060 
sus  sus R.esurch Lid  IRL  R1028 
SWIFT  S.WJ.F.T.  D  R1055 
SWlN  (5..-edi.Utlnstitute for tbc  s  R1008 
llandicappcd 
SYD  Syncrgie Wormatiquc et  p  R1009 
Developpemcnt 
T&.T  Thrane &. Thrane  DK  R1062 
TCD  Univenity of  Dublin,  IRL  R1009, 20" 
Trinity Colkge 
TCE  1lloauon Conwmer Electronicr  p  RlOOO 
TCSF  'Illoauon.csF  p  R1015", 18", 29, 33, 35, 36, 47, 
57,81 
TEOINI  Tedu!isynems  GR  R1062 
TEOINO  Techno  Plan  D  Rt060 
TECSI  GSI-TeaiSA  p  ruoos, <C6", 59, 82, 84 
TEE  Telecom Eircann  IRL  R1020 
(Subcontractor) 
TEKNON  Tcmoo Gcsellschaft rur  D  R1017 
WJ£Senbaskrte ~erne  GmbH 
:lELB-S  Tclernatic Services GmbH  D  R1060" 135 
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TELEPON  Telef6cia de &pal'la SA  E  R1014, 18,22,24,27,28, 
30, 41, 44, 48, 51, 53, .J.S, 72, 
TELENORMA  Telefonbau & Norm.alzeit GmbH  D  Rl011,35,38,44,45,56 
TELES  TI!JayEt~mes  SA  p  R1061,65, 73, 74,77,86 
TELEITRA 
Telef6cica EJettronica e RJidio Spa  Rl027,44 
'TELINDUS  Telindus N.V.  D  Rl044 
TELSI  Telef6nia Sistemas  E  Rl009,42•, 78,86,91 
TELSPArn  Te!space S.A.  p  Rl002 
TESA  Telettnl &panola S.A.  E  Rl043, 44, 45, 81 
'IH..  Teletek:nid: Ponkninplaboratorium  DK  Rl046,68 
11-IEM  Thoauon Hybrides  p  Rl029, 30, 43 
et Microondes SA 
THOMSON  'l'bomsoo SA  p  Rl044,45 
THORN  Thorn EMl Central R.eseztrch Labs  UK  Rl015, 43 
1TI'N  TJ.T.N.  p  Rl044, 61 
lL  TeleLOGIC AB  s  Rl021,24 
n.r  Telefones de Usboa e Porto  p  RIOS3, 78 
'INC  Tbe Networt:ing Centre Ltd  UK  Rl003 
TReY  Technical Research Centre  SF  RlOOO, ,42, 54, 65, 66 
olP"mland 
TRJCOM  Konsortium TRJCOM  Cll  R1022, 44 
TRT  Telerommunicatiom  p  Rl018, 22, 43, 63 
RJidioc!lectriques et  Tl!l~phoniques 
TST  Telefunken Syuem  Technik:  D  Rl062 
and~tia; 
1UD  Tc:chnil.c:bc UnivemtJt Berlin  D  Rl07S 
lUD  Technical Univemty or Denm.ut  DK  R1013,27 
TVE  'Ibor!uon Video Equipment  p  RlOOO 
UCL  University College London  UK  RlOOS, 54, 67, 79 
ucw  Univemty College or Wales  UK  R1021 
(Subcontractor) 
UDOR  Univemtat Dortmund  D  Rl033 
UNIBIT  UNIBIT (Holdinp)  UK  R1006 
UOA  Univemtyol  Athens  GR  Rl027,51 
UOA  Univenityol  Aveiro  r  RJos2• 
UOD  Univemty ol Bremen  D  Rl062 
uoc  UllNemty ot  Cambridge  UK  R1042 
UOD  UllNemty ot  Dundee  UK  Rl066 
UOP  UllNemty ot  Flore  no:  I  R1006 
UOG  Univemty of  Ghent  D  Rl004 
UOH  Univemty or Heidelberg  D  R1006 
UOL  Univenity ol  London  UK  Rl006 
UOM  Univemty ol  Manchester  UK  Rl~ 
UOMU  Univemty of Mulbouse  p  Rlfm 
uos  Univemty ol  Strathdyde  UK  Rl043 
uos  Univemty ot  Stuttprt  D  Rl022,57 
UPM  Pundaci6a General de l&  E  Rl023 
Univenidad PolitUnia de Madrid 
UPMC  DNAC • Univen.itl! Pierre ct  p  Rl009 
Marie Curie 
UST  Stirling Univemty  UK  RlQ6.!· AnnoxB  B-10  RACE'90 
usn.  Un.M:mtl! de Scieoccs ct  p  R1029 
Techniques du lAnguedoc 
WA  Un.M:mty oC Aarhus  DK  R1040 
WD  Un.M:mty oe Dumam  UK  ruoo.c 
UVL  Un.M:mty ot  Lewen  D  ruow 
ws  Un.M:mty oe Surrey  UK  R1023 
VERITAS  Det Nonke Vcriw  N  R1062 
vrrnc  vrrnc  p  R1079 
W&:G  Wandel&: Goltennann  D  ruan· 
GmbH&: Co 
WRC  Wort:~  Center Ltd  IRL  R1034, 77 
WSD  WlrUili Diesel  SF  R1062 
ZMF  ZMF  D  R1078 
• Prime Contrndor for Project Annex IX 
Financial and participation statistics Types of Organisations 
UnlversHies (12.4%) 
Research Est. (15.1%) 
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